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CENTBINARIES

I
pROM Bocca di Magra to Bocca
* mile after mile, the sandy

beaches smoothly, unbrokenly extend.

Inland from the beach, behind»a sheltering

belt of piites, lies a strip of coastal plain

—

ffat as a slice of Holland an*d dyked with

slow streams. Corn grows here and the

vine, with plantations of slim poplars inter-

spersed, and fat water-meadows. Here and
there the streams brim over into shallow

lakes, whose sho,res are fringed with sodden

fields of rices And behind this strip of plain,

four or five miles from the sea, the moun-
tains rise, suddenly and steeply : the Apuan
Alps. Their highest crests are of bare lime-

stone, streaked here and there with the

wl\ite marble which brings prosperity to the

little towns that stand at their feet

:

Massa
‘and Carrara, Serravezza, Pietrasanta. Half

the tombstones are scooped out

of these noble crags. Their lower slopes

are grey with olive trees, green with woods
of chestnut. Over their summits lepose the

enormous sculptured masses of the clouds.

I\om cape to cape, with a bridge-like shape.

Over a torrent sea,

Sunbeam-proof, I hang like a roof,

—

The mountains its coh^mns be.
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ON THE MARGIN
The landscape fairly quotes Shelley at

you. This sea with its luminous calms

and sudden tempests, these dvA •blue

islands hull down on the horizon, these

mountains %ind their marvellous clouds,

these rivers and woodlands ar? the very

substance of’ his poetry. Live on this

coast for a little and you will find yourself

constantly thinking of that lovely, that

strangely chil(;Jish poetry, that beautiful

and cliild-like man. Perhaps his spirit

liaunts the coast. It was jn this se^j that

he sailed his flimsy boat, steering with*

one hand and holding in the other his

little volume of /Eschylus.
^
You picture

him so on the^days of calm. And on the

days of sudden violent storm you think

of him, too. The lightnings cut across

the sky, the thunders arc like terrible

explosions overhead, the squall corned

down ^with a fury. What of the

flimsy boat ? None, save only that a few
days after tiie storm a young body is

washed ashore, battered, unrecognizable
;

the little /Eschylus in the coat pocket is

all that tells us that this was Shelley.

I have been spending the summer on
this haunted coast. That must be my
excuse for mentioning in so self-absorbed

2



CENTENARIES

a world as is ours the name of a poe^

who has been dead these hundred
years. \But be reassured. I have* no
intention t)f writing an article about

the ineffectual angel beating*in the void

bis something-or-other wings in vain,

r do not mean to add my croak to

the mellifluous chorus of centenary cele-

brators. No ;
the ghost of Shelley,

who walks in Versilia and the Lunigia,

by the shores of the Gulf of Spe^ia and
beloM' Pisa vihere Arno disembogues,

this ghost • with whom I have shaken

hands and talked, incites me, not to add
a supererogatory and impertinent en-

comium, but rather to protest against

the outpourings of the other encomiasts,

of jthe honey-voiced centenary-chanters.

The cooing of these persons, ordinarily

a specific against insomnia, is in this ca^e

an
;

it rouses, it exacjrbates.

For annoying and disgusting it certainly

is, this spectacle of a rebellious youth
praised to fulsomeness, a hundred years

after his death, by people who would
hate him and be horrified by him, if he
were alive, as much as the S'^otch re-

viewers hated and were horrified bv
Shelley. How would these persons treat

3



ON THE MARGIN
Vyoung contemporary who, not cofttent

with being a literary innovator, should

use ' his talent to assault rcligii’h ' and

the established order, should ‘ blaspheme
against plutbcracy and patriotisni, should

proclaim him,self a Bolshevik, *an inters

nationalist, a pacifist, a conscientious

objector ? They would say of him that

he was a dangerous young man who ought

to be put in his place
;

and they would
either disparage and denigrate his talent,

or else— if they were a little more subtly

respectable— they would nevdr allow his

name to get into print jn any of the

periodicals which they contrs'lled.

But seeing * that Shelley was safely

burnt on the sands of Viareggio a hun-
dred years ago, seeing that he is ,»ip

longer a live dangerous man but only a^

d'&ad classic, these respectable supporters

of esta*blished Jiterature and toil,!>Jished

society join in chorus to praise him, and

explain ^his.,meaning, and preach sermons

over him. The mcllifiuops cooing is

accompanied by a snuffle, and there

hangs over these centenary celebrations

a genial, miasm:^ of hypocrisy and insin-

cerity. “^he effe,ct of these festal anni-

versaries in Eng--and is not to rekindle

4



CENTENARIES

life in the great dead
;

a centenary

Tifther a second burial, a reaffirmation

of deSdness. A spirit that was ^ncc

alive is fo'fesilized and, in the midst of

solemn ^nd funereal cerefnonies, the

petrified ’classic is duly ijiched in the

Temple of respectability.

How much better they order these

things in Italy ! In that country—which
one must ever admire more the more one
sees of it—they duly celebrate their

greal men
;

but celebrate them not

with a snuffle, not in black clothes, not

with prayer-books in their hands, crape

round their hats, and a hatred, in their

hearts, of all that has to do with life and
vigour. No, no ;

they make their dead
aTi excuse for quickening life among the

Jiving ;
they get fun out of their cen-

tenaries.

La-, the Italians were celebrating

the six hundredth anniversary of Dante’s

death. Now, imagine what this cele-

bration would have been like in England.

AH the oldest critics and all the young
men who aspire to be old would have
written long articles in all th" literary

papers. That would hive set the tone.

After that some nobL lord, or even

5



ON THE MARGIN
c* Prince of the Blood, would have* un-

veiled a monument designed by Framptftn

or Sl)mc other monumental mason of the

Academy. Imbecile speeches in words
of not moi'e than two syllables would
then have bpen pronounced over the

ashps of the world’s most intelligent

poet. To his intelligence no reference

would, of course, be made ; but his

character, ah ! his character would get

a glowing press. The most fiery and
bitter of men would be held up as an

example to all Sunday-school children.

After this display of reverence, we
should have had a lovely historical pageant

in the rain. A young female dressed in

white bunting would have represented

Beatrice, and for the Poet himself so^^e

actor manager with a profile and a voice

would have been found. Guelfs and

Ghibellincs in fancy dress of j.eriod

would go splashing about in the mud,
and a great many verses by Louis Napoleon
Parker would be declaimed. And at the

end we should all go home with colds

in our heads and suffering from septic

ennui, but with, at the same time, a

pleasant f eeling o^ virtuousness, as though
we had been at church.

6



CENTENARIES

Se(? now what happens in Italy. The)'

prfncipal event in the Dante celebration

is an* e lormous military review. Hun-
dreds of thousands of wirv little brown
men parade the streets of Florence.

Young ofilcers of a fabulous elegance

clank along in superbly tailored riding

breeches and glittering top-boots. The
whole female population palpitates, it

is an excellent beginning. . Speeches are

then made, as only in Italy they can

.be made — rownd, rumbling, sonorous

speeches,, al'l about Dante the Italian-

issimous poet, Dante the irredentist,

Dante the prQpnet of Greater Italy, Dante
the scourge of Jugo-Sla\^ and Serbs.

Immense enthusiasm. Never having read

a l*ne of his works, we feel that Dante
is our personal friend, a brother Fascist.

After that the real fun begins
;

we
have manifesta’Lioni sportive of the

centenary celebrations. Innumerable bi-

cycle races are organized. Fierce young
Fascisti with the faces of Roman heroes

'

pay their homage to the Poet by do-

ino a hundred and eighty kilometres to

the hour round the Circuit o*^ Milan.

High speed Fiats and Ansaldos and

Lancias race one another across the

7



ON THE MARGIN
Apennines and round the bastions Af the

Alps. Pigeons are shot, horses gallbp,

foc/tball is played under the >>brt)iling

sun. Long live Dante !

How infinitely preferable this is to the

stuffiness and the snuffle of an English

centenary ! Poetry, after all, is life, not

death. Bicycle races may not have very

much to do with Dante—though I can

fancy him, his thin face set like metal,

whizzing down the spirals of Hell on a

pair of tw'inkling wheels or climbing,

laboriously the one-in -three 'gradients of

Purgatory Mountain on the back of his

trusty Sunbeam. No, they may not

have much to do with Dante
;

but

pageants in Anglican cathedral closes,

boring articles by old men who would
hate and fear him if he were alive, speeches

By noble lords over monuments made
by Rbyal Academicians—thco.y,-i surely,

have even less to do with the author of

the Inferno^.

It is not merely their great dead whom
the Italians celebrate in this gloriously

living fashion. Even their rclimous

festivah. have the same jovial warm-
blooded character. This summer, for

example, a grat feast took place at

8



CENTENARIES

Loreto*,to celebrate the arrival of a new
imagp of the Virgin to replace the old

one whioj^ was burnt some little while

ago. The e^icitement started in Rome,
where the image, after being blessed

b}' the Pop5, was taken in a motor-car

to the station amid cheering Crowds who
shouted, “ Evviva Maria ” as the Fia^

and its sacred burden rolled past. The
• arrival of the Virgin in Loreto was the

signal for a tremendous outburst of

jollification. The usual bicycle races

tdok place
;

there were football matches

and pigeon - shooting competitions and
Olympic games. • The fun lasted for

days. At the end of the festivities two
cardinals went up in aeroplanes and
blessed the assembled multitudes — an
inciaent of which the Pope is said to

have remarked that the blessing, in this

case, did ind'^'ed come from heaven.

Rare people ! If only we Anglo-
Saxons could borrow from the Italians

some of their realism, their love of life

for its own sak«_, of palpable, solid, im-
mediate things. In this dim land of

ours we are accustomed to pay too much
respect to fictitious values

;
we worship

invisibilities and in our ‘enjoyment of

9 2



ON THE MARGIN
immediate life we are restraijjled by
imaginary inhibitions. We think, too

much of the past, of meta^ysics, of

tradition, of the ideal future, of deco-

rum and, good form ; too little of life

and the glittering noisy m<^ent. The
Italians are born Futurists. It did mot
iiccd Marinetti to persuade them to

celebrate Dante with bicycle races
;

they

would have done it naturally, spontan-

eously, if ho Futurist propaganda had
ever been issued. Marinetti is the pro-

duct of modern Italy, not, modern Italy

of Marinetti. They are all Futurists

in that burningly li\ing Italy where
we from thp North seek only an escape

into the past. Or rather, they are not

Futurists : Marinetti’s label was badly

chosen. They arc Presentists. The* early

,^Christians preoccupied with nothing but

the Welfare of their souls in the life to

come were Futurists, if you like.

We shaP do well to learn something

of their lively Presentism. Let us hope
that our great-grandchildren will cele-

brate the next centenary of Shelley’s

death by aerial regattas and hydroplane

races. The living will be amused and

the dead worthily commemorated. The
TO
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spirit V)f the man who delighted, during

life,® in wind and clouds, in mountain-
tops aiK^ waters, in the flight of binds

and the gliding of ships, will be rejoiced

when young men celebrate his memory
by flying through the air or skimming,

lik*e alighting sw^ans, over the surface

of the sea.

The rocks are cloven, and through the purple

night

[ see cars drawn by rainbow-winged steeds

Which trample th^ dim winds
;

in each tliere

stands

A vvild-eye'd cliarioteer urging their flight.

Some look bchinfi, as fiends pursued them
there,

^

And yet I see no shapes but the keen stars
;

Others, with burning eyes, lean forth, and

, drink

With eager lips the wind of their own speed,

As if the thing they loved fled on before,

And now. ‘^^'cn now, they clasped it.

The man who wrote this is surely more
suitably celebrated by aeroplane or even
bicycle races than by seven-column articles

from the pens of Messrs.—well, perhaps

we, had better mention no names. Let
us take a leaf out of the Italian book.

II



ON RE-R EADING “ CANDIDE ”
f

The furniture vans had unloaded

their freight in the ney' house.

We were installed, or, at least, we were

left to make the best of an unbearable

life in the dirt and the confission. One
of the Prc-'Raphaelitcs, I forget at flic

rnoment wliich, once painted a picture

called “ The Last Day in the Old Home.”
A touching subject. But it would need

a grimmer, harder brush to depict the

horrors of “ The First Pay in the Nevy

Home.” I had sat dowR in despair

among the tumbled movables when I

noticed—with what a thfill of pleased

recognition—‘the top of a little leather-

bound book protruding from among a

mass of bulkier volumes in an uncovered

case. It was Candide, my treasured

tittle first edition of 1759, with its dis-

creetly^ ridiculous title-page, r'jdide on

L’Oftimisme, ‘Traduit dc I’AHemand de

Mr. le Doeftjur Ralph.”

Opfimism—I had need of a little at

the moment, and as Mr. le Docteur
Ralph is notoriously one of the prea.chers

most (^apable .of inspiring it, I took up
the vol;ime and began to read :

“ II y
avait en Westpjialie, dans le Chateau de

12



ON RE-READING CJNDIDE

Mr. le Baron dcThunder-tcn-tronckh. .

.

I diti not put down the volume till I had
•reached Vhe final :

“ II faut cultiver

notre jardirf.” I felt the wiser and

the more .cheerful for Doctdr Ralph’s

ministratioifs.

feut the remarkable thing about re-

reading Candide is not that the book

amuses one, not that it delights and
astonishes with its brilliance

;
that is

only to be expected. No, it evokes a

new aixl, for me at least, an unanticipated

emotion. . In* the good old days, before

the Flood, the history of Candide’s

adventures seemed to us quiet, sheltered,

middle-class people only ’a delightful

phantasy, or at best a high-spirited

exaggeration of conditions which we
knew, vaguely and theoretically, to exist,

to have existed, a long way off in space

and ti^.^.. But read the ,book to*^day

;

}'Ou feel yourself entirely at home in its

pages. It is like reading a record of

the facts and qpinions of 1922 ;
nothing

was ever more applicable, more com-
pletely to the point. The world in

which we live is recognizably the, world
of Candide and Cunegondc, of « Martin
and the Old Woman w^b was a Pope’*

13



ON THE MARGIN
daughter and the betrothed ctf the

sovereign Prince of Massa-Carrara. The
only difference is that the horrors 'crowd

rather more thickly on the world of

1922 than" they did on Cand^dc’s world.

The manneu^vrings of Bnlgarc’and Abate,

the intestine strife in Morocco, the earth-

quake and auto-da-fe are but pale poor

things compared with the Great War,
the Russian Famine, the Black and Tans,

the Fascisti, and all the other horrors of

which we can proudly '•boast. “-Quand
Sa Hautcsse envove un * vaisseau en

Fgypte,” remarked the ^Dervish, “ s’em-

barrasse-t-elle si les souris.qui sont dans

le vaisseau ^bnt k leur aise ou non ?
”

No
;

but there are moments when Sa

Flautesse, absent-mindedly no doubt^lets

fall into the hold of the vessel a few dozen
flf I'.un^ry cats ; the present seems to be

one cVf them. ^
Cats in the hold ? There is nothing

in that to fee surprised at. The wisdom
of Martin and the Old Woman who was
once betrothed to the Prince of Massa-
Carrara has become the everyday wi§d,oJ^

of all the world since 1914. In the happy
Victoria-n and Edwardian past. Western
Europe, like Grndide, was surprised at

H



ON RE-READING CANDIDE
everytJiing. It was amazed by the

frightful conduct of King Bomba, amazed
•by the Turks, amazed by the political

chicanery and loose morals of the Second
Empire— (what is all Zola bat a pro-

lonp-cd exclumation of astonishment at

the goings-on of his contemporaries ?).

After that we were amazed at the dis-

gusting behaviour of the Boers, while the

rest of Europe was amazed at ours,

d'here followed the widespread astonish-

ipent that in thi.^, the so-callcd twentieth

century, black men should be treated as

they were being treated on the Congo
and the Amaz/:>n. 'Ehen came the war :

a great outburst of indignant astonish-

ment, and afterwards an acquiescence as

cornplete, as calmly cynical as Martin’s.

For we have discovered, in the course

of the somewhat excessively prolonged

histoire-' '.a Candide of the last ieven

years, that astonishment is a supererog-

atory emotion. All things arc possible,

not merely for Providence, whose ways we
had always known, albeit for some time

rather theoretically, to be strange, but

also for men. >

Men, we thought, l\ad grown up
from the brutal and rampageous hobble-,

15



ON THE MARGIN
dehoyism of earlier ages and wefe now
as polite and genteel as Gibbon hintsclf.

We now know better. Create k hobble-,

delioy environment and yf)U will have

hobbledehoy behaviour
;

create a Gib-
bonish environment and every one will

be, more or less, genteel. It seems

obvious, now. And now that we arc

living in a hobbledehoy world, we have

learnt Martin’s lesson so well that we
can look on almost unmoved at the

most appalling natural .catastrophes anjl

at exhibitions of human stupidity and
wickedness which would have aroused us

in the past to surprise and indignation.

Indeed, we have left Martin behind and
are become, with regard to many things,

Pococurante.

And what is the remedy ? Mr. Ic

''i)o''tej[ir Ralph would have us believe

that ^t consists in the patient*-; dtivation

of our gardens. He is probably right.

The only t'fouble is that the gardens of

some of us seem hardly worth cultivat-

ing. The garden of the bank clerk and
the factory hand, the shop-girl’s ga^en,
the garden of- the civil servant and the

politici?n—can, one cultivate them with

.much enthusiar’?! ? Or, again, there

i6



ON RE-READING CANDIDE

is int garden, the garden of literary

journalism. In this little plot I dig

and ’delve, plant, prune, and finally

reap—sparsely enough, goodness knows !

—

from one. year’s end to ano^ihcr. And
to what jJurposc, to whon\ for a good,

as the Latin Grammar would say ? Ah,
there you have me.
There Is a passage in one of Tchekov’s

letters which all literary journalists should

inscribe in letters of gold upon their

.writing desks. • “ I send you,” says

Tchekov. to' his correspondent, “ Miliail-

ovsky’s article on Tolstoy. ... It’s a

good article, but it’s strange : one might
write a thousand such articles and things

would not be one step forwarder, and
it M’ould still remain unintelligible why
cuch articles arc written.”

II Jaut cultiver noire jardin. ^'ce, but

supposv. ojie begins to wonder why ?

17



ACCIDIE

The coinobites of the Thebaid vsl'ie

subjected to the assaults tnany

demons. Most of these evil Spirits came
furtively with the coming of night. But
there was one, a fiend of deadly subtlety,

wljo was not afraid to walk by day. The
Jtoly men of the desert called him the

dcevion meridianus
;

for his favourite

hour of visitation was in the heat of the

day. He would lie in wait for monks
grown weary with working in the oppres-.

sive heat, seizing a moment ‘of .weakness

to force an entrance into their hearts.

And once installed there, w;hat havoc he

wrought ! Ff)r suddenly it would seem

to the poor victim that the day was
intolerably long and life dcsolatinglv

empty, lie would go to the door of his

c7?il ifiid^ilook up at the sun and ask himself

if a ntw joshu^a had arrested 'rftidwa\’

up the heavens. Then he would go back

into the shade and wonder what good

he was doing in that cell or if there was

any object in existence. 'I'hen he would
look at the sun again and find it indujjit-

ably st^tionary^ and the hour of the

communf.1 repast of the evening as re-

mote as ever. And he would go back to

t8



ACCIDIE

his rrffeditations, to sink, sink through
disgust and lassitude into the black depths

of deSpair and hopeless unbelief. When
that happened the demon smiled and
took his departure, consciou's that he
had done 3 good morning’s^ work.

Throughout the Middle Ages this

demon was known as Acedia, or, in

English, Accidie. Monks were still his

favourite victims, but he made many
conquests among the laity also. Along
with gastrimarglay fornicatio, philargyria,

tristititiy . cenodoxia, ira and superbia,

acedia or tevdiam cordis is reckoned as

one of the eight principal vices to which
man is subject. Inaccurate psychologists

of evil arc wont to speak of accidie as

though it were plain sloth. But sloth

is only one of the numerous manifesta-

tions of the subtle and complica<'''d vice

of accidie. Chaucer’s discourse on it

in the “ Parson’s Talc ” contains a very

precise description of this disastrous vice

of the spirit. “ Accidie,” he tells us,

“ makith a man hevy, thoghtful and

wr-’we.” It paralyses human will, “ it

forsloweth and forsluggeth ” a ma^ when-
ever he attempts to act. From accidie

comes dread to begin * work any good

19



ON THE MARGIN
deeds, and finally wanhope, or dtspair.

On its way to ultimate wanhope, accfdie

produces a whole crop of minor sins,‘ such

as idleness, tardiness, Idchesse, coldness,

undevotion* and “ the synne pf worldlv

sorrow, such as is eleped triititia, that

sl^th man, as seith scint Poulc.” Those
who have sinned by accidie find their

everlasting home in the fifth circle of the

Inferno. They are plunged in the same
black bog with the Wrathful, and their

sobs and words come bubbling up to the.

surface ;

Fitti ncl limo dicon :

“
'bristi fummo

ncir aer dolce chc dal sol *s’ allegru,

portando (feutro accidioso fummo ;

Or ci attristiam nella belleiia negra.” ^
Quest’ inno si gorgoglian nclla stro7:?a,

,
die dir nol posson con parola integra.

Accidie did ^ not disappear tiie

monasteries and the Middle Ages. The
Renaissance was also subject to it. V\'c

find a copious description of the symptoms
of acedia in Burton’s Anatomy of Melan-
choly. The results of the midday deman’s
machinations are now known as the

vapours «or the. spleen. To the spleen

a.miablc Mr. Matthew Green, of the

20
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Custoxn House, devoted those eight

huifdred octosyllables which are his claim

to irrrmbrtality. For him it is a mere
disease to be* healed by temperate diet :

I

Hnil !• water gruel, healing power,

Of easy access to the poeg*
;

by laughter, reading and the company of

unaffected young ladies :

Motliers, and guardian aunts, forbear

Your impious pains to form the fair,

Nor lay out so much cost and art

But to dc^ower the virgin heart

:

by the avoidance of party passion, drink.

Dissenters and missionaries, especially mis-

sionaries : to whose undertakings Mr.
Green always declined to subscribe :

I laugh off spleen and keep my pence

From spoiling Indian innocence
;

by refrr.i ting from going to law, writing

poetry and thinking about one’s future

state.

The Spleen was published in the ’thirties

of the eighteenth century. Accidie was

still, if not a sin, at least a disease. But
a change was at hand. “ The sin of

worldly sorrow, such as is cleped t: istilia,”

became a literary virtue ^ spiritual mode.
21
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'I'he apostles of melancholy wountV their

faint horns, and the Men of Feeling

wopt. Then came the nineteenth* century

and romanticism
;

and with them the

triumph oh the meridian demon. Accidie

in its most complicated and most deadly

form, a mixture of boredom, sorrow ahd
despair, was now an inspiration to the

greatest poets and novelists, and it has

remained s(' to this day. The Romantics
called this horrible phenomenon the

mdl du siedt’. But thename mevde no
difference : the thing was still the same.
The meridian demon had good cause to
be satisfied during the nineteenth century,
lor it was thc^i, as Baudelaire puts it, that

I.’Ennui, fruit de la morne incuriositc,

Prit les proportions de rimmortalite.

'Ii*i‘^a very curious phenomenon, this

progi^ss of accidie from the p«4tion of

being a deadly sin, deserving of damna-
tion, j:o the position first of a disease

and finally of an essentially lyrical emotion,
fruitful in the inspiration of much of the
most characteristic modern literayare.

'Fhe sejjse of uisivcrsal futility, the feelings

of borcciom and.despair, with the comple-
wtentary desircW;o be “ anjwv'here, any-
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whef^ out of the world,” or at least out

of .the place in which one happens at

the picMnent to be, have been the in-

spiration of, poetry and the novel for a

century and more. It would, have been
inconccivaljle in Matthew Green’s day
ta have written a serious ‘poem about
ennui. By Baudelaire’s time ennui was
as suitable a subject for lyric poetry

as love
;

and accidie is still with us as

an inspiration, one of the most serious

and poignant of literary themes. What
Is the sign^cance of this fact ? For
clearly th’e progress of accidie is a spiritual

event of considerable importance. How
is it to be explained ? •

It is not as though the nineteenth cen-

tury invented accidie. Boredom, hope-
lessness and despair have always existed,

and have been felt as poignantly in jjbe

past as we feel them now. Something
has happened to make These emotions
respectable and avowable

;
they are no

longer sinful, no longer regarded &s the

mere symptonfs of disease. That some-
thing that has happened is surely simply

history since 1789. The failure of the

French Revolution and tte moje* spec-

tacular downfall of N^oleon planted
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accidie in the heart of every youth of

the Romantic generation—and not, in

France alone, but all over Burppe

—

who believed in liberty or wihose adoles-

cence had .been intoxicated by the ideas

of glory and genius. Thenj came in-

dustrial progress with its prodigious

uiulliplication of filth, misery, and ill-

gotten wealth
;

the defilement of nature

l)y modern industry was in itself enough
to sadden many sensitive minds. The
dhcovery that political enfranchisement,

so long and stubbornly fought for, waii

the merest futility and vanity ^o long as

industrial servitude remained in force

was another, of the century’s horrible

disillusionmcnts.

A more subtle cause of the prevalence

of boredom was the disproportionate

gV^wth of the great towns. Habituated
to the feverish existence of .these few
centres of activity, men found that life

outside tlum was intolerably insipid.

And Ut the same time they became so

much exhausted by the restlessness of

city life that they pined for the mono-
tonous boredom of the provinces, for

exotic “islands, even for other worlds

—

any haven of rest. And finally, to crown
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this vast structure of failures and dis-

illusipnments, tliere came the appalling

catastrophe of the War of 1914. Other
epochs have \yitnessed disasters, have had
to suffer disillusionment ; but ip no cen-

tury have the disillusionments followed

on *one another’s heels with such un-

intermitted rapidity as in the twentieth,'

for the good reason that in no century

• has change been so rapid and so profound.

The rnal du siecle was an inevitable evil ;

indeed, we can claim with a certain

pride that we have a right to our accidie.

ith us if is not a sin or a disease of the

hypochondries
;

it is a state of mind
which fate has forced upon ,U3.
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SUBJECT~MATTER
OF POEERT

I
T should theoretically bee possible

to make poetry out ,of anything

whatsoever of which the spirit of man
can take cognizance. We fin'd, however,

as a matter of historical fact, that most

of the world’s best poetry has been

content with a curiously narrow range

of subject-matter. The poets have

claimed as their domain only a small

province of our universe. One of them
now and then, more daring or better

equipped than the rest, sets out to extend

the boundaries of the k-ingdom. But for

the most part the poets do not concern

themselves with fresh conquests
;

they

prefer to consolidate their power at

liome, enjoying quietly their hereditary

possessions. All the world is potentially

theics, but they do not takc^ it. What
is the reason lor this, and why is it that

poetical p^’actice docs not conform to

critical theory ? The problem has a

peculiar relevance and -importance in

these days, when young poetry claims

absolute liberty to speak how it likes

of whatsoever it pleases.

TVordsworth, whose literarv criticism,
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dry aid forbidding though its aspect

may* be, is always illumined by a pene-

trating* intelligence, Wordsworth touched
upon this problem in his preface to

Lyrical Ballads—touched on ic and, as

usual, had eomething of value to say

abcAit it. He is speaking Here of the,

most important and the most interesting

of the subjects which may, theoretically,
‘ be made into poetry, but which have, as

a matter of fact, rarely or never under-

gone the transmutation : he is speaking

of the relatioifs between poetry and that

vast world of abstractions and ideas

—

science and phil6sophy—into which so

few poets have ever penetrated. “ The
remotest discoveries of the chemist, the

botanist, or mineralogist, will be as

proper objects of the poet’s art as any
upon which he is now employed, if«rthc

time should ever come when these tilings

shall be familiar to us, ancf the relations

under which they are contemjJlated shall

be manifestly and palpably material to

us as enjoying’ and suffering beings.”

It is a formidable sentence
; but read

it well, read the rest of the. passage ,from
which it is taken, and you,will find it to

be full of critical truth.
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The gist of VV’ordsworth’s argument is

tills. All subjects
—“ the remotest dis-

coveries of the chemist” are bat one

example of an unlikely pdetic theme-
can serv^ the poet with material for

his art, on one condition*': that he,

and to a lesser degree his audience,

shall be able to apprehend the sub-

ject with a certain emotion. The
subject must somehow be involved in

the poet’s intimate being before he

can turn it into poetry. It ' is not

enough, for example, thtit he should

apprehend it merely through his senses.

(The poeti')' of pure sensation, of sounds

and bright '‘colours, is common enough
nowadays

;
but amusing as we may find

it for the moment, it cannot hold the

interest for long.) It is not enough, at

the-- •''ther end of the scale, if he appre-

hendi'S his subject in a purely intellectual

manner. An abstract idea must be fch

with a kifid of passion, it must mean
something emotionally significant, it must
be as immediate and important to the

poet as a personal relationship before

he can make -poetry of it. Poetry, in a

word, must be. written by “ enjoying and
.suffering being" ” not by beings ex-
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clusively dowered with sensations or,

as exclusively, with intellect.

Wordsv^orth’s criticism helps us to

understand why so few subjects have
ever been made into poetry when every-

thing under’ithc sun, and beyond it, is

theoretically suitable for trihismutation

into a work of art. Death, love, religion,*

nature
;

the primary emotions and the

ultimate personal mysteries—these form
the subject-matter of most of the greatest

poetry.,,.And for pbvious reasons. These
tilings are “• manifestly and palpably

material to us as enjoying and suffering

beings.” But to* most men, including

the generality of poets, abstractions and
ideas are not immediately and passionately

moving. They are not enjoying or suffer-

ing when they apprehend these things

—

only thinking.

The men who do feel passion-jtel}'

about abstractions, the rnen to whom
ideas are as persons—moving* and dis-

quictingly alive—are very seldom j?oets.

They are men of science and philosophers,

preoccupied with the search for truth

and not, like the poet, with fhe expression

and creation of beauty. It is vervj rarely

that we find a poet whp- combines the
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#

power and the desire to express “himself

with that passionate apprehensioi\ of

ideas and that passionate curiosity about?

strange remote facts which characterize

the man *of science and tlie philosopher.

If he possessed the requisite sense of

language and the impelling desire to 'ex-

press himself in terms of beauty, Ein-

stein could write the most intoxicating

lyrics about relativity and the pleasures

of pure mathematics. And if, say, Mr.
Yeats understood the Einstein ikeory—
which, in company with* njost other

living poets, he presumably does not,

any more than the rest of us—if he
apprehended it exultingly as something
bold and profound, something vitally

important and marvellously true, he too

could give us, out of the Celtic twilight,

Imt . Jjifrics of relativity. It is those dis-

tressing littlc_‘' ifs ” that stand in the

way of this happy consummation. The
sonditions \ipon which any but the most
immediately and obviously moving sub-

jects can be made into poetry are so

rarely fulfilled, the combination of poet
and plan of • science, poet and philo-

sopher^ is sq uncommon, that the

.theoretical unk:'“rsality of the art has
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only v£ry occasionally been realized in

pracliicc.

Contemporary poetry in the whole of

the ^^’cstcrn* world is insisting, loudly

and emphatically through thfi mouths
of its propagandists, on an absolute

libeVty to speak of what it likes, how ii;

likes. Nothing could be better ; all

that we can now ask is that the poets

should put the theory into practice,

and that they should make use of tlie

lijaerty-' which they claim by enlarging

the bounds ot poetry.

The propagandists would have us be-

lieve that the subject-matter of con-

temporary poetry is new and startling,

that modern poets arc doing something
which has not been done before. “ Most
of the poets represented in these pages,”

writes Mr. Louis Untermeyer m is

Anthology of Modern American Poetry,
“ have found a fresh and vigorous material

in a world of honest and often Jiarsh

reality. They ^respond to the spirit of

their times
;

not only have their views

changed, their vision has been widened
to include things unknown? to the .poets

of yesterday. They haye learJied to

distinguish real beauty mere pretti-,
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ness, to wring loveliness out of ‘squalor,

t(j find wonder in neglected placed, to

search for hidden truths even in the dark

caves of the unconscious/' Translated

into practice this means that contem-
porary poep can now write, *in the words

.of Mr. Sandburg, of the “ harr ‘and

boom of the blast fires,” of “ wops and
bohunks.” It means, in fact, that they

are at liberty to do what Homer did—
to write freely about the imnicdialch-

moving facts of everyday life. Wdicre

Homer wrote of horses ahd the tamers

of horses, our conternporaries write of

trains, automobiles, and the various species

of wops and bohunks who control the

horse-power. That is all. Much too

much stress has been laid on the new ness

of the new poetry
;

its newmess is simply

a**T«i*urn from the jewelled exquisiteness

of t^ie eighteen-nineties to the facts and
feelings of ordinary life. There is nothing

intrinsically novel or surprising in the

introduction into poetry of machinery
and industrialism, of labour unrest and
modern psychology : these things belong

to uij they effect us daily as enjoying

and suKfering beings
;

they arc a part of

our lives, just Ns*: the kings, the warriors,
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the hSrscs and chariots, the picturesque

inyTtholoey were part of Homer’s life.

The Subject-matter of the new poetry

remains the ^amc as that of the old. The
old boundjiries have not been* extended.

There would be real novelty in the new
poetry if it had, for example, taken to

itself any of the new ideas and astonish-

ing facts with which the new science

lias endowed the modern world. There
rvould be real novelty in it if it had
jvorkoLb out a satisfactory artistic method
for dealing ‘with abstractions. It has

not. Wndch simply means that that

rare phenomenon, the poet in whose
mind ideas are a passion and a personal

moving force, does not happen to have

.ippcared.

And how rarely in all the long past

he has appeared ! There was Luerctius,

the greatest of all the philosophic and

scientific poets. In him the passionate

apprehension of ideas, and* tne ^desire

and ability ^o give them expression,

combined to produce that strange and
beautiful epic of thought which is with-

out parallel in the whole history of

literature. There was l^ante, i?i whose
soul the mediaeval Clyistian philosophy

B
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was a force that shaped and directed

every feeling, thought and action. There
was Goethe, who focused into beautiful

expression an enormous diffusion of know-
ledge and* ideas. And there

^
the list of

the great poets of thought comes to an
e^nd. In their task of extending fhe

boundaries of poetry into the remote
and abstract world of ideas, they have
had a few lesser assistants—Donne, for

example, a poet only just less than the

greatest
;

Fulke Grevilke, that srtrange^

dark-spirited Elizabethan
; ‘John David-

son, who made a kind of poetry out

of Darwinism ; and, most interesting

poetical interpreter of nineteenth-century

science, Jules Laforgue.

Which of our contemporaries can claim

to have extended the bounds of poetry

to'tinjfe material extent ? It is not enough
to hive writteji about locomotives and
telephones, “ wops and bohunks,” and
ah th^ rest *of it. That is not extending

the range of poetry
;

it is^ merely assent-

ing its right to deal with the immediate
facts of contemporary life, as Homer
and as Chaucer did. The critics who
would have uj believe that there is

S,omething essenijally unpoetical about
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a bohtink (whatever a Bohunk may be),

and something essentially poetical about

Sir Lancelot of the Lake, are, of course,

simply negligible
;
they may be dismissed

as contemptuously as we hav5 dismissed

the pseudo-classical critics who opposed
thb freedoms of the Romantic Revivaj.

And the critics who think it very new
and splendid to bring bohunks into poetry

arc equally old-fashioned in their ideas.

It will not be unprofitable to com-
pare ihe literary situation in this early

twentieth ctntury of ours with the

literary situation of the early seventeenth

century. In bolh epochs we see a re-

action against a rich arid somewhat
formalized poetical tradition expressing

itself in a determination to extend the

range of subject-matter, to get back to

real life, and to use more natural foims

of expression. The dilTerence between
the two epochs lies in the fact that the

twentieth-century revolutioi? has been

the product of a number of minor poets,

none of them quite powerful enough to

achieve what he theoretically meant to

do, while the seventeenth-century revolu-

tion was the work of, a single poet

of genius, John Do:^ne. Donne sub,-
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stituted for the rich formalism of non-
dramatic Elizabethan poetry a completely
realized new style, the style of the so-

called metaphysical poetry of the seven-

teenth century. He was a poet-philo-

sophcr-man-of-action whose •- passionate

curiosity abbut facts enabled him "to

make poetry out of the most unlikeh'

aspects of material life, and whose
passionate apprehension of ideas enabled
iiim to extend the bounds of poetry

beyond the frontiers of common 14fe an4
its emotions into the void of intellectual

abstraction. He put the whole life and
the whole mind of his age into poetry.

We to-day' arc metaphysicals without
our Donne. Theoretically^ we are free

to make poetry of everything in the

universe
;

in practice we are kept within

the- olfl limits, for the simple reason that

no givat man has appeared to show us

how we can use our freedom. A certain

amount of* the life of the twentieth

century is to be found in our poetry,

but precious little of its mind. We
have no poet to-day like that strange old

Dean of St. Paul’s three hundred years

ago—no* poet who can skip from the

heights of schofa^ic philosophy to the
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'

height? of carnal passion, from the con-
terrlplation of divinity to the contempla-
tion cff a flea, from the rapt examination
of self to ah enumeration of the most
remote external facts of science? and make
all, by his* strangely passionate appre-
hehsion, into an intensely lyrical poetry.

The few poets who do try to make of

contemporary ideas the substance of their

poetry, do it in a manner which brings

little conviction or satisfaction to the

reades. • There ‘is Mr. Noyes, who is

writing four ‘volumes of verse about the

human side of science—in his case, alas,

all too human.* Then there is Mr.
Conrad Aiken. He perhaps is the most
successful exponent in poetry of con-

temporary ideas. In his case, it is clear,
‘‘ the remotest discoveries of the chemist ”

are apprehended with a certain pacsicn
;

all his emotions are tinged by his 4deas.

The trouble with Mr. Aiken is that his

emotions are apt to degenerate into a

kind of intellectual sentimentality, ’which

expresses itself only too easily in his

prodigiously fluent, highly coloured verse.

One could lengthen the. list of rnore or

less interesting poets wl\o have rtried in

recent times to exteijd the boundaries
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of their art. But one would net find

among them a single poet of real im-

portance, not one great or outstanding

personality. The twentieth century still

awaits its‘ Lucretius, awaits its own
philosophical Dante, its new Goethe,
its Donne, eten its up-to-date Laforgue.

vVdll they appear ? Or are w'e to go on
producing a poetry in which there is no
more than the dimmest reflection of

that busy and incessant intellectual life

which is the characteristic and . distin-

guishing mark of this age ?



WAT>ER MUSIC

THfe house in which I live is haunted

.the noise of dripping water.

Always, day, and night, summer and

winter, something is dripping sqmewhere.

For many months an unquiet cistern kept

up .within its iron bosom a long, hollow-

toned soliloquy. Now it is mute
; bui'

a new and more formidable drip has

come into existence. From the very

summit of the house a little spout—the

overflow, no doubt, of some unknown
rece|)tScle under the roof—lets fall a

succession "of drops that is almost a con-

tinuous stream. .Down it falls, this all

but stream, a sheer forty 9r fifty feet

on to the stones of the basement steps,

thence to dribble ignominiously away
into some appointed drain. The cata-

racts blow their trumpets from the

steep
;

but my lesser waterfalls ,play

a subtler, I had almost* said a more
“ modern ” music. Lying awake a^t nights,

I listen with a mixture of pleasure* and

irritation to its curious cadences.

The musical range of a dripping tap

is about half an octave. But within the

bounds of this major fourth, drqpS can

play the most surprising and varied
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melodies. You will hear them cUtnbing
laboriously up small degrees of sound,
only to descend at a single leap to the

bottom. More often they, wander un-
accountably about in varying intervals,

familiar or disconcertingly odd. And
with the varying pitch the time ,jlso

'varies, but within narrower limits. For
the laws of hydrostatics, or wliatevci

other science claims authority over drops,

do not allow the dribblings much licence

either to pause or to quicken the pace of

their falling. It is an otld sort of 'mush.
One listens to it as one lies iiv bed, slip-

ping gradually into sleep, with a curious,

uneasy emotion.

Drip drop, drip drap drep drop. So
it goes on, this watery melody, for ever
without an end. Inconclusive, inconse-

quent, formless, it is always on the point
of deviating into sense and form. Every
now and then you will hear a complete
phrase of ’•ounded melody. And then

—

drip drop, di-drep, di-drap—the old

inconsequence sets in orce more. But
suppose there were some significance in

it ! It is that which troubles my drowsy
mind as I listen at night. Perhaps for

those who have ears to hear, this endless
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dribbliiig is as pregnant with thought
and ^motion, as significant as a piece of

JBach. .Drip drop, di-drap, di-drep. So
little would suffice to turn the incoherence

into meaning. The music of %hc drops

is the symbjOl and type of the whole
universe

;
it is for ever, i/s it were,

asymptotic to sense, infinitely close to

significance, but never touching it. Never,

unless the human mind comes and pulls

it forcibly over the dividing space. If I

could understand, this wandering music,

if* I could detect in it a sequence, if I

could force it to some conclusion—the

diapason closing f*ull in God, in mind,
I hardly care what, so long *as it closes

in something definite—then, I feel, I

should understand the whole incom-
prehensible machine, from the gaps

between the stars to the policy of the

Allies. And growing drowsier and dr'^ws-

ier, I listen to the ceaseless tune, the

hollow soliloquy in the cistern,* tke sharp

metallic rapping of the drops that* fall

from the roof Upon the stones below

;

and surely I begin to discover a meaning,
surely I detect a trace of thought, surely

the phrases follow one another wi,th* art,

leading on inevitably to so’me prodigious
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conclusion. Almost I have it, almost,

almost. . . . Then, I suppose, I fall

definitely to sleep. For the next thing

1 am aware of is that the sunlight is

streaming in. It is morning, and the

water is still dripping as irritatingly and
persistently "as ever.

Sometimes the incoherence of the drop
music is too much to be borne. The
listener insists that the asymptote shall

somehow touch the line of sense. He
forces the drops to say something. He
demands of them that they shall play,

shall we say, “ God Save the King,” or

the Hymn to Joy from the Ninth Sym-
phony, or 'l^oi che Sapete. The drops

obey reluctantly
;

they play what you
desire, but with m.ore than the ineptitude

of the child at the piano. Still they play

it somehow. But this is an extremely

dangerous method of laying the haunting
ghost whose i'oice is the drip of water.

For once you have given the drops some-
thing to sing or say, they will go on
singing and saying it fibr ever. Sleep

becomes impossible, and at the two or

three hundredth repetition of Madelon
or even of an air from Figaro the mind
begins to totter towards insanity.
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DroJ‘^5, ticking clocks, machinery, every-

thing that throbs or clicks or hums or

•hammers,’ can be made, with a little

perseverance, ’ to say something. In my
childhood, I remember, I was 'told that

trains said, To Lancashire, to Lanca-
shir'e, to fetch a pocket handkercher ”—

,

and da capo ad infinitum. They can also

repeat, if desired, that useful piece of

information :
“ To stop the train, pull

down the chain.” But it is very hard

t9 peisuade them to add the menacing
corollary : ,

“ 'Penalty for improper use,

Five Pounds.” Still, with careful tutor-

ing I have succeeded in teaching a train

to repeat even that unrhythihical phrase.

Dadaist literature always reminds me a

little of my falling drops. Confronted

by it, I feel the same uncomfortable

emotion as is begotten in me by the

inconsequent music of water. Sup^^ose,

after all, that this apparently accidental

sequence of words should contain the

secret of art and life and the universe !

It may
;
who 5nows ? And here am I,

left out in the cold of total incompre-
hension

;
and I pore over this liter^ature

and regard it upside down in the hope
of discovering that seyet. But some-
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how 1 cannot induce the words '‘to take

on any meaning whatever. Drip drop,

di-drap, di-drep—Tzara and Picabia let

fall their words and I am b'affled. But I

can see that there are great possibilities

in this type of literature. For the tired

Journalist it is ideal, since it is not' he,

but the reader who has to do all the work.

All he need do is to lean back in his

chair and allow the words to dribble

out through the nozzle of his fountain

pen. Drip, drop
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PLEASURES

WE have heard a great deal, since

V9I4, about the things which are

a menace to ’ civilization. First it was

Prussian militarism
;

then the 'Germans

at large ; tlicn the prolongation of the

war’; then the shortening of the same;
then, after a time, the Treaty of Ver-

sailles
;

then French militarism—with,

all the while, a running accompaniment
of such minor menaces as Prohibition,

l-yrd. •Northcliiftf, Mr. Bryan, Com-
stockery ... *

Civilization, however, has resisted the

combined attacks of these enemies wonder-

fully well. For still, in 1923, it stands

not so very far from where it stood in

that “ giant age before the flood ” of

nine years since. Where, in relation to

Neanderthal on the one hand and Athens

on the other, where precisely it sl!bod

then is a question which each may answer

according to his taste. The ^i^por.tant

fact is that these menaces to our civiliza-

tion, such as it is—menaces including the

largest war and the stupidest peace known
to history—have confined themselv^gs in

most places and up till now ^o mere threats,

barking more furiously tyaii they bite.
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No, the dangers which confre^^nt our

civilization are not so much the external

dangers—wild men, wars and the’ bank-'

ruptcy that wars bring after them. The
most alar'ming dangers are those which
menace it from within, that threaten

„the mind rather than the body and estate

of contemporary man.
Of all the various poisons which modern

civilization, by a process of auto-intoxica-

tion, brews quietly up within its own
bowels, few, it seems to me, aro more-

deadly (while none appears more harm-
less) than that curious and appalling

thing that is technically known as

“pleasure.”' “Pleasure” (I place the

word between inverted commas to show
that I mean, not real pleasure, but the

organized activities officially known by
the same name) “ pleasure ”—what night-

mar5 visions ^the word evokes ! like

every man of sense and good feeling, I

abominaVe'w'ork. But I would rather put

in eight hours a day at^ a Government
office than be condemned to lead a life

of “ pleasure ”
; I would even, I believe,

prefex to writt a million words of journal-

ism a vVar.

^ The horrors pf modern “ pleasure
”
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arise from tlic fact that every kind of

orgahized^ distraction tends to become
•progressively more and more imbecile.

There was a 'time when people indulged

themselves .with distractions 'requiring

the expense of a certain intellectual

effo’rt. In the seventeenth century, for

example, royal personages and their

courtiers took a real delight in listening

to erudite sermons (Dr. Donne’s, for

example) and academical disputes on
pr)init8»of theology or metaphysics. Part

of the enteftainment offered to the

Prince Palatine, on the occasion of his

marriage with James i.’s daughter, was

a syllogistic argumentation, on I forget

what philosophical theme, between the

amiable Lord Keeper Williams and a

troop of minor Cambridge logicians.

Imagine the feelings of a contemporary
prince, if a loyal University were to t)ffer

him a similar entertainment !

Royal personages were not Ihe .only

people who enjoyed intelligent pleasures.

In Elizabethan times every lady and
gentleman of ordinary culture could be

relied upon, at demand, 1*0 take Ijis or

her part in a madrigal or motet.* Those
who know the enormoijs complexity and,
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subtlety of sixteenth-century music will

realize w'liat this means. To indulge in

their favourite pastime our ancestors had

to exert their minds to an uncommon
degree. ' Even the uneducated vulgar

delighted in pleasures requiring the

.^exercise of a certain intelligence, in-

dividuality and personal initiative. They
listened, for example, to Othello, King
Lear, and Hamlet—apparently with en-

joyment and comprehension. They sang

and made much music.' And far away,

in the remote country, 'the peasants,

year by year, went through the tradi-

tional rites—the dances of spring and
summer, the winter mummings, the cere-

monies of harvest home—appropriate to

each successive season. Their pleasures

were intelligent and alive, and it was
they who, by their own etforts, enter-

tained themselves.

We have changed all that. In place of

the pld 'pfeasures demanding intelligence

and personal initiative,
^
we have vast

organizations that provide us with ready-

made distractions — distractions which
demand from pleasure-seekers no per-

sonal ‘participation and no intellectual

.effort of any sor^t. To the interminable
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dAnocifacies of the world a million

cindmas bring the same stale balderdash.
'Phere’ have always been fourth-rate
writers and dramatists

;
but their works,

in the past„ quickly died withoiit getting
beyond the '•boundaries of the city or the
country in which they appeared. To-,
day, the inventions of the scenario-writer

go out from Los Angeles across the
whole world. Countless audiences soak
passively in the tepid bath of nonsense.

^o-n*ental effoi*t is demanded of them,
no participation

;
they need only sit and

keep their eyes open.
Do the democracies want music ? In

the old days they would have made it

themselves. Now, they merely turn on
the gramophone. Or if they are a little

more up-to-date they adjust their wire-
less telephone to the right wave-length
and listen-in to the fruify contralto at

Marconi House, singing “ The Gleaner’s
Slumber Song.”
And if they^ want literature, there is

the Press. Nominally, it is true, the
Press exists to impart information. But
its real function is to provide, likp the
cinema, a distraction whi.ch shall* occupy
the mind without dei^anding of it th<;
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slightest effort or the fatigue of a single

thought. This function, it must' be

admitted, it fulfils with an extraoi dinary'

success. It is possible to go on for years

and years, reading two papers every

working day and one on Sundays without

^.ever once being called upon to think or

to make any other effort than to move
the eyes, not very attentively, down the

printed column.
Certain sections of the community

still practise athletic Sports in >V((fhich

individual participation is demanded,
tj'rcat numbers of tlie middle and upper
classes play golf and tennis in person and,

if they are sufficiently rich, shoot birds

and pursue the fox and go ski-ing in the

Alps. But the vast mass of the com-
munity has now come even to sport

vicariously, preferring the watching of

foofball to thp fatigues and dangers of

the actual game. All classes, it is true,

• till ^^darice
;

but dance, all the world

over, the same steps to the same tunes.

The dance has been scrupulously steril-

ized of any local or personal individuality.

Tlipse effortless pleasures, these ready-

made distractions that are the same for

.every one over ^thc face of the whole
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WWerh world, are surely a worse menace
to civilization than ever the Germans
•were. ‘The working hours of the da}'

arc already, 'for the great majority of

human beiitgs, occupied in the’ perform-

ance of puraly mechanical tasks in which
no 'mental effort, no individuality, no
initiative are required. And now, in

the hours of leisure, we turn to distrac-

tions as mechanically stereotyped and
demanding as little intelligence and

initk^ive as does our work. Add such

leisyre to . such work and the sum is a

perfect day which it is a blessed relief

to come to the end of.

Self-poisoned in this fashion, civiliza-

tion looks as though it might easily decline

into a kind of premature senility. With a

mind almost atrophied by lack of use,

unable to entertain itself and grown so

wearily uninterested in t^e ready-lhade

distractions offered from without that

nothing but the grossest stimulahts of an

ever-increasing ^violence and crudity can

move it, the democraev of the future

will sicken of a chronic and mortal bore-

dom. It will go, perhaps^ the way the

Romans went : the Ronjans whb came
at last to lose, precisely as we are doing
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now, the capacity to distract themselves ;

the Romans who, like us, lived on ready-

made entertainments in which they had
no participation. Their deadly ennui

demanded ever more gladiators, more
tightrope-walking elephants,' more rare

and far-fetched animals to be slaughtered.

Ours would demand no less ; but owing
to the existence of a few idealists, doesn’t

get all it asks for. Tlic most violent

forms of entertainment can only be

obtained illicitly
;

to sUtisfv a tasie- far

slaughter and crueltv vou must become
a member of the Klu Klux Klan. Let us

not despair, ,however
;
we may still live

to see blood flowing across the stage (jf

the Hippodrome. 'I'he force of a bore-

dom clamouring to be alleviated may yet

prove too much for the idealists.
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to al] those who arc interested in the

“"folk” and their poetry—the con-

temporary folk of the great cities and

their urban muse—I would retommend
a littlc-knovm journal called McGlennon s

PatUomime Annual. This peribdical makes

its appearance at some time in the New
Year, when the pantos arc slowly wither-

ing away under the influence of approach-

ing spring. I lake this opportunity of

vvarrujig. my readers to keep a sharp look

out for the toming of the next issue
;

it is sure to be worth the modest
twopence which * one is asked to pay

for it.

McGlennon's Pan tomine Annual is an

anthology of tlic lyrics of the panto

season’s most popular songs. It is a

document of hrst-class importance. To
the future student of our popular lifdra-

ture McGlennon will be as precious as

the Christie-Miller collection” of Eliza-

bethan broadsheets. In the year '2220

a copy of the' Pantomime Annual may
very likely sell for hundreds of pounds

at the Sotheby’s of the^ time. With
laudable forethought I am preserving

my copy of last year’s McGlennon
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for the enrichment of my dista'nt ]^os-

terity. '

The Folk Poetry of 1920 'may best

be classified according to stibject-matter.

First, by' reason of its tender associations

as well as its mere amount, is the poetry

of Passion.' Then there is the Pc/etry

of Filial Devotion. Next, the Poetry of

the Home—the dear old earthly Hontc
in Oregon or Kentucky—and, comple-
mentary to it, the Poetry of the Spiritual

Home in other and *• happier. w£»rlds.

Here, as well as in the next section, the

popular lyric borrows some of its best

eficcts from hymnology. There follows

the Poetry ' of Recollection and Regret,

and the Poetry of Nationality, a type

devoted almost exclusively to the praises

of Ireland. These types and their varia-

tions cover the F^olk’s serious poetry.

Their comic vein is less susceptible to

analysis. Drink, Wives, 'i oung Nuts,
HoneyrrtoOn Couples—these are a few of

the kock subjects.

The Amorous Poetry of the Folk, like

the love lyrics of more cultured poets,

is divided into two species : the Poetry

of Sphitual Amour and the more direct

and concrete expression of Immediate
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Dfjfire . McGlennon provides plenty of

exai^aples of both types :

'When l®ve peeps in the window of your heart

[it might be tlic first line of a Shakespeare

sonnet]

You seem to walk on air,

Birds sing their sweet songs to you,

No cloud in your skies of blue,

Sunshine all the happy day, etc.

These rhapsodies tend to become a little

tedious. But one feels the warm touch

of rpality in

I want to snugjtle, T want to snuggle,

I know a cosy place for twr.

I want to snuggle, 1 want to snuggle,

I want to feel that love i' true.

Take me in your arms as lovers do.

flold me \ery tight and kiss me too.

I want to snuggle, I w'ant to snuggle,

I want to snuggle close to you.

This is sound
;

but it does not» oome up
to the best of the popular lyrics. The
agonised passion expressed in the words
and music of “ You Made Me Love
You” is something one does not easily

forget, though that great sdug is ,aa' old

as the now distant origins of ragtime.
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The Poetry of Filial Devotion / is

almost as extensive as the Poetry-^ of

Amour. McGlennon teems with such,

outbursts as this :

t

\V)Li arc a wonderful mother, dear old mother
of minc.^

\"oLi’ll hold a spot down deep in my hcji't

Till the stars no longer shine.

Your soul shall live on for ever.

On through the fields of time,

For there’ll never be another to me
1/ike that wonderful mother of mine.

Even Grandmamma gets a sharj of-thi^

devmion :

Granny, my own, I seem to hear you calling

me
;

Granny, my own, you are my sweetest

memory . . .

If up in heaven angels reign supreme,

Arv>.ng the angels you must be the Queen.
Granny, my owh, I miss you more and more.

The last lines arc particularly rich. What
a fascinating heresy, tO'^ hold that the

angels reign over their Creator !

The Poetry of Recollection and Regret

owes piost, both in words and music,

to the hymn. McGlennon provides a
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ch(^c example in “ Back from the Land
of Yesterday ”

:

Back from the land of yesterday,
,

Back to the friends of yore
;

Back through the dark and dreary way
Into the light once more.

Back to the heart that w^aits for me.
Warmed by the sunshine above

;

Back from the old land of yesterday’s dream-''

To a new land of life and love.

Whatsit means, ‘ goodness only knows.

But. one can imagine that, sung to a

slow music in three-four time — some
f*

rich religious waltz-tune—it, would be

extremely uplifting and edifying. The
decay of regular churchgoing has inevit-

ably led to this invasion of the music-hall

by the hymn. People still want to feel

the good uplifting emotion, and they fcel

it with a vengeance when they listen to

songs about

the land of beginning again.

Where skies' are always blue . . .

Where broken dreams come true.

The great advantage of the music-hall

over the church is that the uplifting

moments do not last tco long.
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Finally, there is the great Home ni'jtii.

“ I want to he,” these lyrics always begin,,

“ I want to he almost anywhere that is

not the 'place where I happen at the

moment to be.” M. liOuif Estevc has

called this longing “ Le Mai de la Pro-

vince,” which in its turn is closely

related to “ I.e Mai de I’au-dcla.” If

is one of the worst symptoms of

romanticism.

Steamer, balaiK^ant ta mature,

Leve I’ancre vers une exotique nature,

exclaims Mallarme, and the Folk, whom
that most exquisite of poets loathed and
despised, echo his words in a htmdred
different keys. There is not a State in

America where they don’t want to go.

In McGlennan wc find yearnings expressed

for’California, Ohio, Tennessee, Virginia,

and Georgia. Some sigh for Ireland,

Devon,* ihid the East. “ Egypt ! I am
calling you

;
Oh, life is sweet and joys

complete when at your 'feet I lay \sic\.''

But the Southern States, the East, Devon,
and Killarrtey are not enough. The
Mai (ic I’au-dela succeeds the Mai de la

Province. The Folk yearn for extra-

mundane worlds. Here, for example, is
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afi expression of nostalgia for a mystical
“ Kingdom within your Eyes ”

:

Somewhere in somebody’s eyes

Is a place just divine,

Bounded by roses that kiss the tiew

In those^ dear eyes that shine.

^ornewhere beyond earthly dreams,

Where love’s flower nev'er dies,

God made the world, and He gave it to me
In that kingdom within your eyes.

If there is any characteristic which dis-

tinguislies contemporary folk poetry from

the follt poe^-.ry of other times it is surely

its* meaniinglessness. Old folk pcjctry

is singularly direct and to the point,

full of pregnant meaning, •never vague.

Modern folk poetry, as exemplified in

}[cGlennon, is almost perfectly senseless.

'Ehe Idizabethan peasant or mechanic
would never have consented to sing or

listen to anything so flatulcntly mea-.-»ng-

Icss as “ Back from the Land of Yester-

day ” or “ The Kingdom v.nthin your

Eyes.” His taste was for something 'clear,

definite and pregnant, like “ Greensleeves ”
:

And cv'cry morning when you rose,

I brought you dainties .orderly.

To clear your stomach from all •vnes -

And yet you would n'ot love me.
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Could anything be more logical and to

the point ? But we, instead of logic,

instead of clarity, arc provided ' by our

professional entertainers with the drivel-

ling imbecility of “ Granny, my own.”
Can it be that the standard of intelligence

is lower now than it was three hundred
years ago ? Have newspapers and cinemas

and now the wireless telephone con-

spired to rob mankind of whatever sense

of reality, whatever power of individual

questioning and criticism he once pos-

sessed ? I do not venture to answer.

But the fact of McGlennon has someh’ovv

got to be explained. How ? 1 prefer

to leave the problem on a note of

interrogation.
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B IBLIOPHILY is cm the increase.

It is a. constatation which I make
with regret

;
for the bibliophile’s point

of view is, to me at least, unsympathetic
and his s'tandard of vabjes unsound.
Amcjng the French, bibliophily would'
seem to have become a kind of mania,

and, what is more, a highly organized

and thoroughly exploited mania. When-
ever I get a new French book I turn at

oneef—for ii^ what disgusts and irritates

one theie is always a certain odious

fascination—to the fly-leaf. One had
always been accustomed to«finding there

a brief description of the “ vingt

exemplaires sur papier hollande Van
Gelder ”

;
nobody objected to the modest

old Dutchman whose paper gave to the

autlior’s presentation copies so hanc^^me
an appearance. But Va» Gelder is now
a back number. In this thijd decade
of the twentieth century he has become
altogether too eimple and unsophisticated.

On the fly-leaf of a derniere noiweaute I

find the following incantation, printed

in block capitals and occupying^ a least

twenty lines ;

ll a tir6 de cet ouvrage, apres impos/-
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tions spc^cialcs, 133 cxcmplaires m-4. TelH^lTe

sur papier-vergd pur-fil Lafuma-Navarre, au
filigrane de la Nouvelle Revue Frangaise!, dont

18 cxcmplaires hors commerce,* marques de

A a R, 100 c'icemplaires reserves aux Bibliophiles

de la Nouvelle Revue Fran(aise^ numc^ rotes

de I a C, 15 oxcmplaircs niim^rotes dc CL a

CXV ; 1040 exemplaires sur papier vedin pur-

lil I^afuma-Navarrc, dont dix cxcmplaires hors

commerce marquds de a a j, 800 cxcmplaires

reservds aux amis dc rEdilion origiiiale, niim(^-

rotes de i a 800, 30 cxcmplaires d’auteur, hors

commerce, num<5rot6s de 8cm a 830 et 200

exemplaires num<5rotes de 831 a 1030, ce tirage

constituant proprement et authentiqucmt'nt

I’Eldition originale.

If I were one of the hundred Biblio-

philes of the Nouvelle Revue Fran(;aise or

even one of the eight hundred Friends

of the Original Eldition, I should suggest,

with the utmost politeness, that the

publishers might deserve better of their

fellow-beipgs if they spent less pains on
numbering the first edition and more
on seeing that it was properly produced.
Personally, I am the friend of any edition

which is reasonably well printed and
bound, ^reasonably correct in the text

and reasonably » clean. The conscious-

ness that I posses^ a numbered copy of
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an edition printed on Lafuma-Navarre
paper, ’duly watermarked with the pub-
lisher’s initials, does not make up for the

fact that the book is full of gross printer’s

errors and that a whole sheet of sixteen

pages has wandered, during the 'process of

binding, frcitn one end of the volume to

the* other—occurrences whic'h are quite

unnecessarily frequent in the history of

French book production.

With the increased attention paid to

bibliophilous niceties, has come a great

ipcr-«ise- in pric*o. Limited hlitions de

luxe have become absurdly common in

France, and there are dozens of small

publishing concerns which produce almost

nothing else. Authors lixe Monsieur
Andre Salmon and Monsieur Max Jacob
scarcely ever appear at less than twenty
francs a volume. Even with the exchange
tiiis is a formidable price

;
and yet the

French bibliophiles, for whom tVvcmty

francs are really twenty francs, appear to

have an insatiable appetite fof 'these small

and beautiful editions. The War has

established a *new economic law : the

poorer one becomes the more one can

afford to spend on luxuries.

The ordinary English publit,4ter has
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never gone in for Van Geldcr, Lafuma-
Navarre and numbered editions. Rcti^nt
about figures, he leaves the book^ collector

to estimate the first edition’s future

rarity by guess-work. He creates no
artificial scarcity values. The collector

of contemporary English firs*: editions is

wholly a speculator
;

he never knows
what time may have in store.

In the picture trade for }ears past

nobody has pretended that there was
any particular relation between the price

of a picture and its value as a wc*k of

art. A magnificent El Greco is bought
for about a tenth of the sum paid for a

Romney that would be condemned by
any self-respecting hanging-committee.
W’c are so well used to this sort of thing

in picture dealing that we have almost

ceased to comment on it. But in the

book trade the tendency to create huge
artincial value? is of a later growth.

The spectacle of a single book being

bought for fifteen thousand pounds is still

sufficiently novel to arouse indignation.

Moreover, the book collector who pa\ s

vast sums for his treasures has even less

excus.e than hus the collector of pictures.

The v^Iuc of an old book is whollv a
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?carcily„va]ue. From a picture one may
get a genuine aesthetic pleasure

;
in

^buying a- picture one buys the unique

right to feel that pleasure. But nobody
can pretend that Venus and j^donis is

more delightful when it is read in a

fifteen thouslind pound unique copy than

when it is read in a volume that has cost

a shilling. On the whole, the printing

and general appearance of the shilling

book is likely to be the better of the

two. The purchaser of the fabulously

expen'^ive old book is satisfying only

his possessive instinct. The buyer of a

picture may also have a genuine feeling

for beauty.
,

The triumph and the reductio ad
absurdu?n of bibliophily were witnessed

not long ago at Sotheby’s, when the late

Mr. Smith of New York bought eighty

thousand pounds’ worth of books ^ in

something under two *hours at the

Britwell Court sale. The War. , it is said,

created forty thousand new millionaires

in America
;

tin; New York bookseller can

have had no lack of potential clients. He
bought a thousand-guinea volume as an

ordinary human being migfht buy some-
thing off the sixpenny shtlf in a second-
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hand shop. I have seldom witnessed

a spectacle which inspired in me, an

intenser blast of moral indignation.

Moral indignation, of course, is alwa)”^

to be mistrusted as, wholly or in part,

the disguised manifestation of some
ignoble passion. In this cifse the basic

cause of my indignation was clearlv

envy. But there was, I flatter myself,

a superstructure of disinterested moral
feeling. To debase a book into an ex-

pensive object of luxury is as surely, in

Miltonic language, “ to ‘kill the imSge ot

God, as it were in the eye,” as to bum it.

.And when one thinks, how’ those eighty

thousand pounds might have been spent.

. . . All, well !
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There is intoxication to be found

in 'a crowd. For it is good to be

one of many all doing the same .tiling—

-

good whatever the thing may be, wlicther

singing hymhs, watching a football

match, or applauding the eternal truths

of politicians. Anything will serve as an

•excuse. It matters not in whose name
your two or three thousand are gathered

together
;
what is important is the pro-

cess of gathering. In these last days

we have witnessed a most illuminating

example of this tendency in tlic wild

outburst of mob excitement, over the

arrival in this country of Mary Piclcford.

It is not as though people were really

very much interested in the Little Sweet-

heart of the World. She is no more
than an excuse for assembling in a crowd
and working up a powerful communal
emotion. The newspapers set tb-;^ excite-

ment going
;

they built the fire, apphed
the match, and cherished the infant

flame. The crowds, only too happy to

be kindled, did the rest
;
they burned.

I belong to that class of unhappy people

who are not easily infected by crowd
excitement. Too often j I find myself
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«

sadly and coldly unmoved in the midst

of multitudinous emotion. Few sensa-

tions are more disagreeable. The defect

is in p^rt temperamental, and in part

is due to that intellectual snobbishness,

that fastidious rejection of‘ what is easy

and obvious, which is one of the melan-
choly consequences of the acejuisition of

culture. Flow often one regrets this

asceticism of the mind ! How wistfully

sometimes one longs to be able to rid

oneself of the habit ' of rejectieJn and
selection, and to enjoy all the .dear,

obviously luscious, idiptic emotions with-

(,>ut an afterthought ! And indeed, how-
ev'er much we may admire the Chromatic
Fantasia of Bach, we all of us have a soft

spot somewhere in our minds that is

sensitive to “ Roses in Picardy.” But the

-.oft spot is surrounded by hard spots
;

ifie enjoyment is never unmixed with

critical disapprobation. The excuses for

working up a communal emotion, even

communal emotion itself, arc rejected

as too gross. We turn from them as a

coenobite of the Thcbaid would have
turned from* dancing girls or a steaming
dish ol tripe and onions.

1 have beforti me now a little book,
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recently > arrived from America, wliich

points out the way in which the random
mob ejnOtion may be systematically

organized into a kind of religion. Tliis

volume, 'The Jf'ill at Song (Boni <N:

Liveright, 70 c.), is the joint production

of Messrs. Harry Barnhart and Percy

MacKaye. “ How are art and social

service to be reconciled ? . . . How shall

the Hermit Soul of the Individual Poet

give valid, spontaneous expression to the

Communal Soul
.
of assembled multi-

tudes ? How mat' the surging Tides of

Man* be sluiced in Conduits of Art,

without losing tlieir primal glory and

momentum ? ” These questions and

many others, involving a great expense

of capital letters, are asked by Mr.
MacKaye and answ^ered in The JVill of

Song, which bears the qualifying sub-

title, “ A Dramatic Service of Com-
munity Singing.”

'

The service is democraticall}', undog-

matic. Abstractions, such as Will, Im-
agination, joy. Love and Liberty, some
of whom arc represented in the dramatic

performance, not by individuals, but by

Group Personages {i.e. choruses), , chant

about Brotherhood in a' semi-Biblical
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phraseology that is almost wholly empty
of content. It is all delightfullj' vague
and iton-committal, like a' Cabinet-

Minister’s speech about the League of

Nations; and, like such a speech, leaves

behind it a comfortable glow, a noble

feeling of uplift. But, like Cabinet
Ministers, preachers and all whose pro-

fession it is to move the people by the

emission of words, the authors of The
IVill of Song are well aware that what
matters in a popular work of art^is not
the intellectual content so much as fhe

picturesqueness of its form and" the

emotion with which 'it is presented. In

the staging—if such a term is not ir-

reverent—of their service, Messrs. Barn-
hart and MacKaye have borrowed from
Roman Catholic ritual all its most effec-

tive emotion-creators. The darknesses,

the illuminations, the chiming bells, the

solemn mysteVious voices, the choral re-

sponses>-‘all these traditional devices have
been most scientifically exploited in the

Communal Service.

These are the stage directions which
herald the opening of the service ;

As the final song of the Prelude ceases, the

assembly hall grows suddenly dark, and the
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Darkness is filled with fanfare of blowing

Trumpets. And now, taking up the trumpets’

’refrain, the Orchestra plays an elemental music,

suggestive of rain, wind, thunder and tlic

rushing of waters
;

from behind the raised

Central Scat great Flashes of Fire spout up-

ward^ and while they are flaring there rises a

Flame Gold Figure, in a cone of light, who
calls with deep, vibrant voice : Who has risen

up from the heart of the people ?
” Instantan-

eous, from three portions of the assembly, the

Voices or Three Groups, A Ten, Women and

Children, answer from the dark in triple unison :

f !

”

Even from the ','old print one can see

that this opening would be extremely

effective. But doubts assail me. I have

a horrid suspicion that that elemental

music would not sweep me off my feet

as it ought to. My fears are justified

when, looking up the musical programme,
I discover that the clerrvental music is

by Langcy, and that the orchestral accom-
paniments that follow are the work of

Massenet, Tschaikovsky, Langey once

more, Julia Ward Howe and binding.

Alas ! once more one finds oneself the

slave of one’s habit of sclettion and re-

jection. One would find oneself left out

in the cold just because one couldn’t
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stand Massenet. Those who have seen

Sir James Barrie’s latest play, Mary Rose,

will perhaps recall the blasts of music

which prelude the piece and recur at

every mystical moment throughout the

play. In theory one ought to have
mounted on the wings of that music into

a serene acceptance of Sir James Barrie's

supernatural machinery ; one ought to

have been filled by it with deeply religious

emotions. In practice, however, one

found oneself shrinking vvith quivering

nerves from the poignant vulgarity of that

Leitmotif, isolated by „what should have

united one ..with the author and the rest

of the audience. The coenobite would
like to eat the tripe and onions, but finds

by experiment that the smell of the dish

makes him feel rather sick.

One must not, however, reject such

things as ‘The Will of Song as abso-

lutely an^. entirely bad. They are useful,

they, are even good, on their own plane

and for people who belong to a certain

order of the spiritual hierarchy. The
Will of Song, set to elemental music

by ^^assenet and Julia Ward Howe, may
be a moving spiritual force for people

to whom, shall ,we say, Wagner means
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nothing

;
just as Wagner himself may-

be of spiritual importance to people be-

longing to a slightly higher caste, but
still incapable of understanding or getting

any good out of the highest, the trans-

cendent works of art—out of the Mass
in Q, for example, or Sonata Op. rii.

The democratically minded will ask

what right we have to say that the Mass
in D is better than the works of Julia

Ward Howe, what right we have to

assign a lower place in the spiritual

hierarchy to the admirers of The Will

of Song than to the admirers of Beet-

hoven. They will insist that there is

no hierarchy at all
;

that ev^ry creature

possessing humanity, possessing even life,

is as good and as important, by the mere
fact of that possession, as any other

creature. It is not altogether easy to

answer these objections. The arguments
on both sides are ultimately based on
conviction and faith. The besui one can

do to convince the paradoxical democrat
of the real superiority of the Mass in D
over the Will of Song is to point out

that, in a sense, one contains the other
;

that The Will of Song is a par^-t, and
a very small part at that, of a great
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Whole of human experience, to* whicli

the Mass in D much more nearly approx-

imates. In The Will of Song and
its

“ elemental ” accompaniment one
knows cxafctly how every effect is obtained ;

its range of emotional and
„
intellectual

experience is extremely limited and
perfectly familiar. But the range of the

Mass in D is enormously much larger ;

it includes \vithin itself the range of

The Will of Song, takes it for granted, so

TO speak, and reaches out into remoter
spheres of experience. It - is in a real

sense quantitatively larger than The
Will oj Song. To the democrat who
believes in rfiajorities this is an argument
which must surely prove convincing.
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I
N the brevity of life and the perish-

abloness of material things the

moral philosophers have always found

one of their happiest themes. * “ Time,
which anti(juates Antiquities, hath an

Art\to make dust of all thin<g.->.” There
is nothing more moving than those

swelling elegiac organ notes in which
they have celebrated the mortality of

man and all his works. Those of us for

whom the proper study of mankind is

books dwell • with the most poignant

melancholy over the destruction of

literary treasures.* We think of all the

prc-Platonic philosophers of whose writ-

ings only a few sentences remain. We
think of Sappho’s poems, all but com-
pletclv blotted from our knowledge. We
think of the missing fragments of the
“ Satyricon,” and of many other precious

pages which once were and are now no
more. We complain of the iioles that

time has picked in the records of history,

bewailing the loss of innumerable vanished

documents. As for buildings, pictures,

statues and the accumulated evidence

of whole civilizations, all destroyed as

though they had never been, they do not
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belong to our literary province, ‘ and, if

they did, would be too numerous to

catalogue even summarily.

But because men have once thought
and felt fn a certain way it does not follow

that they will for ever continue to do so.

There seems every probability that^’our

descendants, some tv/o or three centuries

hence, will wax pathetic in their com-
plaints, not of the fragility, but the

horrible persistence and indestructibility

of things. They will feel themselves

smothered by the intolerable accumula-
tion of the years. The men of to-day

are so deeply penetrafed with the sense

of the perishableness of matter that they

have begun to take immense precautions

to preserve everything they can. Deso-
lated by the carelessness of our an-

cestors, we are making very sure that

our descendants shall lack no documents
when they come to write our history.

All is sy^ematically kept and catalogued.

Old* things are carefully patched and

propped into continued existence
;

things

now new are hoarded up and protected

from decay. .

To Walk thrpugh the book-stores of one

of the world’s great libraries is an experi-
' 76
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ence that cannot fail to set one think-

ing on the appalling indestructibility of

mattep. A few years ago I explored

the recently dug cellars into which the

overflow of the Bodleian pours in an

unceasing stream. The cellars extend

und^r the northern half (ff the great

quadrangle in whose centre stands the

Radcliffe Camera. These catacombs are

two storeys deep and lined with imper-

meable concrete. “ The muddy damps
a^d ropy slime ” of the traditional vault

are absent ih this great necropolis of

letters ; huge ventilating pipes breathe

blasts of a dry a*nd heated wind, that

makes the place as snug ant! as unsym-
pathetic to decay as the deserts of Central

Asia. The books stand in metal cases

constructed so as to slide in and out of

position on rails. So ingenious is the

arrangement of the cases that it is possible

to fill two-thirds of the available space,

solidly, with books. Twenty years or

so hence, when the existing vaults will

take no more books, a new cellar can be

dug on the opposite side of the Camera.
And when that is full—it is only a matter
of half a century from now—wha# then ?

W'^e shrug our shoulders. After us the,
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deluge. But let us hope that fiodley’s

Librarian of 1970 will have the courage

to emend the last word to “ bonfire.”

To the bonfire ! That is the only satis-

factory solution of an intolerable problem.

The deliberate preservation of things

must be cordpensaled for by their delitjer-

ate and judicious destruction. Other-

wise the world will be overwhelmed by
the accumulation of antique objects.

Pigs and rabbits and watercress, when
they were first introduced into Ne\v

Zealand, threatened to lay waste .the

country, because there were no com-
pensating forces of destruction to put a

stop to their indefinite multiplication.

In the same way, mere things, once they

are set above the natural laws of deca}

,

will end by burying us, unless we set

about methodically to get rid of the

nuisance. The; plea that they should
all be preserved—every novel by Nat
Coujd, c^ery issue of the Funny Wonder—
as historical documents is not a sound
one. W here too many documents exist

it is impossible to write history at all.

“ For ignorance,” in the felicitous words
of Mr." Lyttorj Strachey, “ is the first

Requisite of the^ historian — ignorance
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which Simplifies and clarifies, which selects

and omits, with a placid perfection un-
attainable by the highest art.” Nobody
wants to know everything—the irrele-

vancies as well as the important facts

—

about the .past ; or in any case no-

body ought to desire to know. Those
who do, those who are eaten up by an
itch for mere facts and useless informa-

tion, are the wretched victims of a

vice no less reprehensible than greed or

drunkenness.

Hand in hand with this judicious pro-

cess* of destruction must go an elaborate

classification of v^hat remains. As Mr.
Wells says in his large, opulent way,
“ the future world-state’s organization of

scientific research and record compared
with that of to-day will be like an ocean
liner beside the dug-out canoe of some
early heliolithic wanderer.” With the

vast and indiscriminate multiplication of

books and periodicals our organization

of records tends to become ever more
heliolithic. Useful information on any
given subject is so widely scattered or

may be hidden in such obscure places

that the student is often at a loss to know
what he ought to study *or where. An
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immense international labour of bibliog-

raphy and classification must be under-

taken at no very distant date, if .future

generations of researchers arc to make
the fullest use of the knowledge that has

already been gained.

But this ’constructive labour wilV be
tedious and insipid compared with the

glorious business of destruction. Huge
bonfires of paper will blaze for days and
weeks together, whenever the libraries

undertake their periodical purgation.

The only danger, and, alas * it is a very
real danger, is that the libraries will

infallibly purge themseVes of the wrong
books. Wc* all know what librarians

arc
; and not only librarians, but critics,

literary men, general public—everybody,
in fact, with the exception of ourselves

—

we know what they arc like, we know
them : there never was a set of people
with such bad taste ! Committees will

doubtless^ be set up to pass judgment
on books, awarding acquittals and con-
demnations in magistcrAl fashion. It

will be a sort of gigantic Haw'thornden
competition. At that thought I find
that the llames of my great bonfires
lose much of their imagined lustre.

So
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There is a story, very dear for

some reason to our ancestors, that

Apelles, or I forget what other Greek
painter, grown desperate at the failure

of his effort! to portray realistically the

foam on a dog’s mouth, threw his sponge

at the picture in a pet, and was rewarded

for his ill-temper by discovering that the

resultant smudge was the living image of

the froth whose aspect he had been unable,

with all his art, to recapture. No one

will ever know the history of all the

happy mistakes, the accidents and un-
conscious deviations into genius, that

have helped to enrich the world’s art.

They arc probably countless. I myself

have deviated more than once into

accidental felicities. Recentlv, for ex-

ample, the hazards of careless type-

writing caused me to invent a new port-

manteau word of the most brilliantly

Laforguian quality. I had meant to

write the phrase “ the Human Comedy,”
but, by a happy slip, I put my finger on
the letter that stands next to “ C ” on
the universal keyboard. When I came
to read over the completed page 5 found
that T had written “ the Human Vomedy.”
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Was there ever a,.criticism of life more
succinct and expressive ? To the more
sensitive and queasy among the gpds the

last few years must indeed have seemed
a vomedy of the first order.

The grossest forms of ijiistake have

played qukc a distinguished par^ in

the history of letters. One thinks, for

example, of the name Criseida or Cressida

manufactured out of a Greek accusative,

of that Spenserian misunderstanding of

Chaucer which gave currency to the

rather ridiculous substantive “ derring-

do.” Less familiar, but more deliciously

absurd, is Chaucer’s slip in reading “ naves

bailatrices for “ naves bellatrices —
ballet-ships instead of battle-ships—and
his translation “ shippes hoppesteres.”

But these broad, straightforward howlers
are uninteresting compared with the more
subtle deviations into originality occasion-

ally achieved By authors who were trying

their bc?l not to be original. Nowhere
do we find more remarkable examples of

accidental brilliance than'among the post-
Chaucerian poets, whose very indistinct

knowledge of what precisely was the
metre <in which they were trying to write
often caused* them to produce very
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striking' variations on the staple English

measure.

Chaucer’s variations from the deca-
syllabic norm were deliberate. So, for

the most part, were those of his dis-

ciple Lydgate, whose favourite “ broken-

bacE^d ” line, lacking the first syllable

of the iambus that follows the cjesura, is

metrically of the greatest interest to con-
temporary poets. Lydgate’s character-

istic line follows this model :

'For spccch<5le„ss nothing maist thou speed.

Judiciously employed, the broken-backed
line might yield very beautiful effects.

Lydgate, as has been said, was probably
pretty conscious of what he was doing.

But his Procrustean methods were apt to

be a little indiscriminate, and one wonders
sometimes whether he was playing varia-

tions on a known theme .or whether he
was rather tentatively groping a^er the
beautiful regularity of his master Changer.
The later fifteenth and sixteenth century
poets seem to have worked very much in

the dark. The poems of such writers

as Hawes and Skelton abound in the

vaguest parodies of the decasyllabl'e line.

Anything from seven to fifteen syllables
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will serve their turn. With them the

variations are seldom interesting. Chance
had not much opportunity of producing *

subtle metrical effects with a man like

Skelton, Miosc mind was naturally so full

of jigging doggerel that his variations

on the dedasyllable are mostly in<fthe

nature of rough skeltonics. I have found
interesting accidental variations on the

decasyllable in Heywood, the writer of

n\oralities. This, from the Play of Love,

has a real metrical beauty :

•

Felt yc but one pang such as I feel many,
One pang of despair or cjne pang of desire,

One pang of^one displeasant look of her eye,

One pang of one word of her mouth as in ire,

Or in restraint of her love which I desire

—

One pang of all these, felt once in all your life.

Should quail your opinion and quench all our
strife.

These dactylic ];csolutions of the third and
fourth lines are extremely interesting.

But t?e most remarkable example of

accidental metrical invention that I have
yet conic across is to b*e found in the
Earl of Surrey’s translation of Horace’s
ode on the golden mean. Surrey was
one of the pioneers of the reaction

,
against the vagueness and uncertain care-

•
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lessness of the post-Chaucerians. From the

example of Italian poetry he had learned
' that a .line must have a fixed number of

syllables. In all his poems his aim is always

to achieve regularity at whatever cost. To
make sure of* having ten syllables in every

line H is evident that Surrey made use of

his fingers as well as his ears. We see him
at his worst and most laborious in the first

stanza of his translation :

Of thy life, Thomas, this compass well mark :

N,ot aye with full sails the high seas to beat

;

Ne by coward ‘dread in shunning storms dark

On shallow shores thy keel in peril freat.

The ten syllables are there all right,

but except in the last line there is no
recognizable rhythm of any kind, whether
regular or irregular. But when Surrey

comes to the second stanza

—

Auream quisquis mediocritatem

Diligit, tutus caret ob'.oleti

Sordibus tecti, caret invidenda.^

Sobrius aula

—

some lucky accident inspires him with the

genius to translate in these words :

Whoso gladly halseth the golden mean,
Void of dangers advisedly hath his home

;

Not with loathsome muck as a den uiklean.

Nor palace like, whereat disdain may gloam.
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Not only is this a very good trahslation,

but it is also a very interesting and
subtle metrical experiment. Wha.t could

be more felicitous than this stanza made
up of three trochaic lines, quickened by
beautiful dactylic resolution^, and a final

iambic line of regular measure—the rg,cog-

nized tonic chord that brings the music

to its close ? And yet the tunclessncss

of the first stanza is enough to prove

that Surrey’s achievement is as much a

product of accident as the foam on the

jaws of Apelles’ dog. He M'as doing liis

best all the time to write decasyllabics

with the normal iamWc beat of the last

line. His failures to do so were some-
times unconscious strokes of genius.
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There are some people to whom
the most difficult to obey of all

the commandments is that which enjoins

us to suffer fools gladly. The prevalence

of folly, its^ monumental, unchanging
permanence and its almost’ invariable

triumph over intelligence arc phenomena
which they cannot contemplate without

experiencing a passion of righteous in-

dignation or, at the least, of ill-temper.

Sages like Anatolc France, who can

probe and anatomize human stupidity and

still remain serenely detached, are rare.

These reflections were suggested by a

book recently published in New York

and entitled The American Credo. The
authors of this work are those enfants

terribles of American criticism, Messrs.

H. L. Mencken and George Jean Nathan.

They have compiled a list of four hundred
and eighty-eight articles of faith^which

form the fundamental Credo '’of the

American people, prefacing them with

a very entertaining essay on the national

mind :

Truth shifts and changes like a cataract of

diamonds
;

its aspect is never precisely the

same at two successive moments. But error
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flows down the channel of history like some great

stream of lava or infinitely lethargic glacier.

It is the one relatively fixed thing in a world

of chaos.

To look'through the articles of the Credo
is to realize that there is a^good deal of

truth in l«liis statement. Such beliefs

as the following—not by any means
confined to America alone—are probabb,

at least as old as the Great Pyramid :

I'hat if a woman, about to become a

mother, plays the piano every dav, her

baby will be born a VictoriHerbert.

That the accumulation of great wtalth

always brings with it great unhappiness.
That it fs bad luck to kill a spider.

That water rots the hair and thus

causes baldness.

That if a bride wears an old garter

with her new finery, she will have a happv
married life.

That children were much better be-
haved 'twenty years ago than they are

to-day.

And most of the others'in the collection,

albeit clothed in forms distinctively con-
temporary and American, are simple
variations on notions as immemorial.

Inevitably, 'as one reads The American
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Credo, 'one is reminded of an abler, a

more pitiless and ferocious onslaught

on stu.pidity, I mean Swift’s “ Com'^ete

Collection of Genteel and Ingenious Con-
versation, according to the most polite

mode and method now used at Court and in

the Best Companies of England. In three

Dialo^cs. By Simon Wagstatf, Esq.”

I was inspired after reading Messrs.

Mencken and Nathan’s work to refresli

my memories of this diabolic picture of

the social amenities. And what a book
it is ! Theref is something almost appal-

ling* in the way it goes on and on, a

continuous, never-ceasing ^stream of

imbecility. Simon Wagstaff, it will be
remembered, spent the best part of forty

years in collecting and digesting these

gems of polite conversation :

I can faithfully assure the reader that there

is not one single witty phrase in the whole
Collection which has not received th^ Stamp
and Approbation of at least One* Hundred
Years, and how much longer it is hard to

determine
;

he may therefore be secure to find

them all genuine, sterling and authentic.

How genuine, sterling and authentic

Mr. Wagstaff’s treasures of politfe con-

versation are is proved *by the great
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number of them which have wi'thstood

all the ravages of time, and still do as

good service to-day as they did in the

early seventeen-hundreds or in the days

of Henry viii. :
“ Go, you Girl, and

warm some fresh Cream.” “ Indeed,

Madam, there’s none left ;
for the Cat

has eaten it all.” “ I doubt it was a

Cat with Two Legs.”
“ And, pray. What News, Mr. Never-

out ?
” “ Wiiy, Madam, Queen Eliza-

beth’s dead.” (It would be interesting

to discover at exactly what date Queen
Anne took the place of Queen Elizabeth

in this grand old repartee, or who was
the monarch referred to when the Virgin

Queen was still alive. Aspirants to the

degree of B. or D.Litt. might do worse

than to take this problem as a subject

for their thesis.)

Some of the .choicest phrases have come
down the world since Mr. Wagstaff’s

day. Thus, Miss Notable’s retort to

Mr. Neverout, “ Go, teach your Grannam
to suck Eggs,” could only be heard now
in the dormitory of a preparatory school.

Others have become slightly modified.

Mr. Neverout says, “ Well, all Things
have an End, and a pudden has two.”
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I think ‘we may flatter ourselves that the

modern emendation, “ except a roly-

poly pudding, which has two,” is an

improvement.
Mr. Wagstaff’s second dialogue,'wherein

he treats of Polite Conversation at meals,

contains more phrases that tostify to the

unbrols^n continuity of tradition than
either of the others. The conversation

that centres on the sirloin of beef is

vv^orthy to be recorded in its entirety :

Lady Smart. Come, Colonel, handle your
Arms. Shall I help you to some Beef ?

CoTr^ONEL. If your Ladyship please
;

and,

pray, don’t cut like a*Mothcr-in-law, but send

me a large Slice; for I love to •lay a good
Foundation. I vow, ’tis a noble Sir-loyn.

Neverout. Ay
;
here’s cut and come again.

Miss. But, pray
;
why is it call’d a Sirdoyn ?

liORD Smart. Why, you must know that our

King James the First, who lov’d good Eating,

being invited to Dinner by one of his Nobles,

and seeing a large Loyn of B?ef at his Table,

he drew out his Sword, and, in a Frolic^ ’^highted

it. Few people know the Secret of this.

How delightful it is to find that we
have Mr. Wagstaff’s warrant for such

gems of wisdom as, Cheese digests

everything, except itself,"’ and “ Jf you
eat till you’re cold, you'll* live to grow
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old ”

! If they were a hundred years

old in his day they are full)' three hundred
now. Long may they survive ! ^

I was

sorry, however, to notice that one of

the best of Mr. Wagstaff’s phrases has

been, in the revolution of, time, com-
pletely lost* Indeed, before I had read

Aubrey’s “ Lives,” Lord Sparkish's re-

mark, “ Come, box it about
;

’twill come
to my Father at last,” was quite incom-
prehensible to me. The phrase is taken

from a story of Sir Walter Raleigh and
his son.

Sir Walter Raleigh [say« Aubrey] being invited

to dinner td some great person where his son

was to goc with him, he sayd to his son, “ Thou
art expected to-day at dinner to goe along

with me, but thou art so quarrelsome and
affronting that I am ashamed to have such a

beare in my company.’’ Mr. Walter humbled
himselfe to his father and promised he would
behave himselfef’ mighty mannerly. So away
they w^.t. He sate next to his father and was
very denaure at least halfe dinner time. Then
sayd he, “ I this morning, not having the feare

of God before my eies, butby the in stigation

of the devill, went . .
.”

At this point Mr. Clark, in his edition,

suppresses fofxr lines of Aubrey’s text

;
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but one can imagine the sort of thing

Master Walter said.

Sir Wafter, being strangely surprized and putt

out of countenance at so great a f»ble, gives

his son a damned blow over the face. His son,

as rude as he nvas, would not strike his father,

but strikes over the face the gtntleman that

sate ne^V: to him and sayd, “ Box about : ’twill

come to my father anon.” ’Tis now a comm.on-
used proverb.

And so it still deserves to be
;

how', when
and why it became extinct, I have no idea,

llere is anotter good subject for a thesis.

Tliere are but few things in Mr. Wag-
staff’s dialogue which appea^r definitely

out of date and strange to us, and these

superannuations can easily be accounted

for. Thus the repeal of the Criminal

Laws has made almost incomprehensible

the constant references to hanging made
by Mr. Wagstaff’s personc^es. The oaths

and the occasional mild grossness^s have
gone out of fashion in mixed polite

society. Otherwise their conversation is

in all essentials* exactly the same as the

conversation of the present day. And
this is not to be wondered at

;
for, as a

wise man has said :

*

Speech at the present |ime retains strong,
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evidence of the survival in it of the function

of herd recognition. . . . The function of con-

versation is ordinarily regarded as bcjng the

exchange of ideas and information. Doubtless

it has coftie to have such a function, but an

objective examination of ordinary conversation

shows that thf actual conveyance of ideas takes

a very small part in it. As a rule the exr.hange

seems to consist of ideas which are necessarily

common to the two speakers and arc known
to be so by each. . . . Conversation between
persons unknown to one another is apt to be

rich in the ritual of recognition. When one
hears or takes part in these elaborate evolutions,

gingerly proffering one after another of one’s

marks of identity, one's vews on the weather,

on fresh air ^nd draughts, on the Government
and on uric acid, watching intently for the first

low hint of a growl, w'hich will show one belongs

to the wrong pack and must withdraw^, it is

impossible not to be reminded of the similar

manamvres of the dog and to be thankful that

Nature has provided us with a less direct,

though perhaps a •more tedious, code.
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The hazards of indiscriminate rum-
maging in bookshops have intro-

duced me to two volumes of verse which
seem to me (though I am ordinirily very

sceptical of^ those grandiose generaliza-.

tions about racial and nation;il character-

istics, '^so beloved of a certain class of

literary people) to illustrate very clearly

some of the differences between the

French and English mind. The first is

a little book published some few months
back and entitled Les Baisers. . . . The
publisher says of it in one of those ex-

quisitely literary * puffs which are the

glory of the Paris book tilide :
“ Un

volume de vers ? Non pas ! Simple-

ment des baisers mis en vers, des baisers

varies comme I’heure qui passe, incon-

stants comme I’Amour lui-meme. . . .

Baisers, baisers, e’est toute leur troublante

musique qui chante dJns ces rimes.”

The other volume hails from ^t/fe"“anti-

podes and is called Songs of Love and

Life. No publisher’s puff accompanies

it
;

but a coloured picture on the dust-

wrapper represents a nymph frantically

clutching.at a coy shepherd. A portrait

of the authoress serves as* a frontispiece.
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Both books are erotic in character, and

both are very indifferent in poetical

quality. They are only interesting as

illustrations, the more vivid because

of their very sccond-rateness, of the

two characteristic methods of approach,

French and* English, to the theme of

pliysical passion.

'I'he author of Les Baisers approaches

his amorous experiences with the de-

tached manner of a psychologist inter-

ested in the mental reactions of certain

corporeal pleasures whose rtiechanism he

has previously studied in his capacity of

physiologicaj observer* His attitude is

the same as that of the writers of those

comedies of manners which hold the

stage in the theatres of the boulevards.

It is dry, precise, matter-of-fact and
almost scientific. The comedian of the

boulevards doc§ not concern himself

with tmng to find some sort of meta-
physical •justification for the raptures

of physical passion, nor is he in any
way a propagandist of 'sensuality. He
is simply an analyst of facts, whose
business it is to get all the wit that

is possi\)le out of an equivocal* situation.

^Similarly, the author of these poems is
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far too ’highly sophisticated to imagine

that

.
every spirit as it is most pure,

And hath in it the more of heavenly light,

So it the fairer body doth procure*

To habit in, and it more fairly dight

With chcerfhl grace and amiable sight.

For of the sou) the body form* doth take
;

For s'dwl is form and "doth the body make.

He docs not try to make us believe that

physical pleasures have a divine justifica-

tion. Neither has he any wish to “ make
us grovel, hand and foot in Belial’s gripe.”

He Is merely engaged in remembering
des heures ct des e’ntretiens ” which were

extremely pleasant—hours w^ich strike

for c very one, conversations and meetings

which arc taking place in all parts of the

world and at every moment.
.This attitude towards volu-pti is suf-

ficiently old in France .^to have made
possible the evolution of a very .^^ecise

and definite vocabulary in whic^ to de-

scribe its phenomena. This language is

as exact as the technical jargon of a trade,

and as elegant as the Latin of Petronius.

It is a language of -which we have no
equivalent* in our English literatuVe. It

is impossible in English to describe volufte
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elegantly ;

it is hardly possible Yo write

of it without being gross. To begin

with, we do not even possess .a word'

equivalent to voliipte. “ Voluptuousness
”

is feeble and almost meaningless
;

“ plea-

sure ” is hopelessly inadequate. From
the first tbc English writer is at a loss ;

he cannot even name precisely th? thing

he proposes to describe and analyse.

But for the most part he has not much
use for such a language. His approach

to the subject is not dispassionate and
scientific, and he has no need for techni-

calities. 'Fhe English amorist is inclined

to approach the s&bject rapturously,

passionately, philosophically --almost in

any way that is not the wittily matter-

of-fact French way.

In our rich Australian Son^s of Love
and Life we see the rapturous-philosophic

approach reduced to something that is

very nearly the absurd. Overcome with
the intensities of connubial bliss, the

authoress feels it nccessar}' to find a sort

of justificatio.n for them ‘by relating them
in some way with the cosmos. God, we
are told,

looking through His hills on 'you and me,
Feeds Heaven upon the flame of our desire.
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Or again :

Our passions breathe their own wild harmony,
And pour out music at a clinging kiss.

Sing on, O Soul, our lyric of desire,^

For God Himself is in the melody.
*

Meanwhile the author of Les Baisers,

always' "lelegantly terrt-a-terre, formulates

his more concrete desires in an Alexandrine

worthy of Racine :

Viens. Je veux d<5grafcr moi-meme ton corsage.
•

Tlie desire to involve the cosmos in

our emotions is by, no means confined to

the poetess of ^ongs of Leva and Life.

In certain cases we arc all apt to invoke

the universe in an attempt to explain

and account for emotions whose intensity

seems almost inexplicable. This is par-

ticularly true of the emotions aroused in

us by the contemplation o4 beauty. Why
we should feel so strongly wh.oiit^on-

fronted with certain forms and* colours,

certain sounds, pertain verbal suggestions

of form and harmony—why the thing

which we call beauty should move us at

all—goodness only kftows. In or,der to

expli\ifc the phenomenon, poets have in-

volved the universe in tlje matter, assert-
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%

ing that they are moved hy the con-

templation of physical beauty because it

is the symbol of the divine. The in-

tensities pf physical passion have presented

the same problem. Ashamed of admit-
ting that such feelings can teve a purely

sublunary cause, we affirm, lil^ the

Australian poetess, "that “ God Himself
is in the melody.” That, we argue, can

be the only explanation for the vio-

lence of the emotion. This view of the

matter is particularly common in a country
with fundamental puritanic tradition^ like

England, where the rlry, matter-of-fact

attitude of the French seems almost

shocking. The puritan feels bound to

justify the facts of beauty and volufte.

They must be in some way made moral
before he can accept them. The French
un-puritanic mind accepts the facts us

they are tender.td to it by experience, at

their, f-ise value.
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The autumn equinox is close upon us

with all its presages of mortality,

a shortening day, a colder and longer

night. How the days draw in ! Fear

of ridicule hardly allows one to make the

melancholy constatation. It is a con-

versational gambit that, like fool’s mate,

can only be used against the simplest

and least experienced of players. And
yet how much of the world’s most moving
poetry is nothing but a variation on the

theme of this in-drawing day ! The
certainty of death has inspired more
poetry than the hope of immortality.

The visible transience of frail and lovely

matter has impressed itself more pro-

foundly on the mind of man than the

notion of spiritual permanence.

E< I’on -verra bientot surgir du sein de I’onde

La premiere clart^ de mon (iernier solcil.

That is an article of faith from*^hich
nobody can withhold assent.

Of late I have found myself almost

incapable of enjoying any poetry whose

inspiration is not despair or melancholy.

Why, I hardly know. Perhaps it* is due

to the chronic horror of the political
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situation. For heaven knows, 'chat is

quite sufficient to account for a taste

for melancholy verse. The subject_pf any
European government to-day feels all

the sensitions of Gulliver in the paws of

the Queen of Brobdingnag’s iponkey—the

sensations of some small and helpless be-

ing at the mercy of .something mqjistrous

and irresponsible and idiotic. There sits

the monkey “ on the ridge of a building

five hundred yards above the ground,

holding us like a bab\- in one of his fore

paws.” Will he let go ? W ill he squeeze

us to death ? The best we can kiope

for is to be “ let drop on a ridge tile,”

with only enough bruises to keep one

in bed for a fortnight. But it seems

very unlikely that some “ honest lad

will climb up and, putting us in his

breeches pocket, bring us down safe.”

However, I divagate a little from niy

subject, which is the poetry of melan-
choly.' ,

Some day I shall compile an Oxford
Book of Depressing Aepse, which shall

contain nothing but the most magni-
ficent expressions .of melancholy and
despairs All the obvious people will be
in it and as mSny of the obscure apostles
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of glooAi as vague and miscellaneous

reading shall have made known to me.

•A duly^ adequate amount of space, for

example, will be allotted to that all but

great poet, Fulke Greville, Lord Brooke.

For dark magnificence there are not

many things that can rival that summing
up again^st life and human destiny at the

end of his “ Mustapha.”

Oh wearisome condition of humanity,
Born under one law to another bound.
Vainly begot ^nd yet forbidden vanity.

Credited sick, commanded to be sound.

VVhat mcaneth nature by these diverse

laws, f

Passion and reason, self-division’s cause ?

Is it the mark or majesty of power
To make offences that it may forgive ?

Nature herself doth her own self deflower

To hate those errors she herself doth give. . . .

If nature did not take defight in blood.

She would have made more easy w.iyj to

good.

Milton aimed at» justifying the w'ays of

God to man
;

Fulke Greville gloomily

denounces them.
,

Nor shall I omit from my anthology
the extraordinary description in the Pro-
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logue to Alaham ” of the Hell »of Hells

and of Privation, the peculiar torment of

the place :

Thou njonster horrible, under whose ugly

doom
Down in eternity’s perpetual n\ght

Man’s temporal sins bear torments infinite,

For change of desolation must I com.e

To tempt the earth and to profane the light.

A place there is, uppn no centre placed,

Deep under depths as far as is the sky

Above the earth, dark, infinitely spaced,

Pluto the king, the kingdom misery.

Privation would reign there, by God not made.
But creature of uncreated sin,

W hose being is all beings to invade.

To have no ending though it did begin
;

And so of past, things present and to come,
To give depriving, not tormenting doom.
Hut liorror in the understanding mixed. . . .

Like most of his contemporaries in those

happy days before the notion of progress

had been invented, Lord Brooke was
what^ Peacock would have called a

Pejorationisl.’’ His political views (and

they were also Sidney’s) are reflected

in his Life of Sir Philip Sidney. The
best that a statesman can do, according
to these Elizabethan pessin^ists, is to

patch and prop the decaying fabric of
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society 'in the hope of staving off for

a little longer the final inevitable crash.

It scenes curious to us, who have learnt to

look at the Elizabethan age as the most
splendid in English history, tliat the

men who vjere the witnesses of these

splendours should have regarded their

time as^an age of decadence.

The notion of the Fall was fruitful

in despairing poetry. \ One of the most
remarkable products of this doctrine is

a certain “ Sonnet Chretien ” by the

seventeenth-century writer Jean Ogicr

de ‘Gombauld, surnamed “ le Beau
Tenebreux.”

Cette source de mort, cette homicide peste,

Ce p^ch<5 dont I’enfer a le monde infeetd,

IM’a laiss^ pour tout etre un bruit d’avoir <it^,

Et jc suis de moi-mcme une image funestc.

L’Auteur de I’univers, le Monarque C(ileste

S’litait rendu visible en ma rgule beautd.

Ce' vieux titre d’honneur qu’autrefois j’ai norte

Et que je porte encore, est tout c« qui me
reste.

Mais e’est fait dc ma gloire, et je ne suis plus

rien

Qu’un fantome qui court apres I’ombije d’un

bien, ’
.

Ou qu’un corps animd du seul ver qui le ronge.
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Non, jc ne suis plus rien quand ’'je vcux

m’<5prouver,

Qu'un esprit t^n^breux qui voit tout comnie

cn songe

Et cherche incessament ce qu’il ne peut trouver.

There are astonishing lines jn this, lines

that might' have been written by a

Baudelaire, if he had been born a Hugue-
not and two hundred years before his

time. That “ carbase animated by the

sole gnawing worm ” is something that

one would expect to find rotting away
among the sombre and beautiful Flowers

of Evil.

An amusing specula''tion. If Steinach’s

rejuvenating operations on the old become
the normal and accepted thing, what wdll

be the effect on poetry of this abolition

of the depressing process of decay ? It

may be that the poetry of melancholy
and despair is destined to lose its place

in literature, and that a spirit of what
Wilfi^

.
James called “ healthy-minded-

ness ” will inherit its kingdom. Many
eternal tnjths ” have? already found

their way on to the dust-heap of anti-

quated ideas. It may be that this last

and sefemingly most inexorable- of them

—

that life is short and subject to a dreadful
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decay—Ivill join the other great common-
places which have already perished out of

literature.
%

The flesh is bruckle, the fiend is.slee :

Timor mortis conturbat me :

—

Some day, it may be, these, sentiments

will seem as hopelessly superannuated as

Milton’^ cosmology.
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I
N moments of complete despair, when
it seems that all is for the worst

in the 'j^orst of all possible worlds, it is

cheering to discover that there are places

where stupidity reigns even more despot-

ically than in Western Europe, where
civilization is based on principles even

more fantastically unreasonable. Recent
experience has sh-)wn me that the de-

pression into which the Peace, Mr.
Churchill, the state of contemporary
literature, have conspired to plunge the

mind, can be sensibly relieved by a study,

even supufrficial, of ' the manners and
customs of Tibet. The spectacle of an

ancient and elaborate civilization of which
almost no detail is not entirely idiotic

is in the highest degree comforting and
refreshing. It fills us with hopes of the
ultimate succcf« of our own civilization

;

it tores our wavering self-satisfaction

in being citizens of industrialized Europe.

Compared with Tibet, we arc prodigious.

Let us cherish the comparison.

My informant about Tibetan civiliza-

tion is a certain Japanese monk of the

name of Kawaguchi, who spent three

years in Tibet at the beginning of the
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present century. His account of the

experience li^s been translated into

English, and published, with the title

Three Tears in Tibet, by the Thewsophical
Society. It is one of the great travel

books of thd world, and, so far as I am
aware, the most interesting book on
Tibet that exists. Kawaguchi enjoyed

opportunities in Tibet which no Euro-
pean traveller could possibly have had.

He attended the University of Lhasa,

he enjoyed the acquaintance of the

Dalq,i Lama him.self, he was intimate with

one of the four jVIinisters of Finance,

he was the friend of lama and layman,

of all sorts and conditions of- Tibetans,

from the highest class to the lowest—the

despicable caste of smiths and butchers.

He knew his Tibet intimately
;

for

those three years, indeed, he was for

alj practical purposes a Tibetan. This

is something which no European erplorer

can claim, and it is this which gives.

Kawaguchi’s book its unique interest.

The Japanese, like people Sof every other

nationality except the Chinese, are not

permitted to enter Tibet. Mr. .Kawa-
guchi did ‘not allow this to stand in the

way of his pious mission^—for his purpose,
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in visiting Tibet was to investigate the

Buddliist writings and traditions of the

place. He made his way to India, and

in a long stay at Darjeeling familiarized

liimself with the 'Fibetan language. He
then set out to walk across thfe Himalayas.

Not daring to affront the strictly guarded

gates which bar the direct rolite to

Lhasa, he penetrated Tibet at its south-

western corner, underwent prodigious

hardships in an uninhabited desert

eighteen thousand feet above sea-level,

visited the holy lake of Manosarovara,

and finall}', after astonishing adventures,

arrived in'^ Lha'^a. Here he lived for

nearly three years, passing himself off

as a Chinaman. At the end of tliat time
his secret leaked out, and he was obliged

to accelerate his departure for India.

So much for Kawaguchi himself, though
I should have liked to say more of him

;

for T»-^more cliarming and sympathetic

character never revealed himself in a

book.

I'ibet is so 'full of fantastic low comedy
that one hardly knows where to begin a

catalog’ie of its absurdities. Shall we
start with the Tibetans’ highly*^ organized

* service of traiaed nurses, whose sole
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duty it ’is to prevent their patients from
going to sleep ? or with the Dalai Lama’s
chief spurce o*f income—the sale of pills

made of dung, at, literally, a guinea a

box ? or with the Tibetan custom of

never washing from the moment of birth,

when, however, the}' are* plentifully

anointed with melted butter, to the

moment of death ? And then there is

the Uiiiversity of Lha,a, which an emin-
ent Cambridge philosopher has compared
with the University of Oxford—some-

what unjustly, perhaps ; but let, that

passi At the University of Lliasa the

student is instructed in logic and philo-

sophy
;

every year of his stay,he has to

learn by heart from one to five or six

hundred pages of holy texts. He is also

taught mathematics, but in Tibet this art

is not carried farther than subtraction.

It takes twenty years to get a degree at

the University of Lhasa—twenty years,

and then most of the candidates arc

ploughed. To obtain a superior Ph.D.
degree, entitling one to become a really

holy and eminent lama, forty years of

application to study and to virtue are re-

quired.- But it is useless to try to make
a catalogue of the delights of Tibet.
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There are too many of them for mention
in this small space. One can do no
more than glance at a few of the b’^ighter

spots in Jthe system.

There is much to be said for the Tibetan
system of taxation. The Government
requires a considerable revenue

;
for

enormous sums have to be spent in

keeping perpetually burning in the prin-

cipal Buddhist cathedral of Lhasa an

innumerable army of lamps, which may
not be fed with anything cheaper than

clarified yak butter. This is the iieaviest

item ot ’Expenditure. But a great ‘deal

of money'. also goes to supporting the

Tibetan clergy, who must number at

least a sixth of the total population.

The money is raised by a poll tax, paid

in kind, the amount of rv])ich, fixed

by ancient tradition, may, theorcticalj^y,

never be altei:'’d. Theoretically only

;

for »iiie Tibetan Government employs
in the collection of taxes no fe-wer than

twenty different standards of weight and
thirty-six different standards of measure.

The pound may weigh anything from
half tq^a pound and a half

;
and the same

with the units of measure. ‘It is thus

.possible to calculate with extraordinary
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nicely, according to the standard of

weight and measure in which your tax

is assessed, where precisely you stand in

the Government’s favour. If you are a

notoriously bad character, or even if you
are innocent, but live in a bad district,

your tax will have to be paid in measures

of the largest size. H you are virtuous,

or, better, if you are rich, of good family

and bien pensant, thei you will pay by
weights which arc only half the nominal

weight. For those whom the Govern-
ment neither iiates nor loves, but regards

with more or less contempt or tolerance,

there are the thirty-four intervening

degrees.

Kawaguchi’s final judgment of the

Tibetans, after three years’ intimate

acquaintance with them, is not a flatter-

ing one :

The Tibetans are chara Jterized by four

serious defects, these being : filthiness, super-

stition, unnatural customs (such as polyandry),

and unnatural art. I should be sorely per-

plexed if I were asLed to name their redeeming
points

;
but if I had to do so, I should mention

first of all the fine climate in the vicinity of

Lhasa and Shigatze, their sonorous and refresh-

ing voices in reading the Text, the animated
style of their catechisms, and their ancient art.
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Certainly a bad lot of vices ; but then

the Tibetan virtues are not lightly to

be set aside. We English possess none
of them ; our climate is abominable, our

method of reading the holy texts is

painful in the extreme, ovr catechisms,

at least in my young days, wc>'e far from
animated, and our ancient art,» is very

indifferent stuff. But still, in spite of

these defects, in (spite of Mr. Churchill

and the state of contemporary literature,

we can still look at the Tibetans and feel

re?,^sured.
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TO those who know how to read the

signs of the times it will have

become apparent, in the course of these

last days and weeks, that the Silly Season

is close upon us. Already—and this in

July with the menace of three or four

new wais grumbling bn the thunderous

horizon—already a monster of the deep

has appeared at a popi lar seaside resort.

Already Mr. Louis McQuilland has

launched in the Daily Express a fierce

onslaught on the younger poets o^ die

Asylum. Already the picture-pppers are

more than half filled with photographs

of bathing nymphs—photographs that

make one understand the ease with which

St. Anthony rebuffed his temptations.

The newspaper-men, ramping up and
do’./n like wolves, seek their prey wher-

ever they may find it
;
and it was with a

unanimous howl of delight that the "-''ole

Press went pelting after the hare started

by Mrs. Asquith in a recent instalment of

her autobiography. Feebly and belatedly,

let me follow the pack.

Mrs. Asquith’s denial of beauty to the

daughters of the twentieth century has

proved a god-sent giant gooseberry. It
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has necessitated the calling in of a whole
host of skin-food specialists, portrait-

painters and photographers to deny this

far fre^n soft impeachment. A great

deal of space has been agreeably and in-

expensively filled. Every one is satisfied-

public, edilors, skin-food specialists and
all. But by far *the most interesting

contribution to thp debate was a pictorial

one, which appeared, if I remember
rightly, in the Daily News. Side by side,

on the same page, we were shown the

'ph:^ographs of three beauties of the

eightee. -eighties and^ three of the nine-

teen-twerides. The comparison was most
instructitic. For a great gulf separates

the two types of beauty represented by
these two sets of photographs.

I remember in If^ one of those

charming conspiracies of E. V. Lucas rnd
George Morrotv, a series of parodied

fasluiii-plates entitled “ If Faces get any
Flatter. * Last year’s standard, this year’s

Evening Standard.” The faces of our
living specimens of beauty have grown
flatter with those of their fashion-plate

sistersj Compare the types of 1880 and
1920. The first is steep-faced, almost

Roman in profifp ; in the contemporary
ii6
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beauties the face has broadened and
shortened, the profile is less noble, less

imposing, more appealingly, more allur-

ingly pretty. Forty years ago it was the

aristocratic type that was appreciated

;

to-day the popular taste has shifted from
the countess to the soubrette. Photog-
raphy confirms the fact that the ladies

of the ’eighties looked like Du Maurier
drawings. But among the present young
generation one looks in vain for the type

;

the Du Maurier damsel is as extinct as

the mesozoic reptile
;

the Fish girl and

other kindred flat-faced species ha'*'-, taken

her place.

Between the ’thirties and ’fifties an-

other type, the egg-faced girl, reigned

supreme in the affections of the world.

From the early portraits of Queen Victoria

to the fashion-plates in the Ladies' Keep-

sake this invariable type prevails—the

egg-shaped face, the sleek hair, the swan-

like neck, the round, champagne- Dottle

shoulders. Compared with the decorous

impassivity of the oviform girl our flat-

faced fashion-plates are terribly abandoned
and provocative. And because one ex-

pects sc much in the way of respectability

from these egg-faces of an earlier age,
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one is apt to be shocked when one sees

them conducting themselves in ways that

seem unbefitting. One chinks pf that

enchanting picture of Etty’s, “ Youth
on the Rrow and Pleasure at the Helm.”
The naiads are of the purest egg-faced

type. Their hair is sleek, their shoulders

slope and their faces are as impassive as

blanks. And yet they have no clothes on.

It is almost indecqpt ; one imagined that

the egg-faced type came into the world
complete with flowing draperies.

inXt is not only the face of beauty that

alters v.’th the changes of popular taste.

The cliaii-.pagne-bottie shoulders of the

oviform girl have vanished from the

modern fashion-plate and from modern
life. The contemporary hand, w'ith its

two middle fingers held together and the

forefinger and little finger splayed apjyt,

is another recent product. Above all, the

feet have changed. In the days of the

egg-faces no fashion-p)latc had more than

one foot. This rule will, I think, be

found invariable. That solitary foot pro-

jects, generally in a strangely haphazard

way as though it h?d nothing to do with

a leg, from under the edge of the skirt.

And what a foot ! It has no relation
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to those provocative feet in Suckling’s

ballad :

Her feet beneath her petticoat

Like little mice stole in and out.

It is an austere foot. It is a small, black,

oblong object like a tea-leaf. . No living

human being has ever seen a foot like it,

for it is utterly unlike the feet of nineteen-

twenty. To-day the fashion-plate is

always a biped. The tea-leaf has been
replaced by two feet of rich baroque
design, curved and florid, with instenc

like ..he necks of Arab horses, faces

may have changed shape, but Uet have
altered far more radically. On the text,

“ the feet of the young women,” it would
be possible to write a profound philo-

sophical sermon.

And while I am on the subject of feet

I would like to mention another curious

phenomenon of the same kind, but affect-

ing, this time, the standards of male
beauty. Examine the pictorial art of the

eighteenth century, and you will find

that the shape of the male leg is not

what it was. In those days the calf of

the leg was not a muscle that bulged to

its greatest dimensions a little below the
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back of the knee, to subside, decrescendo,

towards the ankle. No, in the eighteenth

century the calf was an 'even crescent,

with its greatest projection opposite the

middle of the shin
;

the ankle, as we
know it, hardly existed. .This curious

calf is forced upon one’s attention by
almost every minor picture-maker of the

eighteenth century, and even by some of

the great masters i as, for instance, Blake.

How it came into existence I do not

know. Presumably the crescent calf was
i^a«»isidered, in the art schools, to approach

more l-early to the Platonic Idea of the

human lUg than did the poor distorted

Appearance of real life. Personally, 1

prefer my calves with the bulge at the

top and a proper ankle at the bottom.

But then I don’t hold much with the

beau ideal.

The process . by which one type of

beauty becomes popular, imposes its

tyranny > for a period and then is dis-

placed by a dissimilar type is a mysterious

one. It may be that "patient historical

scholars will end by discovering some law
to explain the transformation of the

Du Maurier type into the flat-face type,

the tea-leaf toot into the baroque foot,
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the crescent calf into the normal calf.

As far as one . can see at present, these

changes- seem to be the result of mere
hazard and arbitrary choice. But' a time
will doubtless come when it will be found
that these changes of taste are^ as ineluct-

ably predetermined as any chemical

change. . Given the South African War,
the accession of Edward vir. and the

Liberal triumph of 1*906, it was, no
doubt, as inevitable that Du Maurier
should have given place to Fish as that

zinc subjected lO sulphuric acid should

break up into ZrSOi-f-Hs. but we
leave it to others to formulate the

precisc workings of the law.
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GREAT THOUGHTS

TO all lovers of unfamiliar quotations,

aphorisms, great thoughts and

intellectual gems, I would heartily re-

commend a heavy volume recently pub-

lished in Brussels and entitled Pensces

sur la Science, la Guerre et sv.r des sujets

tres varies. Thd book contains some
twelve or thirteen thousand quotations,

selected from a jreasure of one hundred
and twenty-three thousand great thoughts

gleaned and garnered by the industry of

I'. Maurice I>egat—an industry which
will b.. appreciated at its value by any

one who has ever made an attempt to

compile. a commonplace book or private

anthology of his own. The almost intol-

erable labour of copying out extracts

can only be avoided by the drastic use

of the scissors ; and there are few who
can afford the luxury of mutilating their

copies of the best authors.

For ?ome days I made Dr. Legat’s book

my livre de chevet. But I had very

soon to give up reading it at night, for

I found that the Great often said things

so ppeuliar that I was kept awake in the

effort to discover their meanirig. Why,
for example, should it be categorically
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stated by Lamennais that “ si les animaux
connaissaient Dieu, ils paricraient ” ?

What could Cardinal Maury have meant
when he said, “ L’eloquence, co.npagne

ordinaire de la liberte [astonishing

generalization !], est inconnuc^ en Angle-
terre ”

? These were mysteries insoluble

enough to counteract the soporific effects

of such profound truths as this, discovered,

apparently, in 1846 by i lonsieur C. H. D.
Duponchcl, “ Le plus sage mortel est

sujet a I’errcur.”

Dr. Legat has found some plcaaing

quotations on the subject of England
and the English. His selection proves

with what fatal ease even the most in-

telligent minds arc lured into making
generalizations about national character,

and how grotesque those generalizations

always are. Montesquieu informs us

that “ des que sa fortune se delabre,

un anglais tue ou sc fait volcur.” Of
the better half of this potential murderer
and robber Balzac says, La femme
anglaise est une pauvre creature verteuse

par force, prete a se depraver.” “ La
vaniteest I’ame de toute societe anglaise,”

says Lamartine. Ledru - Rollin is of

opinion that all the riches of England
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are “ des depouillcs voices aux tom-
beaux."’

^

The Goncourts risk a characteristically

dashing' generalization on the national

characters of England and France :

“ L’Anglais, filou cornmc ’ peuple, est

honnete coinme individu. II est le con-

traire du Frangais, h’onnete comme peuple,

et filou comme individu.” If one is

going to make a| comparison Voltaire’s

is more satisfactory because less pre-

tentious. Strange arc the ways of you
Fngli«hmen,

qui, memes couteaux,

Coupez la'tetc au roi et la queue aux clievaux.

Nous Fraufais, plus humains, laissons aux rois

leurs tetes,

Et la queue a nos betes.

It is unfortunate that history should

have vitiated the truth of this pithy and
pregnant statement.

^ut the bright spots in this enormous
tome are rare. After turning over a

few^ hundred pages o^c is compelled,

albeit reluctantly, to admit that the

Great Thought or Maxim is nearly the

mostfboring form of literature that exists.

Others, it seems, have anticipated me in

this grand discovery. “ Las de m’ennuyer
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des pensees des autres,” says d’Alembert,

j’ai voulu leur donner les miennes
;

mais je puis * me flatter de leur avoir

rendu tout I’ennui que j’avais re9U,d’eux.”

Almost next to d’Alembert’s statement

I find this confession from the pen of

J.
Roux

, (1834-1906) :
“ Rmettre des

pensees, voila ma consolation, mon delice,

ma vie !
” Happy Monsieur Roux !

Turning dissatisfied from Dr. Legat’s

anthology of thought, I happened upon
the second number of Proverbe, a monthly
review, four pages in length, directed

M. Paul Eluard and counting among its

contributors Tristan I’zara of Dada fame,

Messrs. Soupault, Breton and Aragon,

the directors of Litterature, M. Picabia,

M. Ribemont-Dessaignes and others of

the same kidney. Here, on the front

page of the March number of Proverbe,

I found the very comment on Great
Thoughts for which I had, in my dis-

satisfaction, been looking. The following

six maxims are printed one below the

other : the first of them is a quotation

from the 1ntransigeant

;

the other five

appear to be the \/ork of M. Tzara,

who appeiids a footnote to this effect :

“ Je m’appelle dorenavant exclusivement
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«

Monsieur Paul Bourget.” Here they

are :

II faut violer les regies, oui, mais pour Ics

violer il iiut Ics connaitre.

II faut r^glcr la connaissance, oui, mais pour

la r(5gler il faut la violer. «

II faut connaitre les viols, oui, mais pour les

connaitre il faut les regler.

11 faut connaitre Ics regies, oui, mai^ pour les

connaitre il faut les violer.

Il faut rc\gler les |viols, oui, mais pour les

rdglcr il faut les connaitre.

Il faut violer la connaissance, oui, mais pour
1-’ xiolcr il faut la r^gler. '

It is to be hoped that Dr. liCgat will

find room for at least a selection of these

profound , thoughts in the next edition

of his book. “ Le passe et T^a pensee

n’existent pas,” affirms M. Raymond
Duncan on another page of Proverbe.

It is precisely after taking too large, a

dose of “ Penseet. sur la Science, la Guerre
et 5Jir des sujets tres varies ” that one

half wishes the statement were in fact

true. .
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ADVERTISEMENT

I
HAVE always been interested in the

subtleties 6f literary form. This

preoccupation with the outward husk,

with the letter of literature, is, I dare say,

the sign of r. fundamental spiritual im-
potence. jGigadibs, the literary man, can

understand the tricks of the trade
;

but

when it is a question, not of conjuring,

but of miracles, he is no more effective

than Mr. Sludge. Still, conjuring is

arnusing to watch and to practise
;

an

interest in the machinery of the art

requires no further justification. I have

dallied with many literary forms, taking

pleasure in their different intricacies,

studying the means by which great

authors of the past have resolved the

technical problems presented by each.

Sornctimes I have even tried my hand
at solving the problems myself—delight-

ful and salubrious exercise for the mind.

And now I have discovered *hc most
exxiting, the most arduous literary form
of all, the most difficult to master, the

most pregnant in curious possibilities. I

mean the advertisement.

Nobody who has not tried to write

an advertisement has any idea of the
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delights and difficulties presented by this

form of literature—or shall I say of

“ applied literature,” for the sake 9f those

who still believe in the romantic superior-

ity of the pure, the disinterested, over

the immediately useful ? The problem
that confronts the writer of

,
advertise-

ments is an immencely complicated one,

and by reason of its very arduousness

immensely interesting. It is far easier to

write ten passably ^effective Sonnets, good
enough to take in the not too inquiring

critic, than one effective 'advertisement

that will take in a few tltousand of the

uncritical buying public. The problem
presented^ by tlse Sonnet is child’s play

compared with the problem of the ad-

vertisement. In writing a Sonnet one
need think only of oneself. If one’s

readers find one boring or obscure,^ so

much the worse for them. But in writing

an advertisement one must think of other

people. «Advcrtisemcnt waiters may not

be lyrical, or obscure, or in any way
esoteric. Th^y must be universally in-

telligible. A good advertisement has

this in common with drama and oratory,

that it must be immediately eonipre-

hcnsiblc and ‘directly moving. But at
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the same time it must possess all the

succinctness of epigram.

The
,

orator • and the dramatist have
world enough and time ” to produce

their effects by cumulative appeals
;
they

can turn all round their subject, they

can repeat
;
between the heights of their

eloquence they can gracefully practise the

art of sinking, knowing that a period of

flatness will only set off the splendour of

their impassioned moments. But the

advertiser has no space to spare
;
he pays

too dearly for every inch. He must
play upon the minds of his audience with

a small and limited instrument. He
must persuade them to part with their

money in a speech that is no longer than
many a lyric by Herrick. Could any
problem be more fascinatingly difficult ?

No one should be allowed to talk about
the mot juste or the polishing of style

who has not tried his hand at writing

an advertisement of something which the

public does not want, but which it must
be persuaded into buying. Vour boniment

must not exceed a poor hundred and
fifty or two hundred words. With what
care you must weigh every syllable

!

What infinite pains must be taken to
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fashion every phrase into a barbed hook
that shall stick in the reader’s mind and
draw from its hiding-place within his

pocket ,the reluctant coin ! One’s style

and ideas must be lucid and simple

enough to be understood by all
; but, at

the same time, they must not be vulgar.

Elegance and an economical distinction

are required
;

but any trace of literari-

ness in an advertisement is fatal to its

success.

1 do not know whether any one has

yet written a history of advertising. If

the book does not already exist it will

certainly have to be 'written. The story

of the development of advertising from
its infancy in the early nineteenth century

to its luxuriant maturity in the twentieth

is an essential chapter in the history of

democracy. Advertisement begins ab-

jectly, crawding on its belly like the serpent

after the primal curse. Its abjection is

the oily humbleness of the shopkeeper in

an oligarchical society. Those nauseating

references to the nobility and clergy,

which arc the very staple of early adver-

tisements, are only possible in an age

when the aristocracy and its established

Church effectively ruled the land. The
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custom of invoking these powers lingered

on long after they liad ceased to hold

sway, ft is nefW', I fancy, almost wholly

extinct. It may be that certaiji old-

fashioned girls’ schools still provide educa-

tion for the • daughters of the nobility

and clergy ; but I am inclined to doubt
it. Advertisers still fmd it \vorth while

to parade the names and escutcheons of

kings. But anything less than royalty is,

frankly, a “ wash-out.” *

T^he cravding style of advertisement

with its mixture of humble appeals to

patrons and its hyperbolical laudation of

the goods advertised, was early varied by
the pseudo-scientific style, a sipiple de-

velopment of the quack’s patter at the

fair. Balzacians will remember the adver-

tisement composed by Finot and the

Illustrious Gaudissard for Cesar Birot-

teau’s
“ Huile Cephaliqutv” The type is

not yet dead
;
we still see advertisements

of substances “ based on the p^’inciples

established by the Academy of Sciejices,”

substances knowil “ to the ancients, the

Romans, the Greeks and the nations

of the North,” bui lost and only

rediscovered by the advertiser. The
style and manner of these advertisements
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belonging to the early and middle periods

of the Age of Advertisement continue to

bear the imprint of the fince despicable

position of commerce. They are written

with the impossible and insincere unctu-

ousness of tradesmen’s letters. They are

horribly u^ncultured ; and when their

writers aspire to s'Oinething moye ambi-
tious than the counting-house style, they

fall at once into the stilted verbiage

of self-taught learning. Some of the

earlier efforts to raise the tone of adver-

tisements are very curious. One re-

members those remarkable full-page ad-

vertisements of Eno^s Fruit Salt, loaded

with weighty apophthegms from Emerson,
Epictetus, Zeno the Eleatic, Pomponazzi,
Slawkenbergius and other founts of human
wisdom. There was noble reading on
these strange pages. But they sh'>red

with sermons th.e defect of being a little

diffl.

The «rt of advertisement writing has

flowered with democracy. The lords of

industry and commerce came gradually

to understand that the right way to

appeal to the Free Peoples of the World
was familiarly, in an honest maii-to-man

style. They perceived that exaggeration
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*

and hyperbole do not really pay, that

charlatanry must at least have an air of

sincerity. Thfey confided in the public,

they appealed to its intelligence iji every

kind of flattering way. The technique of

the art became at once immensely more
difficult than it had ever br^en before,

until nojv the advertisement is, as I have
already hinted, one of the most interest-

ing and difficult of modern literary forms.

Its potentialities are no^ yet half explored.

Already the most interesting and, in some
cases, the only readable part of most
American periodicals is the advertisement

section. What does the future hold in

store ?
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I
HAVE recently been fortunate in

securing a copy of that very rare

and pr?cious novel Delina Delaney, by
Amanda M. Ros, authoress of Irene

Iddesleigh and Poems of PiiT,cture. Mrs.

Ros’s name Is only known to a small and
select band of readers. But hjy these

few she is highly prized ; one of her

readers, it is said, actually was at the

pains to make a complete manuscript

copy of Delina Delaney, so great was

his admiration and so hopelessly out of

print the book. Let me recommend
the volume, Mrs. Ros’s masterpiece,

to the attention of enterprising pub-
lishers.

Delina Delanev opens with a tremen-
dous, an almost, in its richness of vituper-

ative eloquence, Rabelaisian denunciat'on

of Mr. Barry Fein, who had, it seems,

treated Irene Iddesleigh with scant respect

in his re'!-iew of the novel in Black and
White. “This so-called Barry Pain, by
name, has tak^n upon hiihself to criticize

a work, the depth of which fails to reach

the solving power of his borrowed, and,

he’d have you believe, varied talent.”

But “ I care not for the opinion of half-
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starved upstarts, who don the garb of a

shabby-genteel, and fain would feed the

mind cjf the *pcople with the worthless

scraps of stolen fancies.” So , perish

all reviewers ! And now for Dclina

herself.

The story is a simple one. Delina

Dclancy’j daughter of a fisherman, loves

and is loved by Lord Gifford. The
baleful influence of a dark-haired French-
woman, Madame de Maine, daughter of

tlje Count-av-Nevo, comes between the

lovers and tlTeir happiness, and Dclina

undergoes fearful torments, including

three years’ penal servitude, before their

union can take place. It is thp manner,
rather than the matter, of the book which
is remarkable. Here, for instance, is a

fine conversation between Lord Gifford

and his mother, an aristocratic dame who
strenuously objects to* his connection

with Delina. Returning one day
^
to

Columba Castle she hears an liinpleasant

piece of news : her son has begp seen

kissing Delina in* the conserv,atory.

“ Home again, mother ?
” he boldly uttered,

as he gazed reverently in*her face.
*

“ Hon\e io Hades !
” returned the raging

high-bred daughter of distinguished effeminacy,
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Ah me ! what is the matter ?

’’ meekly
inquired his lordship.

Everything is the matter, with a broken-

hearted mother of low-minded offspring,” she

answere^d hotly. . . .
“ Henry Edward Ludlow

Gifford, son of my strength, idolized remnant of

my inert husband, who at this m'ornent invisibly

offers the scourging whip of fatherly authority

to your backbone of^ resentment (though for

years you think him dead to your movements)
and pillar of maternal trust.”

Poor liudy Giftord ! her son’s behav-

iour was her undoing. The shock caused

her to lose first her reason and then her

life. Her son was heart-broken at the

thought that he was responsible for her

downfcill *•

Is it true, O Death,” I cried in my agony,
“ that you have wrested from me my mother,

Lady Gifford of Columba Castle, and left me
here, a unit figuring on the great blackboard

of the past, the ijhaky surface of the present

and fickle field of the future to track my life-

steps, witlf, gross indifference to her wished-for

wish ?
”

. . . Blind she lay to the presence of

her son, who charged her death-gun with the

powder of accelerated wrath.

It is impossible vO suppose that Mrs.
Ros can ever have read Euphuer or the

earlier romances of Robert Greene. How
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then shall wc account for the extra-

ordinary resengiblance to Euphuism of her

style r • how explain those rich allitera-

tions, those elaborate “ kennings ” and
circumlocutions of which the fabric

.
-e/f

her book is woven ? Take .away from
Lyly his erudition j^nd his passion for

antithesis, and you have Mrs. Ros.

Dclina is own sister to Euphucs and
Pandosto. The fact that Mrs. Ros
happens, though separated from Euphuism
by three hurvJrcd years and more, to

have . arrived independently at precisely

the same stage of development as Lyly
and his disciples. It is possible to sec

in a growing child a picture in miniature

of all the phases through which humanity
has passed in its development. And, in

tlie same way, the mind of an individual

(especially when that individual has been

isolated from the main current of con-

temporary thought) may climb, glone, '*to

a point at which, in the past, a whole
generation has rested. In Mrs. Rbs wc
see, as we see in the Elizabethan novelists,

the result of the disc9very of jyrt by an
unsophisjtic^ted mind and of its first

conscious attempt to produce the artistic.

It is remarkable how late* in the history
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of every literature simplicity is invented.

The first attempts of any people to be

consciously literary are always produc-

tive of the most elaborate artificiality.

PoAt,ry is always written before prose

and always. in a language as remote as

possible from the language ol ordinary

life. The language and versification of
“ Beowulf ” are far more artificial and
remote from life 'han those of, say,

Rape of the Lock. The Euphuists were
not barbarians making their first discovery

of literature
;
they were, on the contrary,

higlily educated. But in one thing they

were unsophisticated : they were discov-

ering prose. They were realizing that

prose could be written with art, and they

wrote it as artificially as they possibly

could, just as their Saxon ancestors wrote

poetry. They d^ecame intoxicated with

their discovery of artifice. It was some
time before the intoxication wore off and
men saw that art was possible without
artifice'. IVJrs. Ros, ^an Elizabethan

born out of her time, is still under
the spell of that .magical and delicious

intoxication.

Mrs. Ros’s artifices are often more re-

markable and diaborate even than Lyly’s.
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This is how she tells us that Delina

earned money by doing needlework :

She tried hard to keep herself a st /anger to

her poor old father’s slight income by the

of the finest production of steel, whose JUunt
edge eyed the reely covering withnnarked greed,

and offered its sharp dart to faultless fabrics

of flaxen* fineness.

And Lord GiflPord parts from Delina

in these words :
^

s

•I am just in yme to hear the toll of a parting

bell strike its heavy weight of appalling softness

against the weakest fibres of a heart of love,

arousing and tickling its dormant action,

thrusting the dart of evident separation deeper

into its tubes of tenderness, and fanning the

flame, already uncxtinguishable, into volumes

of burning blaze.

B^ut more often Mrs. Ros does not

exceed the bounds which Lyly set for

himself. Here, for instance, is a sentence

that might have come direct* out of

Rufhues :

Two days after, she quit Columba Castle

and resolved to enter the holy cloisters of a

convent, where, she believed she’d f)e dead to

the built •ho}5cs of wealthy worth, the crooked

steps to worldly distinction, and the designing

creaks [rtV] in the muddy st/eam of love.
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Or again, this description of the artful

charmers who flaunt along ^-he streets of

London> is written in the very spirit and
Language of Euphues :

Ttieir hair was a light-golden colour,

thickly fringed in front, hiding in many cases

the furrows of a life of vice
;

behind, reared

coils, some of which differed in hue, exhibiting

the fact that they were on patrol for the price

of aiunher supply oif dye. . . . The elegance

of their attire had the glow of robbery—the

rustle of many a lady’s silent curse. These
tools of brazen effrontery were strangers to the

blush of innocence that tinged many a cheek,

as they would gather round some of God’s

ordained, praying in flowery words of decoying

Cockney, that they should break their holy

Yows by accompanying them to the lialls of

adultery. Nothing daunted at the staunch

refusal of different divines, whose modest walk

was interrupted by their bold assertion, of

loathsome rights, dicy moved on, while laughs

of , hidden rage and defeat flitted across tKcir

doll-decked faces, to die as they next accosted

some rustic-looking critics, who, tempted with

their polished^ twang, theit earnest advances,

their pitiful entreaties, yielded, in their ignorance

of the ways of a large city, to their glossy offers,

and accorripanied, with slight hesitation, the^^e

artificial shells of immorality to their homes of

ruin, degradation and shame.
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THE ^AUTHOR OF “ EMINENT
FICTORIANS"

A SUPERLATIVELY civilized Red
I*ndian living apart from the vulgar

world in an elegant and park-like^reserva-

tion, Mr. Strachey rarely looks over.Lis”

walls at tne surrounding countrY*.’ It

seethes, he knows, with crowds of horribly

colonial persons. Like the hosts of

Midian, the innumerable “ poor whites
”

prowl and prowl aroynd, but the noble

savage pays no attention to them.
• In his spiritual home—a neat and com-
modious Georgian mansion in the style

of Leoni or Ware*—he sits and reads, he
turns over portfolios of queer old prints,

he savours meditatively the liferar)- vint-

ages of centuries. And occasionally, once
in two or three years, he tosses over his

park palings a record of these leisured

degustations, a judgment passed upon his

library, a ripe rare boo^. One time it is

Eminent Victorians
;
the next it is Qaeen

Victoria herself. To-day he has given

us a miscellan,eous collection ^f Books

(itid Characters.

If Voltaire had lived to the^age of two
hundred ^nd thirty instead of shuffling

off at a paltry eighty-four, he would
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have written about the Victorian epoch,

atjout life and letters at large, very much
as' Mr. Strachey has written. That lucid

common sense, that sharp illuminating

wjit which delight us in the writings of

middle eighteenth century—these are

Mr.' Gtrachey’s characteristics. We know
exactly what he would have beerfif he had
come into the world at the beginning of

the seventeen hundreds
;

if he is different

from the men of t^hat date it is because

lie happens to have been born towards

the end of the eighteens.

Tire sum of knowledge at the disposal

of; the old Encyclopaedists was singularly

srnall, compared, that is to say, with the

knowledge * which we of the twentieth

egntury have inherited. They made mis-

takes, and in their ignorance they passed

what we can see to have been hasty and
very imperfect judgments on men a'nd

things. Mr. Strathey is the eighteenth-

century grown-up
;
he is Voltaire at two

hundred and thirty.

VoltaCte at sixty would have treated

the Victorian' era, if it could have ap-
peared in a prophetical vision before his

eyes, in terms of “ La Pucelle ’’—with
ribaldry. He would have had to be much
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older ir, knowledge and inherited experi-

ence before he could have approached it

in that spirit of sympathetic irony and
ironical sympathy which Mr. Stracliey

brings to bear upon it. Mr. Strachey

makes us like the old Queen, wliile we
smile at hef

;
he makes us admire, chc

Prince Cdnsort in spite of thie portentous

priggislyiess—duly Insisted on in the

biography—which accompanied his in-

telligence. VV'ith all the untutored bar-

barity of their notibns, Gordon and
Elorence Nightingale are presented to us

as sympathe?ic figures. Their peculiar

brand of religion
^
and ethics might be

absurd, but their characters are shown
to be interesting and fine. ,

It is only in the case of Dr. Arnold
that Mr. Strachey permits himself to be

unrestrainedly Voltairean
;
he becomes a

hucidred and seventy years younger as he

describes the founder* of the modern
Public School system. The irony of that

description is tempered by no•sympathy.
To make the man appear et^n more
ridiculous, Mr.* Strachey adds a stroke or

two to the portrait of his own contriving

—little inventions • which deepen the

absurdity* of the caricature. Thus we
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read that Arnold’s “ outward appearance

was the index of his inward character.

The legs, perhaps, were shorter than they

should have been
;
but the Sturdy athletic

frame, ^ especially when it was swathed

it usually was) in the flowing robes

of 'a Doctor of Divinity, w’as full of an

imposing vigour.” How exquisitely right

those short legs are ! how artistically

inevitable ! Our admiration for Mr.
Strachey’s art is only increased when we
discover that in atliributing to the Doctor
this brevity of shank he is justified by no
contemporary document. The short

are his own contribution.

Voltaire, then, at two hundred and
thirty lups learned sympathy. He has

learned that there are other ways of

envisaging life than the common-sense,
reasonable way and that people with a

crack-brained view of the universe have
a right to be jVidged as human beirjgs

and must not be condemned out of hand
as lunatif:s or obscurantists. Blake and
St. Fr^acis have as much right to their

place in the ‘sun as Gibbon and Hume.
But still, in spite of this lesson, learned
and inherited from the nineteenth century,
our \’oltaire ^f eleven score* ye*ars and
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ten still ^hows a marked preference for

the Gibbons and the Humes
;

he still

understands their attitude towards life a

great dc'al bdtter than he understands
the other fellow’s attitude.

In his new volume of Books and Characr

ters Mr. Strachey prints an essay "“bn

Blake (written, it may be added parenthe-

tically, some sixteen years ago), in which
he sets out very conscientiously to give

that disquieting poet his due. The essay

is interesting, not because it contains

an}?^thing partifiularly novel in the way of

criticism, but because it reveals, in spite

of all Mr. Strachcy’» efforts to overcome
it, in spite of his admiration for the great

artist in Blake, his profound arftagonism

towards Blake’s view of life.

He cannot swallow mysticism
;
he finds

it clearly very difficult to understand

whal all this fuss about the soul really

signifies. The man who* believes in the

absoluteness of good and evil, who st«s

the universe as a spiritual entity con-

cerned, in some, transcendental ^Rshion,

with morality, the man who* regards the

human spirit as possessing a ^somehow
cosmic importance and significance—ah

no, decidedly no, even at . two hundred
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and thirty Voltaire cannot* whole-

heartedly sympathize with such a man.
And that, no doubt, is the reason why

Mr. ^trachey has generally shrunk from
dealing, in his biographies and his criti-

cisms, with any of these strange incom-
prehensible, characters. Blalke is the only

one he has tried his hand on,, and the

result is not entirely satisfactory. He is

more at home with the Gibbons and
Humes of this y^orld, and when he is

not discussing the reasonable beings he

likes to amuse himself witl), the eccentrics,

like Mr. Creevey or Lady Hester Stanhope.
The portentous, formidable mystics he
leaves severely alone.

One Cannot imagine Mr. Strachey
coping with Dostoevsky or witli any of

the other great explorers of the soul.

One cannot imagine him writing a life

of Beethoven. 'I'hesc huge beings* are

disquieting for a Voltaire who has learned
eftough sympathy to be able to recognize
th elr greatness, but whose temperament
still "ftmains unaltera^dy alien. Mr.
Strachey is ‘wise to have nothing to do
with thein.

The second-rate mystics
,
(I

,
use the

term in its widest and vaguest sense),
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the men *who believe in .the spirituality

of the universe and in the queerer dogmas
which have become tangled in that belief,

without possessing the genius which ^lone
can justify such notions in the eyes of

the Voltaireans—these are the objects on
which Mr. Strachey likes to^ turn “his

calm arjd .penetrating gaze. Gordon and
Florence .Nightingale, the Prince Consort,

Clough—they and their beliefs are made
to look rather absurd by the time he

has done w'ith them. He reduces their

spiiitual struggles to a scries of the most
comically futile series of gymnastics in

the void. The men -"of genius who ha^ve

gone througli the same spiritual struggles,

who have believed the same sort o1F creeds,

have had the unanswerable justification

of their genius. These poor absurd

creatures have not. Voltaire in his third

centtJry gives them a certain amount of

his newly learned sympathy
; but he also

gives them a pretty strong dose of h'A

old irony.
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The poetry of Edward Thomas affects

one morally as well as :csthetically

and mtellectually. We ha^ grown rather

shy, rn these days of pure aestheticism,

•of speaking of those consoling or strength-

cnilig qualities of poetry oft which critics

of another generation took 'pleasure in

dwelling. Thomas’s poetry is strengthen-

ing and consoling, not because it justifies

God’s ways to man or whispers of reunions

beyond the grav^, not because it presents

great moral truths in memorable numbers,

but in a more subtle and very muclj more
effective way. Walking through the

streets on these September nights, one

notices, ^'hcrever there are trees along

the street and lamps close beside the

trees, a curious and beautiful pheno-
menon. The light of the street lamps
striking up into the trees has powtr to

make the grirrfcd, shabby, and tattcjred

foliage of the all -but autumn seem
brilliantly and transparently green.

\\’ithi» the magic circle of the light the
tree seems tt) be at that crowning moment
of the sjjring when the leaves arc fully

^ Collected Poems, by Kdward Tffomas ; with a

foreword by W.«de la Mare. Selwyn & Blount.
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grown, but still luminous with youth
and seemingly almost immaterial in their

lightness'. Tiromas’s poetry is t^ the

mind what that transfiguring larriplight

is to the tirc^ trees. On minds grown
weary in the midst of the ^intolerable

turmoil and aridity of, daily wage-earning

existence,' it falls with a touch of

momentary rejuvenation.

The secret of Thomas’s influence lies

in the fact tliat he is genuinely what so

many others of our time quite unjusti-

fiably claim to be, a nature poet. To be

a nature poet it is not enough to affirm

vaguely that God made the country and
man made the town, it is not chough to

talk sympathetically about familiar rural

objects, it is not enough to be sonorously

poetical about mountains and trees
;

it is

not even enough to speak of these things

with the precision of real knowledge
and love. To be a nature poet a m.tji

must have felt profoundly and intimately

those peculiar ^motions which ‘•iiature

can inspire, and must be able to express

them in such a way that his reader feels

them. Th? real difficulty that confronts

the would-be poet of natur-e is that these

cniotions are of all emotions the most
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difficult to pin down and analyse, and the

hardest of all to convey, ^n “ October ”

T’hoit^as describes what is surely the

characteristic emotion induced by a con-

tact with nature —a kind of exultant

melancholy which is the nearest approach

ro quiet unpassionate happiness that

the soul can know. Happiness' of what-
ever sort is extraordinarily hard to analyse

and describe. Qnc can think of a hun-
dred poems, plays, and novels that deal

exhaustively with pain >'.nd misery ' to

one that is an analysis and an infectious

description of happhress. Passionate joy

is mor<‘ easily recapturablc in art
;

it is

dramatic',' vehemently defined. But quiet

happiness, which is at the same time a

kind of melancholy—there you have an
emotion which is inexpressible except
by a mind gifted with a diversity of

rarely combined qualities. The poet who
w'?)uld s^ng of this happiness must com-
bine a rare penetration with a rare candour
and hCfnesty of mind. A man who feels

an emotion that is very difficult to express
is often tempted 1,0 describe it in terms
of something entirely different#, Platonist
poets feel a* powerful emotion when
confronted by '‘beauty, and, finding it a
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matter of the greatest difficulty to say

precisely what that emotion is in itself,

proceed to desAibe it in terms of the^aogy

which has nothing whatever to do' with

the matter in point. Groping after an
expression of the emotions aroused~ in

him by ,.tlie contemplation of nature,

Wordsworth sometime's stumbles doubt-

fully along philosophical byways that are

at the best parallel to the direct road

for which he is seeking.'^ Everywhere in

literature this^ difficulty in finding an

expression for any undramatic, ill-defined

emotion is constantly, made apparent.

Thomas’s limpid honesty of mind saves

him from the temptation to which so

many others succumb, the temptation

to express one thing, because it is with

difficulty describablc, in terms of some-
thing else. He never philosophizes the

emotions which he feels In the presence

of nature and beauty, but presents them
as they stand, transmitting them* directly

to his readers without the interposition

of any obscuring' medium. Rather than

attempt, to explain the emotion, to

rationalize it into sorhething that it is

not, he will present it for what it is, a

problem of which he doe? not know the
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solution. In Tears ” we have an ex~

anij'ijlc of this candid confession of

igtio^ncc :

It seems 1 have no tears left. They should

have fallen— •

Their ghosts, if tears have ghosts, did fall—

that day .

When tw'enty hounds streamed by ive, not yet

combed out

But still all equals in their rage of gladness

Upon the scent, m?-de one, like a great dragon

In Blooming Meadow that bends towards the

sun

And once bore hops : and on that*" other

day -

When i stepped out from the double-shadowed

1 OW^''

Into an April morning, stirring and sweet

And warm. Strange solitude was there and
silence.

A mightier charm than any in the Tower
Possessed the courtyard. '^Phey were changing

guard,

S(?Jdicrs in line, young English countrymen,
Fair-haircTi and ruddy, in white tunics. Drums
And fif^s were playing The British Grenadiers.”

The men, the; music piercilig that solitude

And silence, told me truths I had not dreamed.
And have , forgotten since their beauty passed.

The emotion is nameless and indescribable,

but the poet intensely felt it and
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transmitted it to us who read his pomi,
so that we, too, feel it with the s/me
intensity. Dj/fferent aspects of this^ame
nameless emotion of quiet happiness shot

with melancholy arc the theme of almost

all Thomas’s'’ poems. They bring to us

precisely *hat consolation and strength

which t’hc country ' and solitude and
leisure bring to the spirits of those long

pent in populous cities, but cssentialized

and distilled in the form of art. They
are the light that makes young again the

tattered leaves'

Of the purely lesthetic qualities of

Thomas’s poetry it is unnecessary to

say much. He devised a curiously bare

and candid verse to express with all

possible simplicity and clarity his clear

sensations and emotions. . . .
“ This is

not,!’ as Mr. de la Mare says in his fore-

word to Thomas’s Collec<ed Poems, “ this

is not a poetry that will drug or i;pi-

toxicate. ... It must be read slowly,

as naturally as if it were prose, ;^ithout

emphasis.” With this bare verse, devoid

of any affectation, whether of clever-

ness or a too great simplicity,' Thomas
could do all that he wanted. See, for

example, with what extraordinary bright-
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nesli and precision he could paint a

picti\rc :

Licli^, ivy and moss

Keep evergreen the trees

That stand half flayed and dying,

And the dead trees on their llnees

In dog’s mercury and moss : i

And the bright twit* of the goldfinch' drops

Down there as he flits on thistle-tOps.

The same bare precision served him well

for describing the-Tnterplay of emotions,

as in After you Speak or Like the

Touch of Rain/’ And with this verse

of his he could also pliant the praises of

his English countryside and the character

of its peC^ple, as typified in Lob-lie-by-

the~fire :

He has been in England as long as dove and
daw,

Calling the wild cherry tree the merry tr^^e,

The rose campion ' Bridget-in-her-bravery
;

Avd in a tender mood he, as I guess,

Christened: one flower Love in-idlcness . . .

^54



A WOkDSWORTH
ANTHOLOGT^

TO regara^ Wordsworth criticall’/, im-

personally, is for some of us a

rather difficult matter. With the dis-

integration of the solid orthodoxies

Wordswprih became for many intelligent,

liberal-m,inded families the Bible of that

sort of pantheism, that dim faith in the

existence of a spiritual world, which filled,

somewhat inadequately/ the place of the

older dogmas.^ Brought up as children

in tli,e Wordsworthian tradition, we were
taught to believe that a Sunday walk

among the hills was somehow equivalent

to church-going : the First Lesson was to

be read among the clouds, the Second
in the primroses

;
the birds and the

running waters sang hymns, and the

whole blue landscape preached a sermon
“ of moral evil and of gdbd.” From this

dim religious education we brought av^ay

a not very well-informed venefation for

the name of Wordsworth, a dutiinl con-

viction about tlie spiritualiity of Nature
in general, and an extraordinary super-

stition about mountains in particular

—

^ Wordsworth : an Anthology, ediled, with a Preface,

by T. J.
Cobden-Sanderson. R iCobden-Sanderson.
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a 3kipcrstition that it took at least tlirce

sea^ns of Alpine Sports to dissipate

entirVy. Consequently, \on reaching

man’s estate, when we actually came to

read our Wordsworth, we found it ex-

tremely difficult to appraise “his greatness,

so many veils of preconceived* ideas had
to be pushed aside', so many inveterate

deflections of vision allowed for. How-
ever, it became possible at last to look at

Wordsworth as a' detached phenomenon
in the world of ideas and not as part ..of

the family tradition of childhood.

Idke many philosop)hcrs, and especially

philosophers of a mystical tinge of thought,

Wordsworth based his philosophy on his

emotions. The conversion of emotions
into intellectual terms is a process that

has been repeated a thousand times in

the history of the human mind. . We
feel a powerful emotion before a work of

axt, therefore it partakes of the divine,

is a rcccffistruction of the Idea of which
the na.;,ural object is a poor reflection.

Love moves* us deeply,' therefore human
love is a type of divine love. Nature in her
various a'spects inspires us with fear, joy,

contentment,^ despair, there'for^ Nature
is a soul that expresses anger, sympathy.
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love, and hatred. One could go tn
indefinitely multiplying examples of yche

way in which man objectifies the Mng-
doms of hea'^en and hell that are ,within

him. The process is often a dangerous
one. The niystic who feels within him-
self the stirrings of inenarrabje emotions
is not content witl^ these emotions as

they are in themselves. He feels it

necessary to invent a whole cosmogony
that will account for them. To him
this philosophy will be true, in so far as

it ’is an expnission in intellectual terms

of th'cse emotions. But to those who do
not know these err/otions at first hand,

it wall be simply misleading. The
mystical emotions have what may be

termed a conduct value ; thev enable

the man who feels them to live his life

with a serenity and confidence unknown
to other men. But ^he philosophical

terms in which these emotions are ex-

pressed have not necessarily any trutli

value. This mystical philosoph}' wall be

valuable only in, so far as it revives, in

the minds of its students, those conduct-
affecting emotions w];iich origipally gave

it . birth- .Accepted at its intellectual

face value, such a philostjphv may not
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o^y have no worth ; it may be' actually

harimful.

1^0 this beautifully prjnted volume
Mr. \Ilobden-Sandcrson hfas gathered

together most of the passages in Words-
worth’s poetry which possess the power
of reviving , the emotions tha^t inspired

them. It is astonishing to find that they

fill the best part of two huneJeed and
fifty pages, and that there are still plenty

of poems—“ Petej- Bell,” for example

—

tliat one would like to see included.
“ Tlie Prelude ” and “ Excursion ” yield

a rich tribute of what our ancestors

would have called beauties.” There
is that astonishing passage in which
the poet' describes how, as a boy, he
rowed by moonlight across the lake :

And, as I rose upon the stroke, my boat

Went hea-v’iny tlirough the water like a s\van ;

'A’hcn, from behind, t^hat craggy steep till then
The horizon’s bound, a huge pe.ak, black aiid

‘ huge,
^

\s if with voluntary power instinct,

Uprearei its head. I struck and struck again,

And growing siill in stature* the grim shape
’ Powered up between me and the stars, and still.

For so it sftemed, with, purpose of its 'own
And measured motion, like a living thing.

Strode after me.*
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There is the history of that other fcaryhl

moment when
I heard amo^ng the solitary hills

Low breathings coming after me, and sounds

Of undistinguishable motion, steps

Almost as sjjent as the turf they trod.

And thcr^j are other passages telling of

Nature i*n less awful ajid menacing aspects,

Nature "the giver of comfort and strong

serenity. Reading these we are able in

some measure to live for ourselves the

emotions that were Wordsworth’s. If

we can feel his “ shadowy exaltations,’’

we have got all that Wordsworth can

give us. There is 'no need to read the

theology of his mysticism, the pantheistic

explanation of his emotions. To Peter

Bell a primrose by a river’s brim was
only a yellow primrose. Its beauty

stityed in him no feeling. But one can

be moved by the sigh:i of the primrose

without necessarily thinking, in the words
of Mr. Cobden- Sanderson’s preface, 'of
“ the infinite tenderness of the infin-

itely great, of the infinitely great which,

from out the infinite and amid its own
stupendous tasks, sV)ops to »strew the

path cf rAan, the infinitely little, with

sunshine and with flowers.” This is
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thv theology of ‘ our primrose emotion.

Bu^it is the emotion itself which is im-

porter, not the theology, ^he emotion
has ifs own powerful conduct' value,

whereas the philosophy derived from it,

suspiciously anthropocentric,*possesses, we
should imagine, only the smajlest value

as truth.

i6o
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VERHAEREN was one of taosc

men who feel all their life long

I’envie ” (to use his own admirably ex-

pressive phrase), “ I’cnvie de taillcr en
drapcaux I’ct^Dfie dc la vie.” The .stuff

of life can,be put to worse us^es. To cut

it into flags is, on the*whole, more admir-
able than to cut it, shall we say, into

cerecloths, or money-bags, or Parisian

underclothing. A flag ij a brave, a cheer-

ful and a noble object. These are quali-

ties for which *wc are prepared to forgive

the flag its over-emphasis, its lack of

subtlety, its touch of childishness. One
can think of a number of wr’ters who
have marched through literary history

like an army with banners. There w'as

Victor Hugo, for example- -one of Ver-

haeten’s admired masters. There was
Balzac, to whose view of life Verhaeren’s

was, in some points, curiously akin.

Among the minor makers of cciflammes

there is our own Mr. Chesterton, with
his heroic air of* being for ,ever on the
point of setting out on a crusade, glorious

with bunting and mo’jinted on & rocking-

hoyse.

The flag-maker is a man 'of energy and
F i6i
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sK'ong vitality. ' He likes to imagine that

all\that surrounds him is as large, as full

of ^ and as vigorous as hp feels himself

to be. He pictures the world as a place

where the colours are strong and brightly

contrasted, where a vigorous chiaroscuro

leaves no doubt as to the tru^ nature of

light and darkness, and where all life

pulsates, quivering and taut, like a banner

in the wind. From the first we find in

Verhaeren all tlje characteristics of the

tailor of banners. In his earliest book of

verse, Les flaviands, we s‘ee him already

delighting in such lines as

Lcurs dikux poings monstrueux pataugeaient

dans la pate.

Already too we find him making copious

use—or was it abuse ?—as Victor Hugo
had done beftre him, of words like

“vaste,” “ enormc,” “ iiifini,” “ infini-

ment,” infinite,” “ univers.” Thus, in
“ L’A^e de la Ville,” he talks of

an “ enorrrve ” viaduct*, an “ immense ”

train, a “ monstrueux ” sun, even of the
“ enorme. ” atmosphere. For V'erhaeren

all roads lead to the infinite, wherever
and whatever* that may be.
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Le? grand’routes tracent des croix

A I’infini, a travers bois
; ^

Les grand’routes tracent des croix lointaines

A I’infini, a ‘travers plaines.

Infinity is one of those notions which
arc not to bft lightly played with. .The
makers of .•ilags like it because it can be

contraste'd so effectively with the micro-

scopic ftnitude of man. Writers like

Hugo and Vevhacren talk so often and
so easily about infinity that the idea

ceases in tlieir poetry to have any mean-
ing at all.

*

I have said that,^ in certain respects,

Verhaeren, in his view of life, is not

unlike Balzac. This resemblancz is most
marked in some of tlie poems of his

middle period, especially those in which
he deals with aspects of contemporary
life.. Lfs {^illes tentaculaires contains

poems which arc wholly Balzacian in

conception. Take, for example, Verhae-

ren’s rhapsody on the Stock Exchange

:

Une fureur r^cnflajnm^e

Au mirage du moindre espoir

Monte spudain de I’entonnoir

De bruit ct de fura^e, ‘

Ou* I’on Se Wat, a coups de vols, en bas.

Langucs seches, regards aigus, ‘gestes inverses,
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Et\- cervellcs, qu’e’n tourbillons les millions

X^raversent,

EchaK£»ent la Icur pcur et leur terreur . . .

Aux: fins de mois, quand les d^baftles se'dccident

La mort les paraphe de suicides,

Mais au jour meme aus heures blemes,

I,cs volont& dans la fievre revifent,

L’acharnemertt sournois

Rcprend comme autrefiois.

One cannot read these lines without
thinking of Baljcac’s feverish money-
makers, of the Baron de Nucingen, Ou
Tillet, tlie Kellers and all the lesser misers

and usurers, and all their victims. With
their worked-up and rather melodramatic
ex'citemeB.t, they breathe the very spirit

of Balzac’s prodigious film-scenario version

of life.

\'erhaeren’s flag-making instinct led

him to take special delight in all th^t is

more than ordinirrily large and strenuous.

I^e extols and magnifies the gross violence
of the Kemish peasantry, their almost
infinite^ capacity for taking food and
drink, their* industry, Vheir animalism.
In true Rooseveltian style, he admired
energy fol its own cake. All his romping
rhythms were dictated to Ifim • bv the
need to express this passion for the
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strenuous. His curious assonances and

alliterations

—

Liitteht ct ^’entrebuttent en disputes

—

arise from this same desire to recapture

the sense of violence and immediate life.

It is interesting to compare I'he violence

and energy of \^erhaerfcn with the violence

of an earlier poet—Rimbaud, the marvel-

lous bov, if ever there was one. Rim-
baud cut the stuff of life into flags, but
into flags that never fluttered on this

earth. His violence penetrated, in some
sort, beyond the bounds of ordinary life.

In some of his poems Rimbaud seems

actually to have reached the Tiamcless

goal towards w'hich he was striving, to

have arrived at that world of unheard-of

spiritual vigour and beauty whose nature

he can only describe in an exclamatory

menaphor ;

Millions d’oiseaux d’or, 6 future vigueur !

But the vigour of Verhaeren ic never

anything so finfc and spiritual as this

million of golden birds.” It is merely
the vigour and violence of ordinary life

speeded up to cinema intensity.

It is a noticeable fact that Verhaeren
i6i;
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\v\'s generally at his best when he took a

holiday from the making and waving of

flags. His Flemish bucolics^ and ^the love

poems of Les Heures, written for the most
part in traditional form, and for the

mos't part shorter and mord concentrated

than his proems of violence and energy,

remain the most moving portion of his

work. Very interesting, too, are the

poems belonging to that early phase of

doubt and dep^’ession which saw the

publication of Les Debacles and Les

Flambeaux Flairs. The energy and life

of the later books is there, but in some
sort concentrated, preserved and intensi-

fied, because turned inwards upon itself.

Of many of the later poems one feels

that they were written much too easily.

These must have been brought very pain-

fully and laboriously to the birth.
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There are few writers whose works

I (jare to read more than once,

and one of them is certainly Edward
j

Lear. Nonsense, like poetry, to which
it is closely allied, like philosophic specula-

tion, like ev£ry product of the iihagination,

is an assertion of man'’s spiritual freedom
in spite of all the oppression of circum-

stance. As long as it remains possible

for the human mind to invent the Quangle
W3.ngle and the Fimble Fowl, to wander
at will over the' Great Gromboolian Plain

and the hills of the Cnankly Bore, the

victory is ours. The existence of nonsense

is the nearest approach to a proof of that

unprovable article of faith, whose truth

we must all assume or perish miserably :

that life is worth living. It is when
circumstances combine to prove, with

syllogistic cogency, that life is not worth
living that I turn to Lear and find comfort

and refreshment. I read him and I

perceive that it is a good thing to be

alive
;

for I am free, with Lear, to be as

inconsequent as I like.

Lear Is a genuine poet. For what is

his 'nonsense except the poetical imagina-

tion a little twisted out of its course ?
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Lear had the true poet’s feeling for

words—words in themselves, precious and
melodious, like phrases of music

;
personal

as human beings. Marlowe talks of enter-

taining divine Zcnocratc
; Milton of the

leaves that fall in Vallombfosa
;

Lear of

the Fimble Fowl with a corlcscrew leg,

of runcible spoons,*- of things irieldobious

and genteel. Lewis Carroll wrote non-

sense by exaggerating sense—a too logical

logic. His coinages of words are intel-

lectual. TiCar, more characteristically a

poet, wrote nonsense that' is an excess of

imagination, coined words for the sake

of their colour and sound alone. His

is the tpurer nonsense, because more
poetical. Change the key ever so little

and the “ Dong with a Luminous Nose ”

would be one of the most memorable
romantic poems of the nineteenth ceqtury.

Think, too, of ‘chat exquisite “ Yonghv
]ionghy Bo ”

! In one of Tennyson’s
later volumes there is a charming little

lyric about Catullus, w'hich begins :

Row us out from Desenzano,
'ho your Sirmione row !

So tf.cy row’d, rnd there wc lauded

—

O venusta Sirmio

!

• . ,

Can one doubt for a moment that he was
i68
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thinking, when he wrote these words,

of that superb stanza with which the
“ Yonghy Bonghy ” opens :

On the coast of Coromandel,
Where the early pumpkins blow,

In the middle of the woods,

Dwi^lt the Yonghy Bonghy Bo.

Personally, I prefer Lear’s poem
;

it is

the richer and the fuller of the two.

Lear’s genius is at its best in the

Nonsense Rhymes, or Ijinicricks, as a later

generation has learned to call them. In

these I like to think of him not merely

as a poet and a draughtsman—and how
unique an artist the recent efforts of

Mr. Nash to rival him have only affirmed

—but also as a profound social philo-

sopher. No study of Lear would be

complete without at least a few remarks

on “ They ” of the Nc.iscnse Rhymes.
“ Tney ” are the world, the man in the

street
;

“ They ” are what the leader-

writers in the twopenny press would
call all Right-Thinking Men ard Women

;

“ They ” are Public Opinion. The Non-
sense Rhymes are, for the moot part,

nothing aio^e nor less than episodes

selected from the history of that eternal
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struggle between the genius or the

eccentric and his fellow-beings. Public

Opinion universally abhors eccentricity.

There w'as, for example, that charming
Old Man of Melrose who walked on the

tips* of his toes. But “Thby” said (with

their usua‘] inability to appfeciate the

artist), “ It ain't ^deasant to see you at

present, you stupid old man of Melrose.”

Occasionally, when the eccentric happens
to be a criminal genius, “ They ” are

doubtless right. 'I'lic Old Man with a

Gong who bumped on it all the day long

deserved to be smashed. (But “ They ”

also smashed a quite innocuous Old Man
of WMtchavcn merely for dancing a

quadrille with a raven.) And there was
that Old Person of Buda, whose conduct
grew ruder and ruder

;
“ They ” were

justified, I dare say, in using a haimmer
to silence his ' clamour. But it raises

^he whole question of punishment and
of the felation between society and the

indivic’ual.

When “ They ” are hot offensive, they
content themselves with being foolishly

inquisitive. Thus, “ They ” ask the Old
Man of the Wrekin whether' his' booto are

made of leathey. “ They ” pester the,Old
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Man in a Tree with imbecile questions

about the Bee which so horribly bored

him. In thc^je encounters the geniuses

and the eccentrics often get the better

of the gross and heavy-witted public.

The Old Person of Ware who rode' on
the back, erf a bear certainly scored off

“ Them.’’ For when “ They ” asked,
“ Does it trot ?

” he replied, '‘It does

not.” ('Fhe picture shows it galloping

ventre a terre.) “ It’* a Monusikon
Floppsikon bear.” Sometimes, too, the

eccentric actually leads “ Them ” on to

their discomfiture. One thinks of that

Old Man in a Garden, who always begged
every one’s pardon. When '‘*They

”

asked him, What for ? he replied,

“ You’re a bore, and I trust you’ll go

out of my garden.” But they probably

ended up by smashing him.

Occasionally the men'*o{ genius adopt

a « Mallarmeen policy. 'I'hey Hec from
the gross besetting crowd.

La chair est tristc,* h^as, et j’ai lu tous les

livres.

Fuir, la-bas, fuir. . . .

It was surely with these tyords on his

lips that the Old Person of,Bazing (whose
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presence of mind, for all that he was
a Symbolist, was amazing) went out to

purchase the steed which he rode at

full speed and escaped from the people of

Bazing. He chose the better part
;

for

it is* almost impossible to please the mob.
'Ehe Old Person of Ealing was thought
by his suburban neighbours to be almost

devoid of good feeling, because, if you
please, he drove a small gig with three

owls and a pig. And there was that

pathetic Old Man of Thermopylae (for

whom I have a peculiar sympathy, since

he reminds me so. poignantly of my-
self) w’ho never did anything properly.
“ They*’ said, “ If you choose to boil

eggs in your shoes, you shall never remain
in Thermopylae.” The sort of people
“ They ” like do the stupidest things,

have the vulgarcst accomplishments. Of
the Old Person of Filey his acquaintance

was wont to speak highly because he
danced perfectly well to the sound of a

bell. And the people of Shoreham adored

that fellow-*citizen of theirs whose habits

w'ere marked by decorum and who bought
an umbrella and sale in the cellar. Natur-
all}'

;
it was qnly to be expected.
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That an Englishman should be a

ve-xj great plastic artist is always

rather surprising. Perhaps it is a matter

of mere chance
;
perhaps it has something

to do with oui* national character—if such

a thing reaJlly exists. But, whatever may
be the cause, the 'fact remains that

England has produced very few artists of

first-class importance. The Renaissance,

as it spread, like some piarvellous infec-

tiojjs disease of the spirit, across the face

of Europe, manifested itself in different

countries by different symptoms. In

Italy, the country of its origin, the

Renaissance was, more than anything,

an outburst of painting, architecture and
sculpture. Scholarship and religious re-

formation were, in Germany, the typical

manifestations of the disease. But when
this gorgeous spiritual n/easles crossed the

IJhglish Channel, its symptoms were

almost exclusively literary. The first

premonitory touch of the infection from
Italy “ brought out ” Chaucer. With the

next bout of the disease England produced
the Elizabethans. But among ‘all these

poets thfere*was not a single plastic artist

whose name we so much as remember.
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And then, suddenly, the seventeenth

century gave birth to two English artists

of genius. It produced Inigo Jones and,

a little later, Wren. Wren died, at the

age of more than ninety, in the spring

of 1.723. We are celebrating to-day his

bi-centenaiy—celebrating it not merely
by antiquarian talk and scholarly apprecia-

tions of liis style but also (the signs arc

not wanting) in a more concrete and
living way : by yiking a renewed interest

in the art of which he was so great a

master and by reverting I'n our practice

to that fine tradition which he, with his

predecessor, Inigo, inaugurated.

An a*nivcrsary celebration is an act

of what Wordsworth would have called

natural piety ”
;

an act by which past

is linked with present and of the vague,

interminable series of the days a ='ngle

comprehensible s^id logical unity is cre-

ated in our minds. At the coming " of

tTie centenaries we like to remember the

great r^en of the past, not so much by
way of historical exercise, but that we
may see precisely where, in relation to

their achfcvement, we stand at thd present

time, that we may appraise uhe’lifc otill

left in their spirit and apply to ourselves
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the moral of their example. I have jno

intention in this article of giving a biog-

raphy of Wren, a list of his works, or a

technical account of his style and methods.
I propose to do no more than describe,

in the most general terms, the natuje of

his achievfiment and its sigiiilicance to

ourselves.'

Wren Was a good architect. But since

it is important to know precisely wiiat we
are talking about, let us begin by asking

ourselves w'hat good architecture is. De-
scending with* majesty from his private

Sinai,' Mr. Ruskin dictated to a whole
generation of Englishmen the aesthetic

Law. On monolithic tables that were
the Stones of Venice he wrote the great

truths that had been revealed to him.

Here is one of them :

It "is to be generally observed tliat the

proportions of buildings liave nothing to do
v^ith the style or general merit of their archi-

tecture. An architect trained in ‘the worst

schools and utterly devoid of all me^aning or

purpose in his wc»rk, may yet
^
have such a

natural gift of massing and groufung as will

render hjs structure effective when,, seen at a

distance.
t »

Now it is to be generallj^ observed, as
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he himself would say, that in all matters

connected with art, Ruskin is to be inter-

preted as we interpret dreams—that is to

say, as signifying precisely the 'opposite

of w'hat he says. Thus, when we find

him,, saying that good architecture has

nothing to do with proportion or the

judicious disposition of masses ‘and that

the general effect counts for nbthing at

all, we may take it as more or less definitely

proven tliat good architecture is, in fact,

almost entirely a matter of proportion

and massing, and that thef general effect

of the whole work counts for iiearly

everything. Interpreted according to

this sin^ple oneirocritical method, Rus-

kin’s pontifical pronouncement may be

taken as explaining briefly and clearly the

secrets of good architecture. That is why
I liave chosen this quotation to be the

text of my disco»-jse on Wren.
For the qualities which most obviously

distinguish Wren’s work are precisely

those which Ruskin so contemptuously
disparages apd which we, by our process

of interpr^;tation, have singled out as the

essentially architeciural qualities.* In all

that Wren designed—I am ‘speaking of

the works of* his maturity ; for at the
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beginning of his career he was still an

unpractised amateur, and at the end,

though still on occasion wonderfully suc-

cessful,’ a very old man—we see a faultless

proportion, a felicitous massing and con-

trasting of ’forms. He conceive^ his

buildings . as three-dimensional designs

which should be seon, from every point

of view', as harmoniously proportioned

wholes. (With regard to the exteriors

this, of course, is true only of those build-

ii\gs which ca7i be seen from all sides.

Like all true ‘architects. Wren preferred

to build in positions where his work
could be appreciated thrcc-dimcnsion-

ally. But he was also a wonderful maker
of facades ;

witness his Middle Temple
gateway and his houses in King’s Bench
Walk.) He possessed in the highest

degtjee that instinctive sense of propor-

tion and scale which- enabled him to

embody his conception in brick and stone.

In his great masterpiece of .St. Paul’s

every part of the building, seen from
within or without, seems tp stand in a

certain satisfying and harmonious relation

to every other part.* The same is true

even ol^ thte smallest works belonging to

the period of Wren’s maturity. On its
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smaller scale and different plane, such

a building as Rochester Guildhall is as

beautiful, because as harmonious
_

in the

relation of all its parts, as ^t. Paul’s.

Of Wren’s other purely architectural

qualities I shall speak but “briefly. He
was, to begfn with, an engineer of inex-

haustible resource
;
one who coul’d ailways

be relied upon to find the best possible

solution to any problem, from blowing
up the ruins of ojd St. Paul’s to provid-

ing the new with a dome that should be

at once beautiful and thoroughly safe.

As a designer lie exhibited the same
practical ingenuity. No architect has

known how to make so much of a difficult

site and cheap materials. The man who
built the City churches was a practical

genius of no common order. He was
also an artist of profoundly original nvnd.
This originality itVeals itself in the way
in^ which he combines the accepted
features oi classical Renaissance architec-

ture intj) new designs that w'^ere entirely

English and.his own. fl'he steeples of

his City ahurches provide us with an
obvious elample of»this originality. His

domestic architecture — thaf '^v^ondtr-

ful application of classical principles
• 178
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to the best in the native tradition—is

another.

But Wren’s most characteristic quality

—the quality which gives to his work,

over and above its pure beauty, its own
peculiar character and charm—is a qjtality

rather moral than aisthetic. ’ Of Chelsea

Hospital’, Carlyle once remarked th«t it

was “ obviously the work of a gentleman.”

The words are illuminating. Everything
that Wren did was the^work of a gentle-

rr\an
;

that is the secret of its peculiar

character. Ebr Wren was a great gentle-

man’: one who valued dignity and re-

straint and who, respecting himself, re-

spected also humanity
;

one who desired

that men and women should live with

the dignity, even the grandeur, befit-

ting their proud human title
;

one who
despised meanness and oddity as much
as vulgar ostentation one who admired
reason and order, who distrusted all ex-

travagance and excess. A gentleman, the

finished product of an old and ordered

civilization.

Wren, the restrained and dignified

gentlerhan, stands out most cldarly when
we conipafe him with his Italian con-

temporaries. The baroque artists of the
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seventeenth century were interested above
everything in the new, the startling, the

astonishing
;

they strained after impos-

sible grandeurs, unheard-of violences.

The architectural ideals of which they

drean^ed were more suitable' for embodi-
ment in tlveatrical cardboard, than in

stone. And indeed, the late seventfeenth

and early eighteenth century was the

golden age of scene-painting in Itah'.

The artists who painted the settings for

the elder Scarlatti’s operas, the later

Bibienas and Piranesis, cafne nearer to

reaching the wild Italian ideal than ever

mere architects like Borromini or Bernini,

their imaginations cramped by the stub-

bornness of stone and the unsleeping act-

ivities of gravitations, could hope to do.

How vastly different is the baroque
theatricality from Wren’s sober restraint !

Wren was a mast^x of the grand style ;

but he never dreamed of building for

effect aloru*. He was never theatrical or

showy, never pretentious or vulgar. St.

Paul’s is a monument of ‘temperance and
chastity. His great palace at Hampton
Court is no gaudy .stage-setting for the

farce of absolute monarchy.* ht is * a

country gentleman’s house—more spa-
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cioub, of course, and with statelier rooms
and more impressive vistas—but still a

house ipeanf to be lived in by someone
who was a man as well as a king. But
if his palaces might have housed, without

the least incongruity, a well-bred gentle-

man, conversely his common 'houses were
always dignified enotigh, however s'mall,

to be palaces in miniature and the homes
of kings.

In the course of the \wo hundred years

which have elapsed since his death.

Wren's successors have often departed,

with melancholy results, from the tradi-

tion of which he was the founder. They
have forgotten, in their architetture, the

art of being gentlemen. Infected by a

touch of the baroque folie de grandeur,

the architects of the eighteenth century

built houses in imitation of Versailles

apd Caserta—huge srage houses, all for

.show and magnificence and all bpt
impossible to live in.

The architects of the nineteenth century

sinned in a diafnetrically opposite way

—

towards meanness and a negation of art.

Senselessly preoccupied with details, they

created' the nightmare architecture of
“ features.” The sham -Gothic of early

i8t
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Victorian times yielded at the end of

the century to the nauseous atfcctation

of “ sham-peasantry.” Big |.iouscs were

built with all the irregularity and more
than the “ quaintness ” of cottages

;
sub-

urban villas took the form *of machine-
made imitations of the Tudor peasant’s

hut. ' To all intents " and purposes archi-

tecture ceased to exist
;

Ruskin had
triumphed.

To-day, however, there are signs that

architecture is coming back to that sane

and dignilied tradition of which Wren
was the great exponent. Architects are

building houses for gentlemen to live in.

Let us h'opc that they will continue to

do so. There may be sublimer types of

men than the gentleman : there are

saints, for example, and the great en-

thusiasts whose thoughts and actions

move the world. "'But for practical pur-

poses and in a civilized, orderly society,

the gentleman remains, after all, the

ideal ma-". The most profound religious

emotions have been expibssed in Gothic
architecture. Human ambitions and as-

pirations have beerl most colossally re-

flected by the^ Romans and tire Italians

of the baroque. But it is in England
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that the golden mean of reasonableness

and decency—the practical philosophy of

the civilized man—^has received its most
elegant and dignified expression. The old

gentleman who died two hundred years

ago preached on the subject of civiliza-

tion a nutnber of sermons in* stone. St.

Paul’s' ahd Greenwich, Trinity Library
and Hafnpton Court, Chelsea, Kilmain-
ham, Blackhcath and Rochester, St.

Stephen’s Wallbrook and St. Mary Ab-
cljurch, Kensington oraltgery and Middle
Temple gatc-vkay—these are the titles of

a few of tliem. They have much, if we
will but study them^ to teach us.
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I
T comes as something of a surprise

to find that the niche reserved for

Ben Jonson in the “ English Men of

Letters ” series has only now been filled.

One expected somehow that he would
have been .among the first of the great

one? to be enshrined ; but no, he has

had a long time to wait
;

and Adam
Smith, and Sydney Smith, and Hazlitt,

and Fanny Burney have gone before

him into the temple of fame. Now,
however, his monument has at last been

made, with Professor Gregory Smith’s

qualified version of “ O rare Ben Jonson 1

’’

duly and, definitively carved upon it

What is it that makes us, almost as a

matter of course, number Ben Jonson
among the great ? Why should we ex-

pect him to be an early candidate for

immortality, or v hy, indeed, should he

be admitted to the “ English Men of

Letters ” ^series at all ? These are diffi-

cult questions to answer
;

for when we
come to consider the .matter we find

ourselves ynable to give any very glowing

account of Ben or his greatness^. It is

^ Ben Jonsony by G. Gregory Smith/ (English

Men of Letters Series.) Macmillan, 1919.
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hard to say that one likes his work ; one

cannot honestly call him a good poet or

a supreme dramatist. And yet, unsym-
pathetic as he is, uninteresting as he

often can be, we still go on respecting

and admiring him, because, in spite of

everything, we are consciouJi, obscurely

but certainly, that he was a great man.
He had little inilucnce on his successors ;

the comedy of humours died without
an}' but an abortive issue. Shadwell, the

mountain- bellied “ Og, from a treason

tavern rolling home,” is not a disciple

that any man would have much pride in

claiming. No raking up of literary his-

tory will make Ben Jonson great as a

founder of a school or an inspirer of

others. His greatness is a greatness of

character. There is something almost

alarrcing in the spectacle of this formid-

able figure advancing with tank-like irre-

sistibility towards the goal he had set

himself to attain. No sirens cl romance
can seduce him, no shock of opposition

unseat him in his career. He proceeds

along the course theoretically mapped
out at the inception of his literary life,

never deviating from this narrow way
till the very end—till the time when,
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in his old age, lie wrote that exquisite

pastoral, The Sad Shepherd^ which is

so complete and absolute a denial of all

his lifelong principles. But The Sad
Shepherd is a weakness, albeit a triumphant
weakness. Ben, as he liked 'to look upon
himself, as be has again and again revealed

himself to us, is the artist with principles,

protesting against the anarchic' absence

of principle among tlie geniuses and
charlatans, the poets and ranters of his

age.
'

The true artificer will not run away » from
nature as he were afraid of her

;
or depart

from life and the likeness of truth
;

but speak

to the capacity of his hearers. And though
his language differ from the vulgar somewhat,
it shall not fly from all humanity, with the

Tamcrlanes and Tamer-Chams of the late age,

which had nothing in them but the scenical

strutting and furious vociferation to WcTrrant

them to the ignorant gapers. He knows it. is

hvs only art, so to carry it as none but artificer'

perceive it.'- In the meantime, perhaps, he is

called barren, dull, lean, a poor writer, or by
what contumelious word can come in their

checks, by these men who without labour,

judgment, ^^:nowledgc, or almost sense, are

received or preferred before him.

In these sentences from Discoveries
' i86
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Ben Jonson paints his own picture

—

portrait of the artist as a true artificer

—

setting .forth, in its most general form,

and with no distracting details of the

humours or ^he moral purpose of art, his

own theory of the artist’s true furtetion

and nattirfe. Johson’s theory was no idle

speculation, no mere* thing of words* and
air, but a creed, a principle, a categorical

imperative, conditioning and informing

his whole work- Any “itudy of the poet

m*ust, therefore, begin with the formula-

tion ,of his theory, and must go on, as

Professor Gregory S<nith’s excellent essay

does indeed proceed, to show in detail

how the theory was applied anS worked
out in each individual composition.

A good deal of nonsense has been talked

at one time or another about artistic

theories. Tlie artiste is told that he
sh.ould have no theories, that he should

warble native wood-notes wild, that he
should “ sing,” be wholly sjfontaneous,

should starve his brain and culfivate his

heart and spleen*; that an artistic theory

cramps^ the style, stops up tlf^ Helicons

of inspiration, and so bn, and so on. The
foolish and sentimental conception of the

artist, to which these #anti-intellectual
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doctrines arc a corollary, dates from the

time of romanticism and survives among
the foolish and sentimental of to-day.

A consciously practised theory of art

has never spoiled a g;ood artist, has never

dammed up inspiration, bult rather, and
in most cSses profitably, canalized it.

Even the Romantits had theories and
were wild and emotional on principle.

Theories are above all necessary at

moments when old traditions are breaking

up, when all is chaos and in flux. At
such moments an artist formulates his

theory and clings to jit through thick and
thin

;
clings to it as the one firm raft

of security in the midst of the surrounding

unrest. Thus, when the neo-Classicism,

of which Ben was one of the remote
ancestors, was crumbling into the nothing-

ness of ‘The Loves of the Plants anti The
Triumfhs of Temper, Wordsworth found
sjlvation by the promulgation of a nc\y

theory of' poetry, which he put into

practice^ systematically and to the verge

of absurdity in Lyrical" Ballads. Simi-

larly in tht shipwreck of the old tradition

of paintihg we fir.d the artists’ of the

present day clinging desperately lo intel-

lectual formulas as their only hope in the
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chaos. The only occasions, in fact, when
the artist can afford entirely to dispense

w'itli theory occur in periods when a

well-establisSied tradition reigns supreme
and unquestioned. A.nd then the absence

of theory is* more apparent than ^real
;

for the tradition in which he is working
is a theory, originolly formulated by
someone* else, which lie accepts uncon-
sciously and as though it were the law
of Nature itself.

.The beginning of *the seventeenth

century was ilot one of these periods of

placiciity and calm^ acceptance. It was
a moment of growth and decay together,

of fermentation. The fabulous* efflores-

cence of the Renaissance had already

grown rank. With that extravagance

of energy which characterized them in

all things, the Elizabethans had exagger-

ated the traditions of'lheir literature into

insincerity. All artistic traditions end,

in due course, by being redu<:ed to the

absurd
;

but the Elizabethans .^rammed
the growth and*dccline of a, century into

a few^ years. One after another they

transfigured and tlntn destre^ed every

spfecies ‘of art they touched. Euphuism,
Petrarchism, Spenserism,^t*he sonnet, the
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drama—some lasted a little longer than

others, but they all exploded in the end,

these beautiful iridescent bubbles blown
too big by the enthusiasm of their' makers.

But in the midst of this unstable

luxuriance voices of protesf were to be

heard, reactions against the main romantic
currsnt were discernible. Each in his

own way and in his own sphere', Donne
and Ben Jonson protested against the

exaggerations of the age. At a time

when sonneteers m legions were quibbling

about the blackness of thdir ladies’ eyes

or the golden wires ^of their hair, when
Platonists protested in melodious chorus

that they w'cre not in love with “ red

and white ” but with the ideal and
divine beauty of which peach-blossom

complexions were but inadequate shadows,

at a time when love-poetry had beejome,

with rare exceptions, fantastically unreal,

E)onne called it back, a little grossly

perhaps, to facts with the dry remark :

Love's ncfC so pure and abstract as they use

To say, who liave no mistress but their muse.
tl

There hafe been poets who have written

more lyrically than Donne, ” more fer-

vently about eptain amorous emotions,
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but not one who has formulated so

rational a philosophy of love as a whole,

who has seen all the facts so clearly and
judged ' them so soundly. Donne laid

down no literary theory. His followers

took from him all that was rela.tively

unimportant—the harshness, dtself a pro-

test against Spenserian facility, the^con-

ceits, the sensuality tempered by mys-
ticism—^but the important and original

quality of Donne’s work, the psychological

re,alism, they could ndt, through sheer

incapacity, transfer into their own poetry.

Donhe’s immediate influence was on
the whole bad. Any influence for good
he may have had has been on* poets of

a much later date.

The other great literary Protestant of

the time was the curious subject of our

exarpiination, Ben Jonson. Like Donne
he was a realist. He had no use for

claptrap, or rant, or romanticism. His

aim was to give his audience* real facts

flavoured with sound morality. ,,He failed

to be a great* realist, pvtly because

he lacked the imaginative »insight to

perceive more than* the moft obvious

and superfifcial reality, and partly because

he was so much preoccu'pied with the
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sound morality that he was prepared to

sacrifice truth to satire
;

so that in place

of characters he gives us humours, not

minds, but personified moral qujilities.

Ben hated romanticism
;

for, whatever

may have been his bodily 'habits, how-
ever infinite his capacity foi; drinking

sack„ he belonged intellectually to the

party of sobriety. In all ages thl; drunks

and the sobers have confronted one

another, each party loud in derision and

condemnation of the defects which it

observes in the other. ‘‘ The Tamer-
lanes and Tamer-Chams of the late 'age

”

accuse the sober Ben of being “ barren,

dull, lean, a poor writer.” Ben retorts

that they “ have nothing in them but

the scenical strutting and furious voci-

feration to warrant them to the ignorant

gapers.” At another period it i^ the

Hernanis and tho- Rollas who reproach

that paragon of dryness, the almost

fiendishly fober Stendhal, with his grocer’s

style. Stendhal in his turn remarks :

“ En paraiss^ant, vers 1803, le Genie de

Chateaubriand m’a semble ridicule.”

And to-duy ? We,.have our sobers and

our drunks, our Hardy and our Bolloc, our

Santayana and our Chesterton. The dis-
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dnction is eternally valid. Our personal

sympathies may lie with one or the other
;

but it is obvious that we could dispense

with neithcf. Ben, then, was one of the

sobers, protesting with might and main
against the tsxtravagant behaviour of the

drunks, an intellectual insistiitg that 'there

was no ivay of arriving at truth cj^cept

by intellectual processes, an apotheosis

of the Plain Man determined to stand

no nonsense about anything. Ben’s

poetical achievement, *8uch as it is, is

the achievemviiit of one who relied on no
mysterious inspiration, but on those solid

qualities of sense, perseverance, and sound
judgment which any decent (jitizen of

a decent country may be expected to

possess. That he himself possessed,

hidden somewhere in the obscure crypts

and
^

recesses of his mind, other rarer

spiritual qualities is proved by the exist-

ence of his additions to The Sfanish

'Tragedy—if, indeed, they are his, whith
there is no cogent reason to doubt—and
his last fragment of a masterp*ece. The
Sad Shepherd. But these qualities, as

Professor Gregory Spiith poir»ts out, he

seems xleliberately to have suppressed
;

locked them away, at the* bidding of his
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imperious theory, in the strange dark

places from which, at the beginning and
the very end of his career, they emerged.

He might have been a great rdmantic,

one of the sublime inebriates
;
he chose

rather to be classical and s^bcr. Work-
ing solely with the logical intellect and
rcjcQting as dangerous the aid *of - those

uncontrolled illogical elements of ?magina-

tion, he produced work that is in its

(nvn way excellent. It is well-wrought,

strong, heavy witfi learning and what the

Chaucerians would call “ high sentence.’’

The emotional intensity and brfcvit}

excepted, it possesses all the qualities

of the Ffench classical drama. But the

quality which characterizes tiie best

Elizabethan and indeed the best English

poetry of all periods, the power of moving
in two worlds at once, it lacks, jopson,

like the P'rcnch drfunatists of the seven-

teenth century, moves on a level, directly

towards syme logical goal. T.'he road

over which his great contemporaries take

us is not leyel
;

it is, as it were, tilted

and uneveij, so that as we proceed along

it we are momently ^shot off at a tangent

from the solid earth of logical meankig
into superior ‘regions where the intel-
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lectual laws of gravity have no control.

The mistake of Jonson and the classicists

in general consists in supposing that

nothing’ is ol value that is not susceptible

of logical analysis
;

whereas the truth is

that the grcfatest triumphs of art. take

place in a world that is not wholly of

the intellect, but lies»somcAvhere between
it and *the incnarrable, but, to those

who have penetrated it, supremely real,

world of the mystic. In his fear and
dislike of nonsense, Jonsdn put away from
himself not ohly the I’amer-Chams and
the fustian of the la,te age, but also most
of the beauty it had created.

With the romantic emotions of his

predecessors and contemporaries Jonson
abandoned much of the characteristically

Elizabethan form of their poetry. That
extraordinary melodiousness which dis-

tinguishes the Elizabethan lyric is not to

l?e found in any of Ben’s writing. The
poems by which wc remember him

—

“ Cynthia,” “ Drink to Me Only,” “ It is

Not Growing Like a Tree ”—jare classically

well made (though the cavalier lyrists were
to do better in the same style) J but it is

not foi* ally musical qualities that we
remember them. One .gan understand
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Ben’s critical contempt for those purely

formal devices for producing musical

richness in which the Elizaljethans de-

lighted.

Kyes, why did you bring udto rnc these

graces, .

Grac’d to yield wonder out of ‘her true

measure,

Measure of all joyes’ stay to phansie traces

Module of pleasure.

The device is dhildish in its formality,

the words, in their obscurity, almost

devoid of significance.. But what matter,

since the stanza is a triumph of sonor-

ous beauty ? The Elizabethans devised

many ingenuities of this sort
;

the minjor

poets exploited them until they becaiite

ridiculous
;

the major poets employed
them with greater discretion, phvring

subtle variations \as in Shakespeare's

sonnets) on the crude theme. When,
writers had something to sa}', their

thoughts,, poured into these copiously

elaborate foKms, were rwoulded to the

grandest poetical eloquence. A minor
poet, like*' Lord Brooke, from ‘ whose
works we have just quoted S. specim'en

of pure formalism, could produce, in his
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moments of inspiration, such magni-

ficent lines as :

The mind of Man is this world’s true dimension,

And knowledge is the measure of the mind
;

or these, of fhc nethermost hell :

A place tjferc is upon no centre placed,

Deepe under depthes, hs farre as is the *skic

Above the eartli
;
darke, infinitely spaced :

Pluto the king, the kingdome, miserie.

Even into comic poetry, the Elizabethans

iittported the grand manner. The anony-
moLi.s author of

•»

Tce-hce, tee-hee ! Oh, sweet delight

He tickles this age, who can

Call Tullia’s ape a marmositc
And Leda’s goose a swan,

knew the secret of that rich, facile music

which all those who wrote in the grand

Elizabethan tradition could produce.

Jonson, like Donne, reacted against the

facility and floridity of this* technique,

but in a different way. Donne^s protest

took the form “of a conceited subtlety

of thought combined with a harshness

of me'tre. Jonson’i? classical training

inclined him towards clarity, solidity of

sense, and economy of form. He .stands,
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as a lyrist, half-way between the Eliza-

bethans and the cavalier song-writers

;

he has broken away from tbc olid tradi-

tion, but has not yet made liimself

entirely at home in the i\ew. At the

best ‘he achieves a minor perfection of

point and neatness. At the
'
jvorst he

falls ‘into that dryness and dulli\ess with
\vhich he knew he could be reproached.

We have seen from the passage concern-

ing the true aryficer that Jonson fully

realized the risk he was ^running. Tie
recurs more than once in Discoveries

to the same themt, “ Some men to

avoid redundancy run into that [a “ thin,

flagging, ‘ poor, starved ” style] ; and
while they strive to have no ill-blood or

juice, they lose their good.” The good
that Jonson lost was a great one. And
in the same way^ we see to-day* how
a fear of becoming sentimental, .or

“•chocolate-boxy,” drives many of the

younger pbets and artists to shrink from
treating* of the great emotions or the

obvious lavish beauty of* the earth. But
to eschcw^*h good because the corruption

of it is very bad is sifrely a sign^of weakness

and a folly.

Having lost \ the realm of romantic
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beauty—lost it deliberately and of set

purpose~Bcn Jonson devoted the whole
of his immense energy to portraying and
reforming the ugly world of fact. But
his reforming satiric intentions interfered,

as we have’ already shown, with his

realistic intentions, and insiCead of re-

creating in his art the actual world of

men, he* invented the wholly intellectual

and therefore wholly unreal universe of

Humours. It is an odd new world,

amusing to look at from’the safe distance

that separates* stage from stalls
;

but

not a* place one could ever wish to live

in—one’s neighbours, fools, knaves, hypo-
crites, and bears would make t*he most
pleasing prospect intolerable. And over

it all is diffused the atmosphere of Jonson’s

humour. It is a curious kind of humour,
very different from anything that passes

under that name to-day, from the humour
of Punch, or A Kiss for Cinderella. On<j

has only to read Volpone—*r, better

still, go to see it when it is ac*ted this

year by the Phosnix Society ‘for the re-

vival of old plays—to realize 1*hat Ben’s

conception of a joke •differed fhaterially

ftbifi oui’s. “Humour has never been the

same since Rousseau invented humani-
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tarianism. Syphilis and broken legs were
still a great deal more comic in Smollett’s

day than in our own. There is a cruelty,

a heartlcssness about much of the older

humour which is sometimes shocking,

sometimes, in its less extreme forms,

pleasantly astringent and stimulating afte-

the orgies of quaint pathos and senti-

mental comedy in which we arc nowadays
forced to indulge. There is not :\

pathetic line in Folfofie
;

all the char-

acters are profoundly unpleasant, and
the fun is almost as grim as fun can be.

Its heartlessness is, not the brilliant,

cynical heartlcssness of the later Restora-

tion comedy, but something ponderous

and vast. It reminds us of one of those

enormous, painful jokes which fate some-
times plays on humanity. There is nc'

alleviation, no purging by pity and terror.

It requires a very hearty sense of humour
*o digest it. We have reason to admi^'e

our ancestors for their ability to enjoy this

kind of comedy as it should be enjoyed.

It would get very little appreciation from
a London audience of to-day.

In the other comedies the fun is not

so grim
;

but there is a certain haraness

and brutality about them all—due, of
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course, ultimately to the fact that the

characters are not human, but rather

marionettes of wood and metal that

collide ‘and ' belabour one another, like

the ferocious puppets of the Punch and

Judy show, without feeling the painfulness

of the proceeding. Shakespeare’s comedy
is not heartless, because the characters

are human and sensitive. Our modern
sentimentality is a corruption, a softening

of genuine humanity. We need a few

more jonsons and Congx'eves, some more
plays like Fdfone, or that inimitable

Maniage a la Mode of Dryden, in which
the curtain goes up on a lady singing

the outrageously cynical song tha'? begins ;

Why should a foolish marriage vow,

That long ago was made,
Constrain us to each other now
»When pleasure is decayed ?

Too much heartlessness is intolerably

(how soon one turns, revolted,*, from the

literature of the Restoration
!)^ but a

little of it now <and then is; bracing, a

tonic for relaxed sensibilities., A little

ruthlessdaughter clears the air a% nothing
afee.can do * it is good for us, every now
and then, to see our ide.als laughed at,
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our conception of nobility caricatured ;

it is good for solemnity’s nose to be

tweaked, it is good for human pomposity
to be made to look mean and ridiculous.

It should be the great social function

—as ^Marinetti has pointed* out—of the

music halls, to provide this .cruel and
unsparing laughter, io make a buffoonery

of all the solemnly accepted grandeurs

and nobilities. A good dose of this

mockery, administered twice a year at

the equinoxes, should purge our minds
of much waste matter, make nimble our

spirits and brighten the eye to'- look

more clearly and truthfully on the world
about US'.

Ben’s reduction of human beings to a

series of rather unpleasant Humours is

sound and medicinal. Humours do not,

of course, exist in actuality
;

they are

true only as caricaiures are true. There
are times when we wonder whether a

caricature, lis not, after all, truer than a

p]iotogr?.ph
;

there are others when it

seems a stupid lie. But at all times a

caricature hs disquieting; and it is very

good for most of las to be made uncom-
fortable.
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There are few things more melan-

choly than the spectacle of literary

fossili/.ation? A great writer comes into

being, lives, labours and dies. Time
passes

;
yea? by year the sediment of

muddy comment and criticism thickens

round, th'c great mark’s bone.s. The .sedi-

ment sots firm ; what was once a living

organism becomes a thing of marble.

On the attainment of total fossilization

the great man has become a classic. Tt

becomes incneasingly difficult for the

mem'bers of each succeeding generation

to remember that th*e stony objects which
fill the museum cases were oi*ce alive.

Tt is often a work of considerable labour

to reconstruct the living animal from the

fossil shape. But the trouble is generally

worth taking. And in no case is it more
worth while than in Chaucer’s.

•With Cliaucer the ordinary fossilizing

process, to which every classical author is

subject, has been complicated by the

petrifaction of Ijis language.^ hive hun-
dred years have almost sufficfjd to turn

the mofit living of poe^ts into a ‘substitute

rm.tlie .modern sides of schools for the

mental gymnastic of Latiii and Greek.
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Prophetically, Chaucer saw the fate that

awaited him and appealed against his

doom :

' i

Ye know eke that, in form of speech is change

Within a thousand years, and wordes tho

That .hadden price, now wonder nice and
strange ’

Us thinketh them
;
and, yet they spak'e them so.

And sped as well in love as men now do.

The body of his poetry may have grown
old, but its spirit is still young and im-

mortal. To knoVv that spirit—and n,ot

to know it is to ignore something that

is of unique importapcc in the history of

our literature—it is necessary to make the

effort of occoming familiar with the body
it informs and gives life to. The antique

language and versification, so “ wonder
nice and strange ” to our cars, are

obstacles in the path of most of .fthosc

who read for pleasure’s sake (not that

any reader worthy of the name ever

reads for araything else but pleasure)
;

to

the pedants they arc an end in them-
selves. Theirs is the carcass, but not the

soul. Between those who are daunted
by his superficial '•difficulties and those

who take too much delight i\i theri'i

Chaucer finds but few sympathetic readers.
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I hope in these pages t6 be able to give

a few of the reasons that make Chaucer
so well worth reading.

Chaucer’if art is, by its very largeness

and objectiveness, extremely difficult to

subject to c^’itical analysis. Confronted
by it, Dryden could only exoiaim, Here
is Gad’s* plenty ! ’’—sand the exclamation

proves, ‘when all is said, to be the most
adequate and satisfying of all criticisms.

All that the critic can hope to do is

ty. expand and to ilkistrate Dryden’s

exemplary brevity.
“ God’s plenty !

” the phrase is a

peculiarly happy one. It calls up a vision

of the prodigal earth, of har-viest fields,

of innumerable beasts and birds, of teem-
ing life. And it is in the heart of this

living and material world of Nature that

Chancer lives. He is the poet of earth,

supremely content to walk, desiring no
^wings. Many English poets have loved

the earth for the sake of scunething—

a

dream, a reality, call it which vou will

—

that lies behind, it. But there have been
few, and, except for Chaucer, no poets of

greatness, who have^ been in love with
eaTth for Its own sake, with Nature in

the sense of something inevitably material,
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something that is the opposite of the

supernatural. Supreme over everything

in this world he sees the natural order,

the “ law of kind,” as he calls it. The
teacliings of most of tlic great prophets

and poets are simply protest's against the

law ot kind.' Chaucer does not protest,

he accepts. It is p^'ccisely this accept-

ance that makes him unique ' among
English poets. He does not go to Nature
as the symbol of some further spiritual

reality
;

hills, flowers, sea, and clouds

are not, for him, transparencies through
which the workings of a great soul' are

visible. No, they arc opaque
;

he likes

them for » what they are, things pleasant

and beautiful, and not the less delicious

because they are definitely of the earth

earthy. Human beings, in the same way,

he takes as he finds, noble and bea'},tish,

but, on the whole, ‘ wonderfully decent.

He has none of that strong ethical bias

which is usqjlly to be found in the English

mind. Hp is not horrified by the be-

haviour of h\s fellow-bcii?gs, and he has

no desire t,9 reform them. Their char-

acters, the-lr motiv^iS interest him, and
he stands looking on at theni, a- happy'-

spectator. This serenity of detachment,
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this placid acceptance' of tilings and

people as they are, is emphasized if we
compare the poetry of Chaucer with that

of his (Contemporary, Langland, or who-
ever it was that wrote Piers Plowman.

'rhe historians tell us that the later

years of , the fourteenth ccentury were
among the most disagreeable periods of

our national history. English prosperity

was at a very low ebb. The Black Death
had exterminated nearly a third of the

v\iarking population of the islands, a fact

w'hich, aggravated by the frenzied legisla-

tion of the (jovernment, had led to the

unprecedented labour troubles that cul-

minated in the peasants’ revolt.* Clerical

corruption and lawlessness were rife. All

things considered, even our own age is

preferable to that in which Chaucer
lived Langland does not spare denun-
ciation

;
he is appailcd by the wicked-

^hess about him, scandalized at the openly

confessed vices that have almost ceased to

pay to virtue the tribute of hypocrisy.

Indignation is the inspiration of Piers

Plowman, the righteous indignation of the

prophet. But to read Chaucei one would
imagine that there was nothing in four-

teenth-century England to be indignant
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about. It is true that the Pardoner, the

Friar, the Shipman, the Miller, and, in

fact, most of the Canterbury pilgrims

arc rogues and scoundrels
;

’’

but, then,

they are such “ merry harlots ” too. It

is true that the Monk prefers hunting to

praying, thav, in these latter days when
fairies, are no more, “ there is none other

incubus ” but the friar, that “ purse is

the Archdeacon’s hell,” and the Sum-
moncr a villain of the first magnitude

;

but Chaucer can (only regard these things

as primarily humorous. The fact of

people not practising what they preach

is an unfailing source of amusement to

him. Wsiere Langland cries aloud in

anger, threatening the world with hell-

fire, Chaucer looks on and smiles. To
the great political crisis of his time he
makes but one reference, and that a c«mic
one :

jSo hideous was the noyse, ah benedicite !

Certes he ^akke Straw, and his meyn6,
Nc maden schoutes never half so schrille.

Whan that they wolden ejiy Flemyng kille,

As thilke day was mad upon the fox.

Peasants itiay revolli, priests break their

vows, lawyers lie and cheat", and the-

world in general indulge its sensual
’ 2o8
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appetites ;

why try and prevent them,

why protest ? After all, they are all

simply being natural, they are* all follow-

ing the ‘law* of kind. A reasonable man,
like himself, “ flees fro the pres and
dwelles with' soothfastnesse.” But, rea-

sonable men are few, and it is the nature

of human beings to he the unreasonable

sport of' instinct and passion, just as it is

the* nature of the daisy to open its eye

to the sun and of the goldfinch to be a

spfitely and “ gaylard creature. The
law of kind has always and in everything

domination ; there is no rubbing nature

against the hair. For

God it wot, there may no man embrace
As to destreyne a thing, the which nature

Hath naturelly set in a creature.

Take any brid, and put him in a cage.

And CO all thine entent and thy corrage

To foster it tendrely with meat and drynke.

Arid with alle the deyntees thou canst bethinke.

And keep it all so kyndly as thou may
;

Although his cage of gold be never so gay.

Yet hath this brid, by twenty thousand fold.

Lever in a forest, that is wyld and cold,

Gon ete wormes, and such wrecchidnes
;

For ever this brid will coon his busynes

i.'o scape out of his cage when that he may
;

His libertri the brid desireth aye . . .
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Lo, heer hath kyn‘d his dominacioun,

And appetyt flemeth (banishes) discrescioiin.

Also a she wolf hath a vilayne kyndc,

The lewideste* wolf that she may fyr\dc,

Or least of reputacioun, him will sche take,

In tyme wlian hir lust to have a make.

Alle this ensaumples tell I by these men
I'hat ben unvrewe, and nothing by wommen.

«

(As fhc story from which these ,lines are

quoted happens to be about an unfaith-

ful wife, it seems that, in making the

female sex immpne from the action of

the law of kind, Chaucer .is indulging^ a

little in irony.)

For men han ever a licorous appetit

On lowr thing to parformc her delit

Than on her wyves, ben they never so fairc,

Ne never so trewe, nc so debonaire.

Nature, deplorable as some of its manifes-

tations may be, must always and uievit-

ably assert itself. 'The law of kind has

}

)Ower even over immortal souls. This
act is the,,source of the poet’s constantly

cxpress(^ dislike of celibacy and asceti-

cism. The, doctrine that upholds the

superioritji of the state of virginity over

that of ivedlock hs, to begin \Vith (he

holds), a danger to the rate. • It ‘er'J-

courages a process which we may be p,er-
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mitted to call dysgcnics—the carrying on
of the species by the worst members.
The Host’s words to the^ Monk are

memorable :

Allas ! why wtyrest thou so wide a cope ?

God give me sorwc ! and [ were a pop®
Nought only thou, but every mighty man.
Though he were shore* brode upon his* pan

(head)

Should han a wife
;

for all this world is lorn

;

Religioun hath take up all the corn

Of tredyng, and we burel |[humble) men ben
* 'shrimpes

; ,

Of feblc trees there cometh wrecchid impes.

This maketh that our Veires ben so sclendere

And feble, that they may not wel engendre.
f

But it is not merely dangerous
;

it is

anti-natural. T'hat is the theme of the

Wife of Bath’s Prologue. Counsels of

perfection are all very well when they

are given to those

I’hat wolde lyve parfytly
;

' But, lordyngs, by your leve, that am not I*.

The bulk of us must live as the law of

kind enjoins. i

It is characteristic of Chaucer’s con-

ception* of the world| that the highest

praise hte cin bestow on anything is to

assert of it, that it possesse*^ 'in the highest
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degree the qualities of its own particular

kind. Thus of Crcssida he says :

She was not with the least oi her stature.

But all her limbes so well answering

Wcren to womanhood, that creature

Nap never Icssc mannish in s*eeming.

The horse of brass in the SquiVf^s 'Tale is

So well proportioned to be strong}

Right as it were a steed of Lombardye,_

Thereto so horsely and so quick of eye.

Everything that# is perfect of its kind is

admirable, even though the kind may not

be an exalted one. It is, for instance,

a joy to see the way in which the Canon
sweats :

••

A cloote-leaf (dock leaf) he had under his hood
For sweat, and for to keep his head from heat.

But it was joye for to see him sweat
;

His forehead dropped as a stillatorie

Were full of plantain'or of peritorie.

The Canon is supreme in the category

of sweateii'", tlie very type and idea of

perspiriqg humanity
;

therefore he is

admirable a^nd joyous to- behold, even as

a horse that is supremely horsely or a

woman Ife’ss manni^.h than anything one
could imagine. In the same' way it 'is

delight to beheld the Pardoner preaching
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to the people. In its* own kind his

charlatanism is perfect and deserves

admiration :

Mine handes and my tongc gon so yerne,

That it is jiwc to see my busyncsse.

This manner of saying of .things’ that

they are j.oyous, or, very often, heavenly,

is typicr.l of Chaucer. He looks out on
thq world with a delight that never

grows old or weary. I'hc sights and
sounds of daily life, all ^hc lavish beauty

of the earth fill him with a pleasure wliich

he can only express by calling it a “joy ”

or a “heaven.” It “joye was to see”
Cressida and her maidens playing to-

gether
;
and

So aungcllykc was her native bcaut^

That like a thing immortal scemede she,

As doth an heavenish parfit creature.

'The peacock has angel’s feathers
;

a girl’s

voice is heavenly to hear :

Antigone the shene

Gan on a Trojan song to singcri clear.

That it an heaven was her voice to hear.

One could go on indefinitely multiplying

.quotations that testify to Chaucer’s ex-

quisite sensibility to sensuous beauty and
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his immediate, almost exclamatory re-

sponse to it. Above all, he is moved by
the beaut/ of “ young, fresh folkes, he

and she ”
;

by the grace a'hd swiftness

of living things, birds and animals
; by

flowers and placid, luminous, park-like

landscapes.

It js interesting to note how frequently

Chaucer speaks of animals. Like many
other sages, he perceives that an animal

is, in a certain sense, more human in

character than a man. For an animal

bears the same relation tt) a man as a

caricature to a portrait. In a way a

caricature is truer than a portrait. It

reveals all the weaknesses and absurdities

that flesh is heir to. The portrait brings

out the greatness and dignity of the

spirit that inhabits the often ridiculous

flesh. It is not merely that Chaucer has

written regular fables, though the Nun’s

Priest's Pale puts him among the great

fabulists of the world, and there is also

much definitely fabular matter in the

Parliament of Fowls. No, his references

to the beasts are not confined to his

animal stories alon(j
; they are scattered

broadcast throughout his works. He relies

for much of h'is psychology and for muph
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of his. most vivid description on the

comparison of man, in his character and
appearance (which with Cf aucer are

always indiSsolubly blended), with the

beasts. Take, for example, that enchant-

ing simile iri which Troilus, stubbornly

anti-natural in refusing to love as the

law of kind enjoins him, is comparf*d to

the corn-fed horse, who has to be taught

good behaviour and sound philosophy

under the whip :

As -proude Bayard ginneth for to skip

Out of the way, so pricketh him his com,
'Fill ne a lash have of the longe whip.

Then thinketh he, “ Though I prance all

biforn.

First in the trace, full fat and newe shorn.

Yet am I but an horse, and horses’ law

I must endure and with my feeres draw.”

Or, again, women with too pronounced
a taste for fine appaiel are likened to the

cat ;

And if the cattes skin be sleek and gay,

She will not dwell in hous^ half a day.

But forth she will, ere any day be dawet
To show her skm and gon a caterwrawet.

In his descriptions of the personal appear-

ance cf his characters Chaucer makes
constant use of animal characteristics.
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Human beings, both beautiful and hide-

ous, are largely described in terms of

animals, yt is interesting to see how
often in that exquisite description of

Alisoun, the carpenter’s wife, Chaucer
produces his clearest and sharpest effects

by a reference to some beast or bird :

Fair Was this younge wife, and therewithal

As any weasel her body gent and small . . ,

But of her song it was as loud and yern

As is the swallow chittering on a barn.

'I'hereto she couldoi skip and make a game
As any kid or calf following his dame.
Her mouth was sweet as bragot is or m?ath,

Or hoard of apples, laid in hay or heath.

Wincing she was, as is a jolly colt.

Long as a* mast and upright as a bolt.

Again and again in Chaucer’s poems do
we find such similitudes, and the result

is always a picture of extraordinary pre-

cision and liveliness.-^ Here, for example,

are a few :

Gaylard h**. was as goldfinch in the shaw,

or,

Such glaring eyen had he as an hare;

or.

As piled (baldf as an ape was his skull.
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The self-indulgent friars are

Like Jovinian,

Fat as a whale, and walken as/a swan.
• •

The Pardoner describes his own preach-

ing in these \%ords :

Then pain I me to stretchc fo^,th my heck

And east '.and west upon the people I beck,

As doth dove, sitting on a barn.

Very often, too, Chaucer derives his

happiest metapliors from birds and beasts.

Of^Troy in its misfortunj and decline he

says : Fortune*

Gan pull away the fe^ithers bright of dVoy
From day to day.

Love-sick Troilus soliloquizes thus :

He said :
“ O fool, now art thou in the snare

That whilom japedest at lovers pain,

Now art thou hent, now gnaw* thin ownd
chain.”

The metaphor of Troy’s bright feathers

reminds me of a very beauyful simile

borrowed from the life of the plaints :

And as in winter leav<5s been bei*bft,

Each after other, till the tree be kare.

So that there nis but bajk and brafiches left,

•Ifleth Treilus* bereft of each welfare,

Ybounden in the blacke bark ^erf care.
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And this, in turn, reminds me of that

couplet in wliich Chaucer compares a girl

to a Howe ing pear-tree :

She was well more blissful on to see

'Phan is the newe parjonette tree.

Chatlcer is. as much at home among the

stars as he is among tlie birds and. beasts

and Howers of earth. There are some
literary men of to-day who are not

merely not ashamed to confess their total

ignorance of alh facts of a
“
scientiHc

”

order, but even make a^ boast of it.

Chaucer would have regarded such peirsons

with pity and conteihpt. His own know-
ledge of astronomy was wide and exact.

Those whose education has been as

horribly imperfect as my own will always

find some ditliculty in following him as

he moves with easy assurance through
the heavens. Still, ’it is possible without
knowing any mathematics to appreciate

Chaucer’s descriptions of the great pageaiil

of the sun and stars as they march in

triumph from mansion to mansion through
the year. He docs not always trouble to

take out ids astrolabe and measure the

progress of “ Phebus, with his rosy cart ”
;

he can record the god’s movements in
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more general terms that may be under-

stood even by the literary man of nineteen

hundred and twenty. Herc,,fOT example,

is a description of the coldc frosty

seisoun of Decembre,’" in wliich matters

celestial and earthly are mingled to make
a picture extraordinary richness :

Phebus \^iox old and hewed like latoun,

That in his hote* dcclinacioiin

Shone as tlie burned ^(old, with strearnes hri^du ;

But now in Capricorn adown he light,

VVljgre as he shone full pale*; I dare well sayn

The bitter frosl<^s with the sleet and rain

Destif)yed hath the green in every yerd.

Janus sit by the fire with double beard,

And drinketh of his bugle horn the ^t\une
;

Beforn him stont the brawn of tusked swine,

And ‘‘ noel ” cryeth every lusty man.

In astrology he does not seem to have
believed. The magnificent passage in the

Man of Laiv"s Tale^ vvPiere it is said that

In the starres, clearer than is glass,

*ls written, God wot, whoso cag^ it road,

The death of every man wilhouten drede,

is balanced by the categoricai statement

found in the scientific and educational

treatise 'on tlie astrolabe, thaf judicial

ticftrvf)logy is mere deceit.

tjis scepticism with regaiid to astrology
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is not surprising. Highly as he, prizes

authority,^ he prefers the evidence of

experience,' and where that evidence is

lacking he is content to profess' a quiet

agnosticism. His respect for the law of

kind, is accompanied by a complementary
mistrust of' all that docs not .appear to

belop.g to the natural order of things.

There are moments when he doubts even
the fundamental beliefs of the Church :

A thousand svthcs have I herd men telle
J

That there is joye in heaven and peyne* in

helle ;

And I accorde well thjit it be so.

But natheless, this wot I well also

That thiie is none that dwelleth in this

countree

That either hath in helle or heaven y-bc.

Of the fate of the spirit after death he

speaks in much the same style :

His spiryt changed was, and wente there

As T came never, I cannot tcllcn where
;

d'hereforc I' stint, I nam no divinistre
;

Of soules-fynde I not in this registre,

Ne me list rot th’ opiniouns to telle

Of hem, though that they witten where they
dwellc

.

He has no patience with supevstitiorts.

Belief^ in dreams, in auguries, fear of the
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“ raveues qualm or schrychynge 'of tliise

owles ” are all unbefitting to a self-

respecting man :

•
*

To trowen on it bothe false and foul is
;

Alas, alas, sc^ noble a creature

As is a man sliall dreaden such ordur^ !

By an- absurd pun he turns all Calchas’s

magic arts of prophecy to ridicule :

So when this Calkas knew by calkulynge,

And eke by answer of this Apollo

.That Grekes sholdcn such a people bringe,

Through whirh that Troye muste ben fordo,

cast anon out of the town to go.
•

It would not be making a fanciful

comparison to say that Chaucei* in many
respects resembles Anatole France. Both
men possess a profound love of this world

for its own sake, coupled with a profound
and gentle scepticism about all that lies

beyond this world. To both of them the

Javish beauty of Nature is a never-failing

and all-sufficient source o^ happiness.

Neither of them are ascetics^ in pain

and privation tiiey sec nothing but evil.

To both of them the notio®. that self-

denial’ and self-mortification “are neces-

safily fighteous and productive of good
is. wholly alien. Both of tjiem are apostles
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of sweetness and light, of humanity and
reasonableness. Unbounded tolerance of

human wc'lshness and a pity, not the less

sincere for bHng a little ironical,’ charac-

terize them both. Deep knowledge of

the evils and horrors of this unintelligible

world makes them all the more> attached

to its. .kindly beauty.. But in at least one
important respect Chaucer shows' himself

to be the greater, the completer spirit.

He possesses, what Anatole France docs

not, an imaginative as well as an intel-

lectual comprehension of things. Faced
by the multitudinous variety of human
character, Anatole France exhibits a

curious impotence of imagination. He
does not understand characters in the

sense that, say, Tolstoy understands them ;

he cannot, by the power of imagination,

get inside them, become what he*, con-

templates. None of the persons of his

creation are complete characters
;

they,

cannot be .l.ooked at from every side
;

they are ^portrayed, as it were, in the

fist and not,, in three di-mensions. But
Chaucer hgs the power of getting into

someone tdse’s character. His under-
standing of the men and women of'wh6m*
he writes is .complete

;
his slightest
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characver sketches are always solid and
three-dimensional. The Prologue to the

Canterbury Tales, in which ^Hic effects

are alm6st entirely produced by the de-

scription of
^
external physical features,

furnishes us with the most obvious ex-

ample of* his three-dimcnsiohal drawing.

Or, ag.pn, take that description i« the

Merchant’s Tale of old January and his

young wife May after their wedding
night. It is wholly a description of cx-

tcTnal details,^ct the reslilt is not a super-

fici^ picture. We are given a glimpse of

the characters in their entirety :

Thus labourcth he till that the day,gan dawc,

And then he taketh a sop in fine clarr^,

\nd upriglu in his bed then sitteth he.

And after that he sang full loud and clear,

And kissed his wife and ntade wanton cheer.

Ke wjs all coltish, full of rageryc.

And full of jargon as a flecked pye.

The slacked skin about his ncck(5 shaketh,

’While that he sang, so chanteth he and craketh.

But God wot what that May l4iought in her

heart

-

Wdien she him s;*v up sitting iji his shirt.

In his night cap and with his n^ckc lean
;

She prtiiseth not his playing wortii a bean.
* • »

* *•

But tnese are all slight sketches. For
full-length portraits of character we must
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turn to Troilvs and Cressida, a work
which, though it was written before the

fullest manarity of Chaucer’s powers, is

in many ways his most remarkable 'achieve-

ment, and one, moreover, which has never

been , rivalled for beauty and insight

in the whole field of English'^ narrative

poetry. When one* sees with what cer-

tainty and precision Chaucer describes

every movement of Cressida’s spirit from
the first movement she hears of Troilus’

love for her to the moment when sheds
unfaithful to him, one can only wonder
why the novel of character should have
been so slow to make its appearance. It

was not’ until the eighteenth century

that narrative artists, using prose as their

medium instead of verse, began to redis-

cover the secrets that were familiar to

Chaucer in the fourteenth. »

'Troilus and Cressida was written, as we
have said, before Chaucer had learnt tej

make the hvllest use of his powers. In
colouring,, it is fainter, less sharp and
bvilliant than the best of the Canterbury
Tales. Th"! character studies are there,

carefully abd accurately worked out
;

but
we miss the bright vividness of pleseifta-

tion with which Chaucer was to endow
‘ t
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his later art. The characters are all alive

and completely seen and understood.

But they njove, as it were, .behind a veil

—the veil of that poetic convention which
had, in the,earliest poems, almost com-
pletely shrouded Chaucer’s genius*, and
which, a? he grew up, as he adventured
and disfovered, grew* thinner and thinner,

and finally vanished like gauzy mist in

the sunlight. When Troilus and Cressida

was written the mist had not completely
dissipated, anjl the figures f)f his creation,

cor^plete in conception and execution as

they are, are seen a little dimly because

of the interposed veil.

The only moment in the poem when
Chaucer’s insight seems to fail him is at

the very end ; he has to account for

Cressida’s unfaithfulness, and he is at a

loss t® know how hai shall do it. Sliake-

speare, when he rehandled the theme,

liad no such difficulty, hlis version ryf

•the story, planned on much f.oarser lines

than Chaucer’s, leads obviousl)» and in-

evitably to the fore-ordained* conclusion*

;

his Cressida is a minx who sijnply lives

^p to her, charactei*. What could be

more simple ? But to
,
Chaucer the

problem is not so simple. ^ His Cressida is
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not a minx. From the moment he first

sets eyes Qti her Chaucer, like his own
unhappy TJoilus, falls head over ears in

love. Beautiful, gentle, gay
;

possessing,

it is true, somewhat “ tendre wittes,” but

making up for her lack of skill in ratiocina-

tion by the “ sudden avysem'ents ” of

intuition
;

vain, but' not disagreeably so,

of her good looks and of lier power over

so great and noble a knight as Troilus
;

slow to feel love, but once she has yielded,

rendering back *t;o Troilus passion for

passion
;

in a word, the “ least mannish ”

of all possible creaturc^s—she is to Chaucer
the ideal^ of gracious and courtly woman-
hood. But, alas, the old story tells us

that Cressida jilted her Troilus for that

gross pri/.e-fighter of a man, Diomed.
The woman whom Chaucer has made his

ideal proves to be ,-no better than she

should be
;

there is a flaw in the crystal.

Chaucer is infinitely reluctant to admit

the fact. 'liut the old story is specific

in its statement ; indeed, its whole point

c'bnsists in "Cressida’s ir.fidelity. Called

upon to explain his heroine’s fall, Chaucer
is completely at a loss. He makes a few
half-hearted attempts to solve the prob-

lem, and then*' gives it up, falling back
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on authority. Tlie old clerks say it was
so, therefore it must be so, /and that’s

that. The, fact is that Chaircer pitched
his vers'ion of the story in a different

key from tljat which is found in the

“.olde bokes,” with the result that the

note on ,*vvhich he is compelled by his

respect, for authority to close is “com-
pletely out of harmony with the rest of

the music. It is this tliat accounts for

the chief, and indeed the only defect

of* the poem,— its hur?ied and boggled
conclusi(jn.

I cannot ]eave Cressida witliout some
incnticm of tlic doom which ^vas pre-

pared for her by one of Chaucer’s worthiest

disciples, Robert Henryson, in some ways
the best of tlie Scottish poets of the

fifteenth and sixteenth centuries. Shocked
by tile fact that, in Chaucer’s poem,
Cressida receives no punishment for her

inlidelity, Henryson composed a short

•sequel, The Testament of Sresseid,, to

sliow that poetic justice was »iuly per-

formed. Diomtd, wc are •told, grew
weary as soon as he had all ht^ appetyte

and mair, ^ulfillit oil this fair ladie
”

ana cas\ her off, to becoipc a common
drab.
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O fair Crcsseid ! the flour and A per je

Of Troy an(| Greece, how vvast thow fortunait

!

I'o change filth all thy feminitie

And be with fleshly lust sa inacu'iait,,

And go amang the Grekis, air and late

So giglot-Iike. j

t

Jn her misery she curses Venus a.nd Cupid
for having caused her to love only to

lead her to this degradation :

The seed of love was sowen in my face

And ay grew green through your supply and
grace. #

But now, alas ! that seed with frost is slain,

And I fra lovers left, and all forlane.

In revenge Cupid and his motlier summon
a council of gods and condemn the ^4 per

se of Greece and Troy to be a hideous

leper. And so she goes forth with the

other lepers, armed with bowl and clapper,

to beg her bread. One day Troilu,s rides

past the place where she is sitting by the

foadside near the gates of Troy :

Then upon him she cast up both her een,

And with ane blenk it cam into his thoclit.

That lie soma time before lier face had seen,

But she ^was in such plight he knew her

nock t,

Yet then her look ^nto his mind it bro^ht.

The sweet visage and amorous blenking

Of fair ,Cresseid,‘-ine sometime his own darling.
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He throws her an a'lrhs and ^he poor

creature dies. And so the inoral sense

is satisfied. There is a gQpd deal of

superfluous* mythology and unnecessary

verbiage in The Testament oj Cresseid, but
the main lihes of the poem arc firmly

and povtterfully drawn. Of* all the dis-

ciples of Chaucer, .from Hocclcv^; and
the M(5nk of Bury down to Mr. Masefield,

Henryson may deservedly claim to stand

the highest.
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^28.-LnTLR MEXICAN by Aldous Huxley.
Short Tories, containing: ‘Uncle Spencer,’ ‘Little

Mexican,’ ‘Hubert and Minnie,’ ‘Fard,’ ‘H'he Portrait,’

and ‘Young Archunedes.’ ‘The opulence of Mr. Huxley’s

*talcnt speaks in every page.’ The Ohsetver.

29.

JT)VE EREINDSHIP by Jane Austen.
And ot’icr Fa“ly Works now" first published, with an In-

Voduction by c. k. chkstfrton, who writes: ‘A thing

to laugh over again ard again.’

30. THREE PI.AYS by A. A. Milne.
Containing: ‘'Fhe Cfreat Broxopp’; ‘I'lie Dover Road’;

‘The dVutii about Blayds.’

31 . THE HOUSE WITH THE ECHO
by T. F. Powys.

‘Connoisseurs of the short story should not miss this little

book, for Mr. Powys has a rare mastery of the art.’ The
Evening Standard.

32. SWANNTS WAY, vol. i, by Marcel Proust.
dVanslated by c. k. scott MoxcRiri r. ‘M. Proust is*a

genius; and Mr. Scott Moncrich has treated him like

one.’ The Nation.
i

33. SWANN’S WAY, vol. 2, by Marcel Proust.
Translated by c. k. scott mo., jrieff. ‘TJie translator . .

.

faced a task of prodigious difiiculty with extraordinary

success. Until it was done, it w^as unbelievable that it

could be done so w^ell.’ The London Mercury.



34.

ESSAY^tN POPULAR SCIENCE
• \ Julian Huxley.

‘One of theVw scienti/ic books that is popular £|nd scien-

tific without^patronising the reader.’ 77/^ Cambridge

Review.

35. A SHORT 'history OF ENGLAND
by G. K. Cpiesterton.

‘He is at once the most concise and fullest historian this

coiintrydias yet f^und.’ The Observer.

36. TWO OR THREE GRACES
by Aldous Huxley.

Four stories, one as long as a short novel. ‘It is a jc5y to

read. ... I have no hesitation in saying that of the younger

men waiting to-day, Mr. Huxley is in a class by himself.’

Ralph Straus in 7'he B'fstunder.

37. HADRIAN Vn by Fr. Rolfe
' CBaron Corvo.O

A fine novel ^/hich has been some time out of print. ‘It

sparkles with wit and gleams with satire; and the ^vriter

displays a really remarkable knowledge ... of Roman
Catholic proceedings at the headquarters of the faith.’

The Daily Graphic.

38. THE GENTLE ARt^ OF COOKERY
by Mrs. C. F. T>eyel and Miss Olga
^Hartley.

A really original Aookery book which ‘no properly in-

stituted home should be w'ithout.’ The Mo?'ning Poit.

39; RptlGH JUSTICE by C.* E. Montague.
A novel. ‘A beautiful and a terrible book. ... A master-

piece of fiction.’ Sir Philip Gibbs in*, The Cath^oli^

Times.
^

*

40. FOUR PLAYS Ilf A. A. Milne..^,
Containing: ‘To Have thg Honour’; ‘Ariadne, or

Business First’; ‘Portrait of a Gentleman in Slippers’;

and ‘Success.’



41 . SINCE CEZANNEj^j CuvE^lfcLL.
‘All wno have ever aske<ytl>e questioiw “Wh
should read this collection* of essays The

Guardian,

What is Art?’’

MancheUer

42. IN THE BEGINNING -

hy jfoRMAN Douglas.
A romance. ‘The nearest approach in our language to the

manner of 4n^itole France.’ The Spectator,

43* WITIJIN A BUDDING. GROVE, voL 1

hy Marcel Proust.
‘Th^t unapproachable triumph of the translator, MR.

SCOTT MONCRiEFp’s translation of Proust’s A TOmbre des

* Jennet ¥tiles en FleursI The New Statesman,

44. WITHIN A BUDDING GROVE, vol. 2

by Marcel Proust.
^‘mr. SCOTT moncriivff’s translation continues as well as

it began.’ The Observer,

45. PROPER STUDIES by Aldous Huxley.
Essays, ‘Brilliantly illuminating.’ Arnold Bennett in 7"he

Evening Standard:

46. MR. TASKEI^^S^GODS by T. F. Powys.'
A story, ‘A little epic of the divine at *war with the

hu^i Ian .
’ The OutlooEk

47. DON TARQUINIO hy Fr. Rolfe
(‘Baron Ci:)rvo.’)

A romance. ‘It has the irresponsible high spirits of the

youth of the world.’ The Daily Mail,

^^8. TWENTIES CENTURY
^
POET«X

an anthology by Harold MefNRo.
‘Th*c best anthology oj the moderns that I have seen.’

' The^Evening Standard, Also available in leather, 5s.

49JESTING PILATE /ri'ALoous Huxley.
The dia^^' /)f a journey. ‘It ‘must be a* sedative type of

header who lays down ^his volume without having been

stimulated, amused, and probably annoyed.’ Sir Edmmd
Gosse in The Sunday Times,



so. DUSTY\ ANSWER
•

^hy Rosamond EbhmaI^
‘A. N.’ Saick n The Sunday Times of Dusty Jn^wenfll is

not often throne can say with confidence ofa first novel

that it reveals new possibilities for literature/

sr. A MOMEJ^*!' OF TIME
. by Richard Huoni^.

A book of stories. ‘Mr. Richard Hlighcs is a man df

gcnius.*^ The Ne';o Statesman.

52. POSSIBLE WORLAS by J. B. S: Haldane.
Esoays by the author of Daedalus. ‘'Fhe m6st readable

book ever written by a scientist/ The Graphic.

q3.THE SPANISH FARM
^

R, H. Mottramu
(Awarded the Hawthornden Prize, <'924.) ‘By far the

most distinguished English novel whic h has come^^'-ut of

the war.’ H. M. 1 omlinson «'n The ITeitminster Gazette.

54. IN THE MIDST OF LIFE
by Ambrose Bierce.

This collection includes many of Ambrose Bicice’s best

and most distinguished sloiihs?

5. ACTION by C. E. Montague.
‘These stories come like thc*^all of evening busies or the

sudden sight of the lifted hills.’ The Spectator.

^6. TALES by August Strindberg. Translate J

by L. J. Potts. ' *

This book, tjot previously published in English, is a

* trtirslatijn of Si.indberg’s Sagoi\ Mr. Potts modestly

refers to the Tajes as ‘seeming of high literary value/ but
those who reik'.i his admirable translation will scarcely-

need persuading tliat they'kre the worbof a genlug

57. TFIE STORM, OF STEEL
* E^S^fT JlTNOERi

Translated by Basil Creighton. ‘The best

of actual fighting during the war that I have

Rf. Hon. D. L/oyd George.








